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Acronyms, Definitions and Nomenclature
(sources: Jonas et al. 2000, Orthofer et al. 2000, IPCC 2003, Matthews et al. 2000)
ACBM:
Austrian Carbon Balance Model
Full Carbon Accounting approach (FCA) developed by Austrian Research
Centers Seibersdorf (ARCS) (now ARC systems research GmbH)
ACDb:
Austrian Carbon Database
Full carbon accounting approach (FCA) developed by the International Institute for Systems Analysis (IIASA)
Annex 1 countries:
industrialised countries and countries in transition listed in the Annex 1 of
the Kyoto Protocol that commit themselves to greenhouse-gas emission reductions (given the ratification of the treaty in the country and the coming
into force of the Protocol)
BIF-MFA:
Bulk Internal Flow Material Flow Analysis
Material Flow Analysis approach of the Department of Social Ecology at the
Institute for Interdisciplinary Studies of Austrian Universities (IFF).
CCF:
carbon conversion factor
COP:
the Conference of the Parties of UN Framework Convention on Climate
Change
Clean Development Mechanism (CDM):
market based mechanism between Annex 1 countries of the Kyoto Protocol
and developing which aim at achieving the environmental goals of the Protocol through the use of economic forces. A country can carry out emission
reduction projects in developing countries which can be used by those in
Annex 1 for credit as certified emission reduction.
DMI:
Direct Material Input=Domestic Extraction+Imports
DPO:
Domestic Processed Output is the total weight of materials, extracted from
the domestic environment and imported from other countries, which have
been used in the domestic economy, then flow to the domestic environment.
Domestic Processed Output =DMI–Net Additions to Stock–Exports
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Emission Trading:
market based mechanism between Annex 1 countries of the Kyoto Protocol
which aim at achieving the environmental goals of the Protocol through the
use of economic forces. Emission reduction units from projects in one Annex
1 country aimed at reducing anthropogenic emission in any sector of the
economy can be acquired by any other Annex 1 partner.
FCA:
full-carbon-accounting
When using this term in the context of the Kyoto Protocol, it refers to the
accounting of all relevant carbon flows related to the terrestrial part of the
global system, excluding the oceanic system. It includes the atmosphere
(adjusted for the oceanic system), society’s metabolism (especially fossil
fuel –use, cement and limestone production) and the terrestrial biosphere
system. FCA, in addition to the fossil fuel system, encompasses and integrates all (carbon-related) components of all terrestrial ecosystems and is
applied continuously over time (past, present, future). It is assumed that
the components can be described by adopting the concept of stocks (also
termed reservoirs or pools) and flows (also termed fluxes) to capture their
functioning. The carbon pools may be undisturbed (at least theoretically),
impacted directly or indirectly by human activity, and linked internally or
externally by the exchange of carbon, as well as other matter and energy.
GHG:
greenhouse-gas
Six relevant greenhouse-gases are covered by IPCC:
Carbon dioxide (CO2 ), Methane CH4 , Nitrous Oxide N2 0, Hydrofluorocarbons
(HFC´s), Perfluorocarbons (PFC´s) and Sulphurhexafluoride (SF 6 )
IPCC:
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
UN sponsored network of 2500 leading scientists worldwide, founded in
1988.
The role of the IPCC is to assess o n a comprehensive, objective, open and
transparent basis the scientific, technical and socio-economic information
relevant to understanding the scientific basis of risk of human-induced climate change, its potential impacts and options for adaptation and
mitigation.
Joint Implementation:
market based mechanism between Annex 1 countries of the Kyoto Protocol
which aim at achieving the environmental goals of the Protocol jointly
through the use of economic forces
Kyoto biosphere:
encompasses that part of the biosphere where land use-change and forestry
activities as specified by Articles 3.3 and 3.4 of the Kyoto Protocol take
place.
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LULUCF:
land use, land-use change, and forestry
non-Kyoto biosphere:
represents the complement to the ‘Kyoto biosphere’. For any given region
the areas of the Kyoto biosphere and non-Kyoto biosphere add up to the
area of the total biosphere.
PCA:
partial carbon accounting
PCA is applied, e.g., under the Kyoto Protocol, which makes specific allo wances for the inclusion of biological sources and sinks resulting from direct
human-induced land-use change and forestry activities.
PIOT:
Physical Input Output Tables
PIOT is a type of bulk material flow analysis approach
TMRO:
Total Material Requirement and Output
TMRO is a type of bulk material flow analysis approach
UNFCCC:
UN Framework Convention on Climate Change
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Nomenclature of ACBM and ACDb:
The nomenclature used by the Austrian Carbon Balance Model (ACBM), the
Austrian Carbon Database (ACDb), as well as for the empirical Part of the
thesis.
Abbreviations will be used in the accounts to indicate from which module to
which other module flows relate. The first letter stands for the module
where the flow comes from, the second letter stands for the module the
flow is directed to.
This combination of letters is followed by an underscore and a specific name
for the flow. As an example: “CT_human respiration” stands for the carbon
flow from the {CONSU/WASTE}-Module to the Atmosphere {ATMO}.
Carbon subsystems

ACBMModule

Agriculture
{AGRO}
Energy Transformation and {ENERGY}
Use
Forestry
{FOREST}
Production and Consumption {PROD}
Production

ACDbModules

Abbreviation

{AGRO}
{ENERGY}

A_
E_

{FOREST}

F_

{PROD}

P_

{CONSU/
WASTE}
Stocks

C_
W_
S_

Waste
Consumption and Waste
Management

{WASTE}

Atmosphere
Lithosphere

{ATMO}
{LITHO}

{ATMO}
{LITHO}

T_
L_

Import/Export of Goods

{IMPEXP}

{IMPEXP}

X_
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I

Introduction

I.1

Climate Policy – Problems in Implementing Kyoto Targets

Climate Policy is nowadays considered as a global issue.
According to the 2001 report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change (IPCC), which is a UN sponsored network of 2500 leading scientists
worldwide, "an increasing body of observation gives a collective picture of a
warming world," with "new and stronger evidence that most of the warming
observed over the last 50 years is attributable to human activities" (IPCC
2001).
These scientists project a global warming of between 1.4°C and 5.8°C as
soon as 2100, the fastest rate of change since the end of the last ice age.
Sea levels could rise by 9-88 cm by 2100 causing widespread flooding of
low-lying costal areas and islands. Rainfall patterns would change, increasing the threat of drought or floods, and a more variable climate would bring
more "extreme weather events," such as intense storms and heat waves.
Besides new and existing diseases that would threaten regions so far without serious epidemics, farming would be seriously disrupted, with falling
crop yields in many regions (UNFCCC 2003).
Industrialized countries, with roughly 20% of the global population, account
for 60% of annual emissions of carbon dioxide. The United States are considered to be the largest emitter of greenhouse-gases. It accounts for over
20% of annual emissions of carbon dioxide and 28% of accumulated CO2
emissions from 1950 to 1992. Emissions by developing countries are also
growing rapidly but are not expected to reach the level of industrialized
countries until 2035 (UNFCCC 2003).
The United Nations recognised the problem and are intensively dealing with
this issue not only by financing research on climate change but also by providing the international political arena for climate policy. Hence,
international climate policy is mainly coordinated by the UN Framework
Convention on Clim ate Change (UNFCCC). This Convention was adopted by
154 states (plus the EC) in 1992 at the Earth Summit in Rio de Janeiro 1 and
became legally binding in 1994 (UNFCCC 1992, Bodansky 1994). It reco gnises climate change as a serious threat for mankind and establishes a basis
for further action without committing states to specific restrictions on
greenhouse-gas emissions from the beginning. The long term objective of
UNFCCC is the stabilisation of atmospheric concentration of greenhousegas. Stabilisation sho uld be achieved at “a level that would prevent dangerous anthropogenic interference with the climate system” (UNFCCC 1992).

1

The Earth Summit became the largest-ever gathering of Heads of State. Other
agreements adopted at Rio were the Rio Declaration, Agenda 21, the Convention on
Biological Diversity, and Forest Principles.
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To guide its future work UNFCCC is based on principles related to precaution, intergenerational equity, sustainable development, needs of
developing countries, cost effectiveness and the international economy. The
Convention furthermore establishes a process intended to improve the information basis on greenhouse-gas emissions and related flows of
greenhouse-gases (including reduction of uncertainties), and to produce
substantive international standards (UNFCCC 1992, Bodansky 1994).
The major effort in the process was achieved by the so called Kyoto Protocol. The Conference of Parties (COP)2 , which forms the body dealing with
the Convention, adopted this Protocol at their third meeting in 1997 in
Kyoto. It was signed in 1999 by 84 countries and will become legally bin ding (90 days) after at least 55 Parties to the Convention will have ratified
(or approved, accepted, or acceded to) the Protocol, including Annex I Parties3 that account for 55% of that group’s carbon dioxide emissions in 1990.
At the moment more than 100 countries have ratified including 31 Annex 1
countries making up for 44% of emissions. Entering into force is expected
after Russia (that is responsible for 17% of emissions) will ratify the protocol. The protocol contains legally binding commitments to limit or reduce 6
greenhouse-gases (Carbon dioxide CO2 , Methane CH4 , Nitrous Oxide N20,
Hydrofluorocarbons (HFC´s), Perfluorocarbons (PFC´s) and Sulphur
hexafluoride (SF 6) from different anthropogenic source categories (termed
“Energy”, “Industrial processes”, “Solvents and other product use”, “Agriculture” and “Waste”). The Annex 1 Parties are requested to reduce
greenhouse-gas emissions (in terms of CO2 equivalents) by aggregated 5%
below the level of 1990 for the commitment period between 2008 and
2012). The Protocol also allows for biological sources and sinks to be accounted for to meet the reduction goals. These are summarised under the
terms “land use, land use change and forestry” (LULUCF). As market based
mechanisms the Protocol endorsed “emission trading” 4 and “joint implementation”5 between Annex 1 countries and “clean development mechanism”
(CDM)6 that are intended to reduce emissions in Non-Annex 1 countries in
cooperation with Annex 1 countries (UNFCCC 2003).
2

Parties are those states ratifying the Convention

3

Annex 1 countries are 35 developed countries and countries that are undergoing
the process of transition to a market economy plus the European Union that are
listed under Annex 1 of the Kyoto Protocol. After ratification by the national authorities and after coming into force of the Convention those countries commit
themselves to reduction goals.

4

Emission trading is a market based mechanism between Annex 1 countries of the
Kyoto Protocol which aim at achieving the environmental goals of the Protocol
through the use of economic forces. Emission reduction units from projects in
one Annex 1 country aimed at reducing anthropogenic emission in any sector of
the economy can be acquired by any other Annex 1 partner.

5

Joint implementation is a market based mechanism between Annex 1 countries of
the Kyoto Protocol which aim at achieving the environmental goals of the Protocol jointly through the use of economic forces.

6

CDM is a market based mechanism between Annex 1 countries of the Kyoto Protocol and developing which aim at achieving the environmental goals of the
Protocol through the use of economic forces. A country can carry out emission
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Without an appropriate representation of what is actually emitted by human
activity, successful climate policy cannot be achieved. Therefore, UNFCCC
asks for a greenhouse-gas-inventory. IPCC Task Force on National Greenhouse-Gas-Inventories (see Box 1 for the role of IPCC) has developed an
inventory system that obliges Annex 1 countries to report greenhousegases in predefined categories. Included are emissions from human induced
activities7 (anthropogenically caused) from industry, consumption, agriculture, waste management and the so called Kyoto-biosphere which
encompasses mainly managed forests. National reporting is presently required, based on a long list of emission sources of various greenhousegases (with different impact on global warming).

Box 1:
The role of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC)
and its Task Force on National Greenhouse Gas Inventories
Source: IPCC 2003
Recognizing the problem of potential global climate change, the World Meteorological Organization and the United Nations Environment Programme
established the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change in 1988. It is
open to all members of the both founding organisations.
The role of the IPCC is to assess on a comprehensive, objective, open and
transparent basis the scientific, technical and socio-economic information
relevant to understanding the scientific basis of risk of human-induced climate change, its potential impacts and options for adaptation and
mitigation.
The IPCC does not carry out research nor does it monitor climate related
data or other relevant parameters. It bases its assessment mainly on peer
reviewed and published scientific/technical literature.
The IPCC has three Working Groups and a Task Force
• Working Group I assesses the scientific aspects of the climate system
and climate change.
• Working Group II assesses the vulnerability of socio -economic and
natural systems to climate change, negative and positive consequences of climate change, and options for adapting to it.
• Working Group III assesses options for limiting greenhouse-gas
emissions and otherwise mitigating climate change.
• The Task Force on National Greenhouse Gas Inventories is responsible for the IPCC National Greenhouse Gas Inventories Programme.

reduction projects in developing countries which can be used by those Annex 1
as credit as certified emission reduction.
7

The IPCC guidelines do not differentiate between direct human-induced and indirect human activities (Watson et al. 2000).
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The TFI was established to oversee the IPCC National Greenhouse Gas Inventories Programme (IPCC-NGGIP). This programme had been undertaken
since 1991 by the IPCC Working Group I in close collaboration with the
OECD and the International Energy Agency (IEA).
The objectives of the IPCC-NGGIP are:
• to develop and refine an internationally-agreed methodology and
software for the calculation and reporting of national greenhousegas- emissions and removals; and
• to encourage the widespread use of this methodology by countries
partic ipating in the IPCC and by signatories of the United Nations
Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC).
In the last years, the reporting system introduced by IPCC has been criticised by several scientists. One line of arguments relates to modelling the
relevant emissions to develop reduction strategies. The CarboEurope cluster
of projects (Valentini et al. 2000), which is a major European initiative to
quantify the carbon balance of Europe, states in its report that “[p]artial
accounting of carbon sources and sinks [of the IPCC inventory system] can
easily lead to a mismatch between our estimates of effects of various activities and the actual recorded signal in atmospheric CO2 concentration”
(ibid.) 8 . A study at the Austrian Research Centers Seibersdorf concluded
that the availability and consistency of data pose a major problem in modelling carbon balances dynamically (Jonas 1997). These arguments are rooted
in natural scientists endeavour to construct representations of the relevant
biospheric and socio -economic systems.
The other line of arguments relates to political and economic interests of the
countries participating in the Kyoto process. In several reports the IIASA
Forestry Project (FOR) discuss the problems that can occur in the verification of the greenhouse-gas- reductions of countries. This related to the high
uncertainties involved in measuring greenhouse-gases that might be even
higher than the reductions reported (see e.g. The Russian Carbon Report of
Nilsson et al. 2000, Obersteiner et al. 2000, Jonas and Nilsson 2001). As
soon as commitments are legally binding and the implications for carbon
policy become obvious, these verification problems may cause disruptions in
the international process. Due to biases in reporting, greenhouse-gasreduction costs might be unevenly distributed between countries.
The thesis is based on this criticism and tries to contribute to the discussion
by providing a draft for a tool that can help to base large parts of greenhouse-gas- emission reporting and scenario -building on a sufficiently
detailed representation of greenhouse-gas-flows and stocks which is needed
to monitor outcomes and measures of climate policy.
8

The argument concentrates on the technological means of measuring concentrations and relating them to emissions, i.e. to find the relation between flows and
pools. A mismatch can also occur when dealing only with anthropogenic emissions as the flows and changes in carbon pools in consumption must also be
dealt with. Typically, these flows become only verifiable when they can be
checked using a top-down bottom-up approach.

10

I.2

Research Question

The thesis focuses on a monitoring system for the most important greenhouse-gases CO2 and CH4 . In quantitative terms, these are the gases with
the highest global warming effect. Therefore an approach has been chosen
that represents these gases as carbon-flows in terms of weight.
The discussion about ways to handle the problems of consistency, verifiability and uncertainties tends towards considering full carbon accounting (FCA)
a scientifically sounder inventory approach compared to the IPCC approach.
So far, the scientific discourse mainly focuses on problems related to biospheric carbon flows (IISD 2000, Valentini et al. 2000). But as can be seen
from the discussion presented in this thesis, also human induced carbon
flows are not always easy to quantify.
Some research institutions like EUROSTAT (1999), IPCC (Olivier et al. 2000)
and IIASA (Geissler and Jonas 2001) have already suggested using mass
material balances to improve the inventory system and verification and for
the first time, Geissler and Jonas (2000) have drawn the attention to available MFA (material flow analysis) methodology as a basis for Full Carbon
Accounting 9 .
Austria is a leading country in both, MFA research1 0 as well as in full-carbonaccounting research1 1 . So far, no efforts have been made to use MFA methodology and data for full-carbon-accounting. This thesis applies MFA for the
first time in the context of carbon accounting. Doing this, the thesis evaluates the feasibility to measure Kyoto relevant carbon cycles in a consistent
way using the method of Material Flow Accounting developed and applied
(for the first time for data from 1990) by the Team of Social Ecology at the
Institute for Interdisciplinary Studies of Austrian Universities (IFF).
Throughout the thesis, two lines of arguments will be followed:
1. Assuming that marked based mechanisms are highly efficient policy
instruments keeping costs of greenhouse-gas-reductions low, the
success of these mechanisms is of paramount importance for the
success of global climate policy.
2. Assuming that marked based mechanisms will not always be sufficient to achieve the reduction goal, these mechanisms will have to be
supplemented by other policy instruments. In such a case, policy
makers will rely on an appropriate system of indicators providing information on sectors and processes that have to be addressed by
other climate-policy-measures.
Prior to dealing with the feasibility of a specific monitoring approach based
on MFA, two questions are dealt with that relate to the selectio n of the full
9

The work by Geissler and Jonas was conducted in 1999, before the empirical part
for this thesis was conducted.

10

See e.g., the WRI report on material flows (Matthews et al. 2000) and reviews on
MFA methodologies in Daniels and Moore (2002) and Daniels (2002).

11

See the first version of the Austrian carbon balance model by Jonas (1997) and
the second ACBM by Orthofer et al. (2000) referred to in this thesis.
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carbon accounting approach treated in the centre of the thesis. On the basis
of a comparison of existing greenhouse-gas-inventory methods the question
is answered, to what extent the available inventory methods are appropriate for climate policy. Comparing the existing MFA approaches, the question
is answered to what extent the different approaches could contribute to fullcarbon-accounting.
The main question to be answered however is, in how far criteria for carbon
consistent accounting and modelling are fulfilled by applying the approach
that is chose for detailed investigation of the carbon emissions. The criteria
to evaluate the feasibility are related to the application of the approach for
monitoring the fulfilment of international commitments in climate policy:
• Can consistency1 2 of a carbon balance based on material flow accounts
be achieved?
• To what extent can uncertainties be quantified and what is the related
quality of carbon flow data?
These two questions relate to the first line of arguments, regarding the successful implementation of market based mechanisms.
The third question relates to the second line of arguments regarding an indicator system to support other climate-policy-measures.
• Is it possible to link driving forces of global climate change with carbon
flows on the level of models and indicator systems to be able to develop
relevant reduction strategies and evaluate them?

I.3

Structure of the Thesis

Following the introduction (Part I) that provides the rationale for the thesis
and formulated the research question, Part II describes the epistemological
model of society-nature interaction of the Team of Social Ecology in Vienna
on which the thesis is based. The question is raised, which criteria should be
fulfilled by an indicator system like greenhouse-gas-inventory. It will be argued that the link from a pressure indicator system (in our case, carbon
flows and stocks) to the driving forces behind this is of major importance for
climate policy. Furthermore, based on the society-nature interaction model,
it will be argued that system boundaries between society and nature have
to be defined appropriately, as different paradigms are applied for direct
emissions from social systems and emissions from natural systems.
Part III analyses three different approaches to carbon inventory, one, IPCC
partial carbon accounting being presently the legally binding system for the
Kyoto Protocol. The other two approaches, the Austrian Carbon Balance
Model (ACBM) (a joint project of the Austrian Research Centers systems
research, Joanneum Research and the Institute for Industrial Ecology) and
the Austrian Carbon Database (ACDb) (developed by IIASA) were set up
based on the criticism that the IPCC inventory system for the UNFCCC will
cause problems in verification of greenhouse-gas-emission reductions.
12

The consistent approach used here investigates the full carbon system and applies a full systems approach as well as a detailed, module-by-module approach,
in consideration of inter- module consistency as a boundary condition.
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Part IV will review the existing material flow accounting approaches, (a) Total Material Requirement and Output, (b) Bulk Internal Flow Material Flow
Analysis, (c) Physical Input-Output Tables and (d) Substance Flow Analysis.
The advantages and disadvantages of the approaches as basis for a carbon
inventory are analysed.
In Part V a feasible approach for full-carbon-accounting will be suggested,
based on the analysis and discussions in Part II and III. A new carbon accounting approach is suggested that uses the distinction of emissions from
physical compartments of society and emissions from the natural environment. The physical compartments of society will be represented by the Bulk
Internal Flow Material Flow Analysis.
Part VI presents detailed results for parts of anthropogenically caused carbon flows based on the material flow balance for Austria for 1990. This shall
demonstrate the feasibility of the full-carbon-accounting-approach suggested in Part V. Carbon flows and related uncertainties for selected parts of
industrial processes, consumption and waste management are balanced. As
a first attempt to quantify the total carbon metabolism of a society, the fullcarbon-accounting-structure presented in Part V is applied, using own data
and data from complementary parts of the ACDb.
Part VII, based on the criteria defined in the introduction (Part I), draws
conclusions on the empirical work and discusses the value of the presented
approach for climate policy.
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Overview:
PART I: Rationale and Problems in international Climate Policy
Research Question
PART II: Epistemological Background – Society-Nature Interaction
Part III: Methods of quantifying GHG-emissions - review
PCA-IPCC
FCA-ACBM
FCA-ACDb
Partial Carbon Account- Full Carbon Accounting
Full Carbon Accounting
ing using IPCC
example of Austrian
example of Austrian
guidelines
Carbon Balance Model
Carbon Database
Verification and Uncertainties

TMRO
Total Material Requirement and
Output

Part IV: Methods of MFA
BIF-MFA
PIOT
Bulk Internal
Physical InputFlow
Output Tables
Material Flow
Analysis

SFA
Substance Flow
Analysis

Part V: Suggested FCA - model
Carbon Flow Analysis based on BIF-MFA + biosphere modules
Part VI: Empirical Analysis - FCA
Balanced
Production
Module for Austria for 1990
(including relate uncertainties)

Balanced
Consumption - Waste
Module for Austria for 1990
(including relate uncertainties)

Carbon Flow Balance of physical metabolism of Austria for 1990
(a rough estimate using data from FCA-ACDb)
Part VII: Conclusions
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II

Society – Nature – Interaction Epistemological
background

The thesis is based on the epistemological model of society-natureinteraction of the Team of Social Ecology in Vienna at the Institute for Interdisciplinary Studies of Austrian Universities (IFF) that, in my view is the
most developed approach to deal with environmental issues and sustainability. This model influences the discussion of existing models of carbon
inventory as well as the method applied in the empirical part which is also
based on the work of the Team of Social Ecology. As already touched upon
in the introduction, and anticipated by the research question, the criteria to
be fulfilled by an indicator system like greenhouse-gas-inventory are discussed.
Prior to describing the society-nature-interaction model the system’s view of
ecological economics is described that already extended the traditional representation of economic activity to respond to environmental issues.

II.1 Society-Nature Relation in Economics
The discussion on environmental issues which are related to the present
discussion on global warming started around the 1970ies. The often one
sided view used in economics to deal with environmental issues by efforts to
internalise external effects has been extensively discussed in the ecological
economics literature (see e.g. Georgescu-Roegen 1971, Daly 1973, Costanza et al. 1998) as well as industrial ecology literature (see. e.g. Ayres
and Kneese 1968, 1969).
Today’s experience with global warming and the discussion about the international processes show the importance of the issue of a proper
representation of the relevant parameters responsible for the global warming. Hence, the scientific community dealing with environmental policy, now
widely shares the views that the economy is embedded in a natural env ironment and the need to include parameters related to the exchange of
matter and energy between the society and the environment (see Figure 1)
into the system of environmental and sustainability indicators (see e.g. Eurostat 2003).
The input-output representation shown in Figure 1 helps to explain the systematic approaches to material and energy balance that will be presented in
Part IV below. It states that what goes into the economy must also come
out at some point. For a global economic system this means that all matter
that is not recycled within the system must be absorbed or recycled by the
environment.

15
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Figure 1: Simple systemic representation of society nature interaction (Source: Costanza et al. 1998)

Another question, which is of elementary importance for actual policy making, is not yet included. Where must or where can we draw the boundaries
between the economy and its environment? To deal with this question a
supplementary model is needed that can help to describe the society-nature
relation more specifically.

II.2 An Operational Model of Society-Nature Interaction
Essentially, an epistemological approach that can help to conceptually deal
with society nature interaction relevant for environmental problems and
sustainable development must be able to describe how symbolic systems
may influence material systems, and vice versa. In the case of climate policy this means, that we have to identify which parts of the material system
may be influenced by human activity that intends to reduce greenhousegases.
The concept of the Team of Social Ecology in Vienna is based on the work of
the German environmental historian Sieferle, who took up a basic model
from the human ecologist Boyden (1992) and developed it to a more systems theory based approach (Sieferle 1997).
In the model of society nature interaction modern systems theory is used to
perceive the interactions between society and nature. The model suggests a
notion of human society that comprises both types of elements: symbolic
and material, consequently, “society” does not merely consist of the symbolic side (which is the case in Luhmann’s system theory), and „nature“ on
the material side. Material and energy flows are intended to be quantified
cross the boundaries between nature and society. At the same time it is im-
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portant how these material flows are represented in the symbolic system,
as this heavily influences the perception of society nature interaction and
resulting activities of humans to interact with nature.
The model contains three elements: Nature (N), human population and its
artefacts – as a hybrid between the material and symbolic realm (P) and
culture (C).

Figure 2: Revised Interaction model Culture - Population - Nature

N stands for Nature in the sense of an ecologically ordered system. N
contains in principle all material elements of reality except human beings. N
can be characterised as a self-organising (autopoietic) system: it is able to
generate certain highly unlikely states and maintain them over longer periods of time.
P stands for human population or Physical Compartment of Society. It
contains human bodies in their specific biological respectively genetic makeup as well as the artefacts (exosomatic instruments) and livestock and cultivated plants. It constitutes the interface of N and C: It performs as a
carrier of information with respect to C, and as a carrier of physical functions with respect to N. It acts as a transformer of (symbolic) information
into (material) functioning and vice versa. This interface or penumbra between the material world and society represents the Physical Compartment
of Society (Haberl and Schandl 1999). The line where the penumbra ends
on the material side is the culturally defined boundary between the Physical
Compartment of Society and the “natural environment”.
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C is the “assembly of information stored in the human nervous system or on other information carriers” (Sieferle 1997, p.38, own translation).
Culture in itself is considered to be an autopoietic system, differentiated into
various subsystems.1 3

II.3 Key Processes of Society-Nature Interaction: Metabolism
and Colonisation
The Team of Social Ecology views human social systems as complex systems of second order, comprising the autopoietic system of culture as its
symbolic compartment and a physical compartment, that is a certain number of somehow interconnected human bodies, artefacts and livestock
(Fischer-Kowalski and Kubeczko 1999). At the same time the physical compartment of society forms part of the natural system as another autopoietic
system (Fischer-Kowalski and Weisz 1999). The attempts of the Team of
Social Ecology are directed at generating a theoretical framework that
would guide the empirical assessment of society-nature-interactions, and
provide tools for specifying conditions of „sustainability“.
The core of the biological side of society-nature-interaction consists in
socio-economic metabolism, i.e. the interaction between the Physical Compartment of Society and the natural environment. Every society has to
organise all inputs from nature which its population, artefacts and livestock
need to be maintained and developed. In their first book (Fischer-Kowalski
et al. 1997) on society’s metabolism and colonisation of nature, the Viennateam has suggested to consider those material and energetic flows that sustain the material compartments of the system being part of the metabolism
of a social system. Material compartments of a social system are those
physical entities that are continually reproduced by the labour spent in this
system. It is therefore intentional human activity that is invested to maintain society’s metabolism. For the level of a society as a whole this material
or physical compartment encompasses the population, man-made artefacts
and domesticated animals 1 4 .
The concept is similar to the one of industrial metabolism (Ayres 1983). The
difference lies in the boundaries considered. Industrial metabolism is defined as “the whole of the material and energy flows passing through the
industrial system” (Erkman 1997), the concept of society’s metabolism does
not restrict its application to industrial societies, but also covers other
modes of subsistence (Fischer-Kowalski and Hüttler 1999).
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“Culture” is pretty much the same Luhmann, who dealt with immaterial characteristics of the social system, called „society“. The term “society” is omitted here
by the IFF, as it includes both, the material as well as the immaterial spheres.
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It is also still in discussion whether or not cultivated plants form part of the socioeconomic metabolism (Fischer-Kowalski and Weiss 1999
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Similar to Georgescu-Roegen (1971), who stressed the role of exosomatic
instruments1 5 , a concept that dates back to Lotka (1956 [1922]), it is argued, that from the Neolithic revolution onwards, there is an ever growing
amount of artefacts that society depends upon: technical artefacts (i.e. machines, tools, built infrastructure) on the one hand and biological „artefacts“
(domesticated animals and plants, man-made and maintained biotopes) on
the other hand. Here the Team of Social Ecology goes a step further than
others like Georgescu-Roegen who only included technical artefacts as manmade exosomatic instruments (capital goods) as parts of human’s metabolism. Society, it is argued, spends as much labour as needed to create and
maintain these technical and biological artefacts (which is much more than
needed just to maintain the population under hunter-and-gathererconditions), and society maintains a material and energetic exchange with
the natural environment that is far beyond that needed to sustain the biological metabolism of the sum of the individual members of the population.
Depending on culture and circumstances, societies, it is argued, may even
consider it more important to maintain their artefacts than to sustain their
population.
The concept of society’s metabolism provides a clear and integrated analytical framework for various environmental issues which previously have been
treated separately. It helped to create a new paradigm of environmental
pressure beyond the one-sided focus on toxic waste and pollution, and it
directed the attention at input and output being two sides of the environmental problems. As we can see from the present day global warming
discourse, this new paradigm is of growing relevance1 6 . Nevertheless, it was
precisely this growing utilisation of society’s metabolism as a key concept to
operationalise the “sustainability” of society-nature interactions which demonstrated its limitations. Issues like loss of bio -diversity, potential hazards
connected with genetic engineering, and specifically environmental degradation caused by different forms of land-use, including deforestation could
not be addressed within this paradigm. It seemed obvious that society’s interventions into natural systems could not be reduced to metabolic
exchanges, and that co-evolutionary changes in both the “environment” and
in social structures can be observed that have only indirect connectio n to
metabolic changes. These considerations gave rise to a new concept: colonisation of natural processes.
This concept, that supplements the metabolism concept, is influenced by
Maurice Godelier who dealt with the environmental aspects of cultural evolution using the Marxist dialectical concepts of means of production and
mode of production as well as the notion of self organising patterns of culture and the production of culture and the creation of history (Godelier
1986). He used an approach of human intervention into nature that not only
includes modes of appropriation of nature (to build up the part of the Physi15

The term “exosomatic instrument” which is based on the evolutionary theory of
Lotka (1945) is equivalent to the economic term capital equipment.
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The metabolism concept which is overcoming the focus on single pollutants permitted by its bulk view to foresee the global effects of non-toxic CO2 emissions
on the climate (Ayres and Kneese 1969).
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cal Compartment of Society), but also the modification of nature by humans, which is also essential for the colonisation approach.
Colonisation17 refers to the “deliberate and sustained transformation of
natural processes” (Fischer-Kowalski and Kubeczko 1999). It can be viewed
as a strategy to secure the future availability of natural resources. This
strategy constituted the core of the Neolithic Revolution - the „invention“ of
animal husbandry and farming. The maintenance of colonised natural systems to keep them in a socially desired state implies a more or less
continuous effort (and usually also the investment of materials and energy)
to keep uncertainties low and revenues high. Colonisation can be seen as a
“social investment into the sustainability of its metabolism” (FischerKowalski and Kubeczko 1999).
Methodological differences between the metabolism concept and the colonisation concept can basically be reduced to the different underlying
paradigms. On the one hand, a society’s metabolism is supposed to grow or
shrink in terms of population, artefacts and livestock. On the one hand, input-output representations, like material flow analysis (MFA1 8 ) that model
extraction, processing and discharging, best fit this characteristic (see
Figure 1). Ecosystems, on the other hand, are restricted to a fixed area and
the input to the system in term of energy and matter are fairly stable. Ecosystems may change by human intervention (colonisation), but the area
remains the same although functions might have changed dramatically
(Haberl and Schandl 1999). In the case of the metabolism concept it is neither the size of carbon flows, stocks nor emission but the territory (be it the
area of a country or a region) that defines the boundaries of the system. In
the case of colonisation, the area (and consequently the energy absorbed
by the ecosystem) is the main limiting factor in the analysis. An inputoutput representation is of limited use, as inputs and outputs remain fairly
stable. What mainly changes is the function of the area and the amount of
labour applied to the colonised area.
To sum up, the metabolism concept allows to describe the input-output system of society in a way that is much more complete than the traditional
economics input-output model originating from Leontief and makes clear
that all metabolic activities of society including populations metabolism and
the metabolism related to the artefacts, domesticated animals and cult ivated plants (how much of this the concept may encompass) are relevant
for today’s environmental problems1 9 .
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The term derives from “colonus”, the Latin word for farmer.
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The abbreviation MFA is used here meaning “material flow analysis”. In the literature on physical accounting the abbreviation is often used meaning “material flow
accounting”. Material flow analysis is considered here as the wider term including
indicators as such. Accounting of material flows is restricted to input/output
logic.
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Here the author sees a real value added to the epistemological foundations of
Ecological Economics.
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The colonisation concept allows analysing the interaction between natural
stock in the ecosystem and societies metabolism.

II.3.1

Value added of the metabolism and colonisation- concepts:

The concept of the Team of Social Ecology in Vienna is considered to be
useful for discussing climate policy as it
•

is an epistemological model that focuses on the society nature interaction and tries to transcend the Cartesian duality that allows for a holistic
view of the interrelation between society and the natural environment.
This helps to distinguish intentional interaction between society and
natural environment from unintended consequences of these activities.
That way policy measures can be based on indicator systems that mark
intentional actions that can be controlled and response can be planned.

•

has a sufficiently complex understanding of society, as refers to the
physical compartment of it, that includes man-made artefacts and cult ivated animals (and to some extent cultivated plants).

•

The concept of colonisation is a useful epistemological construct to deal
with land use issues. On the one hand it distinguishes intentional intervention into the natural environment, and on the other hand it highlights
the need for a different methodological framework than the one describing society’s metabolism.

•

It recognises, emphasises and defines the physical compartment of society described by a society’s metabolism that relates to the
anthropogenic part of global environmental change and the natural environment especially land use, which is conceptually covered by
colonisation.

II.4 Consequences for Climate Policy
The application of the IFF society-nature-interaction model has two aspects:
(1)
an appropriate representation of natural processes,
(2)
Climate Policy as a cultural process.
(1) Climate policy needs an appropriate representation of natural processes. The IFF model clarifies the boundaries between the natural
environment and the Physical Compartment of Society. Atmosphere, land
cover and the lithosphere are attributed as parts of the natural environment, and society’s metabolism is understood as the part of nature that
forms the physical part of society (see Figure 3). The model to describe the
natural processes is straight forward (see Figure 4). The material flows from
and to the atmosphere are of major importance. If we consider countries as
the main unit for climate policy related activities, the material world within
the national territory is the relevant system that is exchanging material
flows with the atmosphere. Within the national territory, three subsystems
are distinguished: (a) Society’s of the Physical Compartment of Society, (b)
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Terrestrial Biosphere and (c) the Lithosphere2 0 comprising the stocks of
non-renewable natural resources.

material
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Figure 3: Climate Policy interpreted using IFF society-nature interaction model
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Figure 4: Suggested carbon model for FCA
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The lithosphere is not always considered completely as part of the national territory.
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Society’s metabolism is based on exchanges of matter with other national
territories (imports and exports), domestic harvest from agriculture and
forestry and domestic extraction of fossil fuels and minerals from the lithosphere. The terrestrial biosphere is exchanging material mainly with the
atmosphere but also with the lithosphere (minerals absorbed by plants).
Furthermore the terrestrial biosphere receives outputs from the Physical
Compartment of Society.
(2) Climate Policy as a cultural process is based on the perception of environmental change that is taking place in the global ecosystem and it is
widely accepted that socio -economic driving forces are at least partly responsible for global warming.
Using the epistemological concept of the Team of Social Ecology, the climate change discussions can be described systematically as follows.
To be able to react on environmental change, policy making institutions
dealing with climate policy are in need of representations of what is going
on in the material world in the form of some kind of greenhouse-gas (GHG)
inventory, both in the physical compartment of society and in the natural
environment. Based on the knowledge of this inventory, institutions 2 1 can
respond with a programme by setting reduction measures. The Physical
Compartment of Society then transforms these measures into action (by
labour).
On the cultural side the communication flow between the Physical Compartment of Society and Institutions (in the form of representation and
programmes - see Figure 2) relevant for climate policy can be represented
by the following causal loop:
Perception of environmental change (representation) è institutions take
measures to reduce impact on the environment (programme) è to evaluate
the reduction measures a monitoring system is established (representation)
è further reduction measures if required (programme).
On the other hand, i.e. the material world, the relevant causal loop between
Physical Compartment of Society and the natural env ironment (in the form
of labour and experience) (see Figure 2) is as follows:
21

The notion of institution has not been introduced to the society-nature-interaction
model by the IFF, but seems to be appropriate to deal with the influence of the
cultural sphere of society on the Physical Compartment of Society especially economic activities. The term “institution” as understood here is related to the wider
definitions used by old institutionalists like Thorstein Veblen who defined institutions widely as “settled habits of thought common to the generality of men”
(Veblen 1919, cited in Hodgson 1998) or Walton Hamilton who saw an institution
as “a way of thought or action of some prevalence and permanence, which is
embedded in the habits of a group or the customs of a people” (Hamilton 1932,
cited in Hodgson 1998). This includes organisations like national and international policy actors, NGOs, social movements as well as habits, rules and legal
systems.
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The Physical Compartment of Society transforms measures, taken by institutions, into action (labour) è changes in Physical Compartment of Society
occur (metabolism) è the state of the natural environment changes (colonisation) è the impact is experienced by the Physical Compartment of
Society (experience).
This systematic description of climate policy is partly reflected in the Pressure –State-Response Scheme (PSR) (pressure on the environment causes
changes in its state on which policy responds) which is widely used (e.g.
by OECD and UN2 2 , see Figure 5) in the discussion on environmental and
sustainability indicators (Haberl and Schandl 1999). In this approach used
by OECD (1993) three types of interrelated indicators are distinguished:
pressure – state- response (PSR) (see Figure 5).
“This simple PSR framework merely states that human activities exert pressures (such as emissions or land use changes) on the environment, which
can induce changes in the state of the environment (for example, changes
in ambient pollutant levels, habitat diversity, water flows, etc.). Society
then responds to changes in pressures or state with environmental and
economic policies and programs intended to prevent, reduce or mitigate
pressures and/or environmental damage. (NSSD 2003)”
The GHG-inventory as part of the PSR framework is a pressure-indicator
system. The inventory measures the pressure of human activities on the
environment and natural resources. The effect of this pressure can be
measured by state-indictors measuring the state of the environment and
natural resources.
Haberl and Schandl (1999) argue that the PSR scheme is useful for development of environmental accounting systems. 2 3 At the same time they
question, if this scheme is wide enough to base a complete system of sustainability indicators on it. Their main argument is the lack of conceptual
inclusion of indicators on socio-economic driving forces causing environmental pressure.
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The UN now uses the term driving forces instead of pressure to take into account that the term pressure has a negative bias. (NSSD 2003)
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In the socio-ecological terminology the PSR framework can be described as follows: Socio-economic driving forces (economic policy, immigration policy,
economic transition policy, development policy, agricultural policy, …) è changes
in Physical Compartment of Society (population, artefacts, livestock) metabolism
è pressure on the environment
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Figure 5: Pressure-State-Response
Source: OECD 1993
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The European Environmental Agency has also recognised that the pressurestate-response-framework does not provide a clear distinction between the
socio -economic driving forces and the actual pressure on the environment.
Therefore, the EU (EEA 2000) is now using a framework with a higher resolution, the "Driving Force - Pressure - State - Impact - Response" (DPSIR)
Framework (see Figure 6).

Figure 6: DPSIR-Framework for Environmental Indicators
(Source: European Env ironmental Agency)
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Driving forces such as energy consumption and industrial processes produce pressures on the environment such as CO2 emissions which then
degrade the state of the environment. The state of the environment is
closely linked to the impacts on humans, their artefacts and eco-systems,
causing society to respond with various policy measures, such as international and national regulations or taxes. Finally, to close the loop, the
response by society might influence driving forces in a way that reduces
the pressure on the environment (EEA 2000).
This framework much better reflects the need to relate driving forces to the
pressure on the environment2 4 . The policy relevance of representations of
pressure on the environment is very much related, I would argue, with the
capacity to be interpreted in the light of the driving forces. It is therefore a
highly relevant quality criterion of pressure indicators to incorporate structures used in driving force indicator systems that are of equal importance.
To include this additional dimension to the pressure-state-reponse-scheme
in climate policy (understood as environmental or sustainability policy) implies some additional preconditions for environmental accounting. The
causal link between socio-economic driving forces and its consequences for
the environment can only be understood, if the representation of the Physical Compartment of Society in physical terms (weight, energy) matches
with the representation in non-material terms (e.g. money). Otherwise the
pressure on the environment is not appropriately represented. FischerKowalski (1997) argues that this match is best achieved by setting up a
representation of the material metabolism of the Physical Compartment of
Society analogous to economic national accounting as the most influential
non-material representation of the Physical Compartment of Society.
To sum up, it was argued that the link from a pressure indicator system (in
our case, carbon flows and stocks) to the driving forces behind this are of
major importance for climate policy. Only such a link allows to properly relate the indicators of the 5 stages (driving forces, pressure on the
environment as well as state of the environment and im pacts) in a way that
allows adequate response by society. Furthermore, based on the societynature interaction model, it was argued that system boundaries between
the society and nature have to be defined appropriately, as different paradigms are applied for direct emissions for social systems (Input/output) and
emissions from natural systems (fixed area).
The consequences for climate policy are to draw more attention to the requirements of a DPSIR approach in the design of a global indicator system.
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From the discussion on the society-nature-interaction-model we can see that the
DPSIR Framework still has its deficiencies in separating state indicators from impact indicators. E.g., is “mean temperature” (see Figure 6) should better be
understood as an impact indicators for the part of the natural environment or the
ecosystem. Here a environmental indicator framework could be improved conceptually by reflecting on the boundaries between society an nature. However,
this issue can not be further discussed in this thesis
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III Methods for Quantifying GHG-emissions
The following part of the thesis analyses three different approaches to carbon inventory, one, IPCC partial carbon accounting being presently the
legally binding system for the Kyoto Protocol. The other two approaches,
the Austrian Carbon Balance Model (ACBM) (a joint project of the Austrian
Research Centers Seibersdorf, Joanneum Research and the Institute for Industrial Ecology) and the Austrian Carbon Database (ACDb) (developed by
IIASA) were set up out of criticism that the IPCC inventory system for the
UNFCCC will cause problems in verification of greenhouse-gas-emission reductions.
The three approaches will be evaluated using two main criteria. One being
the drawing of systems boundaries that according to the above discussion in
Part II should be designed to be related to driving force indicator systems
as well as to state indicator systems. The other criterion is related to the
verifiability and consistency of reported emissions and the possibility to report uncertainties.

III.1 Carbon Inventory - Systems Boundaries
III.1.1 Partial Carbon Accounting under IPCC Guidelines
National Reporting is based on IPCC guidelines and “Revised 1996 IPCC
Guidelines for National Greenhouse Gas Inventories should be used as
"methodologies for estimating anthropogenic emissions by sources and removals by sinks of greenhouse-gases" in calculation of legally-binding
targets during the first commitment period” (IPCC 1997).
The IPCC inventory system represents a list of identified critical flows. As
such, it is not designed to include all carbon cycles relevant for greenhousegas-emissions. Given that characteristic, it has to be distinguished from
other approaches that try to encompass all relevant carbon cycles. Follo wing IIASA and others, the IPCC inventory system is termed as partial carbon
accounting (PCA) approach.
To discuss the system boundaries of IPCC-PCA, we have to take a look at
the structure of reporting. IPCC distinguishes six source categories (or sectors) (plus a seventh for other anthropogenic sources) relevant for the
carbon accounting under the Kyoto Protocol (Revised 1996 IPCC guidelines,
IPCC 1997): (see Table 1 and for details see Annex 1)
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Table 1: Description of the Source/sink categories under IPCC
Source: IPCC 1997

In addition to the sources and sink categories above, so called “Memo
Items” are used, which shall be reported without being counted as reductions. These are: International Aviation Bunkers, International Marine
Bunkers and CO2 Emissions from Biomass.
IPCC-inventory conceptually includes net changes in stocks but does not
consider stock and no check for double accounting. Double accounting is
accepted in favour of using more easily available date sources (see note on
double accounting in “Overview of IPCC Guidelines” (IPCC 1997)
Comparing the IPCC source categories with the IFF model for society-nature
interaction, it becomes clear that the IPCC PCA draws other system boundaries than suggested by the Team of Social Ecology. IPCC boundaries are
determined by what is considered to be “anthropogenic emissions” caused
by human activity as distinguished from “natural emission” (IPCC 1997).
This implies that any human activities, whether intentional and directly being processed by societies metabolism or indirectly and possibly unintended
by change of land use is accounted for without distinction. As an example,
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methane emissions from rice fields are, certainly anthropogenically caused
as those emissions would not occur without irrigation. Nevertheless, the
carbon flows related to the emissions are no input to the society, as understood by the Team of Social Ecology.
The following Figure 7 shows the difference in boundaries drawn between
the full-carbon-accounting-concept suggested in Part II and IPCC-PCA.

Atmosphere

Industrial Solvents +
Processes other prod.

X
Imports
Exports

LULUCF

Societies metabolism

Agriculture

Terrestrial
Biosphere

Waste

Energy

Lithosphere
National system
Figure 7: IPCC source categories in a society nature interaction context

Industrial Processes (Sector 2) and Solvents and other Use (Sector 3) are
the only two source categories which encompass flows clearly belonging to
society’s metabolism. Energy (Sector 1) consists of two main subcategories,
i.e. Fuel Combustion Activities (Sub-Sector 1A) and Fugitive Emissions from
Fuels (Sector 1B). The latter subcategory includes flaring of natural gas at
oil and gas production facilities that can make up for quite substantial emissions. The related carbon flow do es not enter society’s metabolism (nor
monetary national accounting).
Agriculture (Sector 4) encompasses 6 subcategories which mainly deal with
CH4 and N2O emissions (not part of carbon accounting). Society’s metabolism encompasses livestock which relates to the first two sub-categories,
Enteric Fermentation (Sub-Sector 4A) and Manure Management (Sub-Sector
4B). All other sectors (Rice Cultivation, Agricultural Soils, Prescribed Burning of Savannas, and Field Burning of Agricultural Residues), under present
day definition of boundaries in MFA accounting, are considered to be part of
“terrestrial biosphere”.
Land Use Change and Forestry (Sector 5) are seen as part of the terrestrial
biosphere by both IPCC and the IFF model, and are often addressed as
“Kyoto -biosphere”. As the IPCC inventory system does not require inter-
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modular consistency, no flows of this sector (which are mainly related to
wood production) appear in sector 2 or 3.
Unlike full carbon accounting approaches, IPCC-partial carbon accounting
does not require reporting of imports and exports.

III.1.2 Full Carbon Accounting by the Austrian Carbon Balance Model
The Austrain Carbon Balance Model attempts to set up a consistent dynamic
model of carbon cycles in Austria. The model consists of 5 internal subsystems that largely correspond to the emission source categories under IPCC.
Additionally 3 external modules (see Figure 8) are considered. Subsystems
or internal modules are called “Energy Transformation and Use” {ENERGY},
“Agriculture” {AGRO}, “Forestry” {FOREST}, “Production and Consumption”
{PROD}, and “Waste Management” {WASTE}. The outside subsystems co nsist of the carbon stocks and sinks outside Austria’s territory, Imports and
Exports of Goods {IMPEXP}, the Atmosphere {ATHMO}, and the carbon
stocks in the Austrian lithosphere {LITHO}.

Figure 8: The concept underlying the ACBM. Source: Orthofer et al. (2000), modified by Nilsson et al. (2001).

The subsystem for {AGRO} largely corresponds to the IPCC source sector
“Agriculture”. The {ENERGY} module corresponds to the IPCC sector “Energy” and partly to “Industrial Processes” sector. The {FOREST} module
largely corresponds to the IPCC sector “Land Use Change & Forestry” but
also includes additional pools. The {PROD} module is a complex subsystem
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exchanging flows with all internal modules, and the external {IMPEXP}
module as well as receiving flows from the lithosphere. It includes carbon
flows from carbon containing products and from human food consumption.
The module therefore does not exactly correspond with the IPCC “Industrial
Process” and “Solvents and other product use” sectors. The {WASTE} module corresponds to the IPCC “Waste” sector. Additionally to CH4 that is the
only greenhouse-gas to be reported under IPCC, ACBM also deals with CO2
releases during waste management.

III.1.3 Full Carbon Accounting by the Austrian Carbon Database
The IIASA Full Carbon Accounting approach distinguishes three main carbon
reservoirs (apart from the oceanic system): The fossil fuel system, the terrestrial biosphere system and the Lithosphere (see Figure 9). The fossil fuel
system and the terrestrial biosphere system are exchanging carbon with the
atmosphere. Both the fossil fuel system and the terrestrial biosphere system are also in exchange with the lithosphere, by extraction of fo ssil fuels
and carbon exchange between soil and lithosphere. To consider international trade, the fossil fuel system is exchanging carbon with the national
systems. The fossil fuel system is defined in accordance with Annex A of the
Kyoto Protocol (UNFCCC 1998), i.e., to include the emission sectors/source
categories (1) energy, (2) industrial processes, (3) solvent and other pro duct use, (4) agriculture, and (6) waste; or briefly as ‘energy + industry’.
The source/sink category ‘land use, land-use change, and forestry (LUCF)’
falls under the terrestrial biosphere system as “Kyoto Biosphere” (Jonas et
al. 2000).
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Figure 9: IIASA - FCA and comparison to IPCC source categories
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The Austrian Carbon Database (ACDb) was intended to support the ACBM,
to provide a carbon consistent database including uncertainties (Jonas and
Nilsson 2001). Therefore the same modular structure as shown in Figure 8
was used. In the course of the project, to establish the ACDb, it was decided to apply the MFA method to production (industrial processes without
energetic processes), consumption and waste management. This caused
slight revisions to match ACBM logic and MFA logic.
Main changes in respect to ACBM took place in setting boundaries between
{PROD} and {WASTE}. Consumption which forms part of {PROD}, the Production & Consumption module was combined with Waste Management to
{CONSU/WASTE}.

III.1.4 Pros and Cons of Existing Concepts
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•

IPCC–PCA includes a wide range of source categories which encompass all relevant flows that, to our scientific knowledge, lead to global
warming. Provided that the data reported are correct, all anthropogenically caused flows to the atmosphere would be taken into
account. However correctness of data will be under dispute as soon
as legally binding commitments will force countries to act, as there
are no provisions to elim inate double counting and other sources of
errors. Furthermore it lacks the possibility to distinguish between
emissions by direct human induced activities and emissions caused
indirectly. This causes pro blems when trying to link the inventory to
the driving forces of global warming. IPCC-PCA also does not consider
flows in and out of the national territory of a country, i.e. imports and
exports of carbon are ignored. Last but not least, the concept follows
a pragmatic strategy that is based on the minimum requirement of
statistical data, which are at hand in every country. Consequently
IPCC-PCA lacks upstream-downstream consistency2 5 .

•

ACBM uses a quite sophisticated model which tries to provide consistency of flows between modules. As a result, the project showed 13%
lower emissions (expressed in CO2 equivalents) than calculations
based on IPCC guidelines (Orthofer et al. 2000). As a full-carbonaccounting-approach the ACBM also allows the consistency check
with state indicators of the stock of carbon concentration. However,
the model lacks a well accepted representation of society’s carbon
metabolism. One reason for this is that the structure of modules follows IPCC source categories, which are not based on important
source categories rather than socio -economic concepts. The other
reason is that it mixes societies metabolism with natural metabolism

Reported emissions can not be checked against state indicators of the atmosphere.
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on the highest level of model design 2 6 . Therefore no conclusions can
be made on effects of policy measures. In the report Orthofer et al.
(2000) note that there is a need for the integration of the economic
dimension in the ACBM in the future.
•

The ACDb tries to achieve upstream-downstream consistency by
means of the full-carbon-accounting-approach. It goes one step further in providing consistency between the modules (which are very
similarly organised as under ACBM) by the use of different data
sources to calculate the flows at the interface between modules.
ACDb includes all relevant sources and tries to present them in a
consistent way. However, sim ilar to ACBM, the structure of the model
lacks compatibility of pressure indicators that are provided and the
most important driving force indicator system, i.e. national accounting.

Leaving aside the strong argument of pragmatism that is in favour of a PCA
approach, FCA has clear advantages from a scientific point of view as it allows modelling a consistent representation of carbon flows. It also has the
potential to distinguish direct effects of human activity on the environment
from those that are indirect effects and it allows relating human induced
activities to those of the natural environment. What is still missing is a practical Full Carbon Accounting that provides these advantages.
As Eurostat suggests using MFA-approach for climate policy (EUROSTAT
1999), Part IV will review some MFA approaches to see the capacity of each
approach being used for FCA.
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All modules except for Production and Consumption {PROD} include parts of terrestrial biosphere flows and stocks.
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III.2 Carbon Inventory - Verification and Uncertainty
This chapter raises the question of verifiability of a carbon inventory. It has
been argued earlier that verification of carbon accounts will become a prerequisite for the recognition of legally binding commitments under the Kyoto
protocol and especially in the case of carbon trading.
Among others two arguments play an important role why verification is of
importance: (a) As a matter of trust it is necessary to verify reported results
and to reduce uncertainty2 7 in reporting of emissions as far as possible to
allow for market based mechanisms to be effective.
(b) To be able to make sound statements on the relation between the anthropogenic impact on global warming and the state of global warming,
reporting must be verifiable. I.e. carbon accounting as a pressure indicator
system must be non-contradictory to top-down state indicators reflecting
the stock of carbon concentration of greenhouse-gas in the atmosphere.
Uncertainty here is related to measurement problems. Measurement results,
in general, are approximations or even only estimates of a value of a certain
parameter. Measurement errors of different kinds result in more or less exact representations of a value. Measurement guidelines of standardisation
organisations distinguish different categories of measurement uncertainties
of numerical values (NIST 1994):
A. Numerical values are evaluated by statistical methods
B. Numerical values are evaluated by other means
As carbon accounting is a complex issue that involves different sources of
uncertainties and very often depends on expert knowledge, uncertainty calculations fall into category B.
Box 2: Specific terminology
cited from Nilsson et al. (2000)

in

statistical

uncertainty

literature:

- Systematic errors (also called bias) have an identifiable cause and affect
the accuracy of results. Because the cause of errors can be identified, they
are also known as determinate errors.
- Accuracy is correctness or a measure of the systematic error. The accuracy of a measurement is assessed by comparing the measurement with the
accepted value (the difference between the true and accepted value is un-
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Uncertainty as understood here differs from the concept used by Knight (1932)
or other economists. In economics very often the distinction is made between
risk and uncertainty in the context of forecasting of economic developments. Uncertainty, in economics, is related to unpredictable future events as they can
occur randomly or involve non-linearity, i.e. probability calculations based on statistical methods can not help to predict. Risk, in economics, is understood as
predictable threat that can be handled by statistics (e.g. for calculating insurance
risk).
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known in itself; perceiving this difference is soft knowledge), based on evidence independent of the measurement.
- Random errors affect the precision of a set of measurements, or, under
some restrictions, the precision of any continuous function of random variables. Random error scatters measurements above and below the empirical
mean of various distributions, with small random errors being more likely
than large ones.
- Precision is reproducibility or a measure of the random error.
- A mistake is a measurement that is known to be incorrect; the mistake
may be due to carelessness, accident, or the ineptitude of the experimenter. It is important to distinguish mistakes from errors: mistakes can be
avoided completely, whereas errors can be minimized but not entirely
avoided, because they are part of the process of measurement. Mistaken
(incorrect) data should be discarded. Data that include errors can still be
useful if the size of the error can be estimated.
- Unknown biases may exist in the measurements of each individual process.
Finally, each variable has a specific uncertainty that is usually a complicated
function of the sources and error types discussed above, of which only part
can be estimated using the classical theory of mathematical statistics. If the
quantified specific uncertainties are aggregated according to the law of error
propagation …, the resulting aggregated uncertainty is called summarized
error.

In the context of carbon accounting Nilsson et al. (2000), Shvidenko et al.
(1996) and Jonas et al. (1999), among others, identify the most important
sources of uncertainties as:
-

Definitions and classification schemes
Shortcomings of available data
Unknown or insufficient precision of data of measurements
Lack of knowledge of some important processes
Oversimplification of the modelling approach
Lack of a proper basis for up-scaling point measurements
Short time series
Insufficient or territorial gaps in observation systems

To handle these different sources of uncertainties two different approaches
are discussed. First, the IPCC guidelines that are set up for the purpose of
carbon accounting as understood by the UNFCCC. Second, the IIASA approach that is developed to handle uncertainty and verification in the
context of a Full Carbon Accounting approach.
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III.2.1 Verification and Uncertainty, Calculation for IPCC-Partial Carbon
Accounting
IPCC and UNFCC are trying to set standards for verification and uncertainty
reporting which are recommendations only and non-obligatory to the parties. For that purpose, IPCC released its “Good Practice Guidance and
Uncertainty Management in National Greenhouse Gas Inventories” in the
year 2000 and was requested by the UNFCCC to provide good practice
guidance to assist countries in producing inventories that are neither overnor underestimates so far as can be judged, and in which uncertainties are
reduced as far as practicable (IPCC 2000). This IPCC report includes chapters on specific issues related to the source categories (Energy, Industrial
Processes, Agriculture and Waste) (Chapter 2-5), on quantifying uncertainties in practice (Chapter 6), on methodological choice and recalculation
(Chapter 7), and on quality assurance and quality control (Chapter 8).
In the context of IPCC Partial Carbon Accounting, verification of results and
reporting of uncertainties of data are two separate issues (see IPCC 2000).
“Verification … refers to activities using external data that help to establish
the reliability for the intended applications of the inventory viz: external
methods to check the truth of the inventory include comparisons with reference calculations, with estimates made by other bodies, with atmospheric
concentrations or external review” (Oliver et al. 2000).
Uncertainty information, according to the Good Practice Guidance (IPCC
2000) is not intended to question the validity of the inventory estimates. It
assumes that “for most countries and source categories, greenhouse-gas
emissions estimates are reasonably accurate” (ibid.). Uncertainty calculations therefore should only “help prioritise efforts to improve the accuracy of
inventories in the future and guide decisions on methodological choice”
(ibid.). These uncertainty calculations under IPCC guidelines can be based
on statistical uncertainties or expert knowledge. In both cases they are
suggested to be calculated in two different ways2 8 :
Tier 1: Estimating uncertainties with simplifying assumptions
“Estimation of uncertainties by source category using the error propagation
equation […], and simple combination of uncertainties by source category to
estimate overall uncertainty for one year and the uncertainty in the trend”
(ibid.). “The error propagation equation, as discussed more extensively in
Annex 1 of this report, and in Annex I of the IPCC Guidelines (Reporting
Instructions), yields two convenient rules for combining uncorrelated uncertainties under addition and multiplication” (ibid.). “In practice, uncertainties
found in inventory source categories vary from a few percent to orders of
magnitude, and may be correlated. This is not consistent with the assum ptions of Rules A and B that the variables are uncorrelated with a standard
deviation of less than about 30% of the mean, but under these circumstances, Rules A and B may still be used to obtain an approximate result”
28

Uncertainty calculations for ACBM are based on these guidelines.
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(ibid.). “Uncertainties in emission factors and/or activity data are often large
and may not have normal distributions. In this case the conventional statistical rules for combining uncertainties become very approximate” (IPCC
2000). Alternatively, a stochastic simulation (the Monte Carlo method) can
be used.
Tier 2: Estimating uncertainties using Monte Carlo analysis
Monte Carlo analysis can deal with larger uncertainties and uncertainties
with non-normal distribution of the emission factors, model parameters and
activity data. The method can combine uncertainties with any probability
distribution, range, and correlation structure.
“The principle of Monte Carlo analysis is to perform the inventory calculation
many times by electronic computer, each time with the uncertain emission
factors or model parameters and activity data chosen randomly (by the
computer) within the distribution of uncertainties specified initially by the
user” (IPCC 2000, Glossary). Probability distributions, if determined by expert knowledge could have rectangular, normal or triangular shapes.
III.2.2 IIASA – Uncertainty Approach
The IIASA uncertainty concept understands uncertainty as “an aggregation
of insufficiencies of our system outputs, regardless of whether these insufficiencies result from a lack of knowledge, the intricacies of the system, or
other causes.” (Nilsson et al. 2000)
Based on Polyani’s distinction of codified and tacit knowledge (Polyani 1966)
two types of knowledge are also involved in uncertainty estimation: hard
knowledge and soft knowledge. Hard knowledge can be expressed in a way
that is easily communicated (codification in words, number, formulae) and
is generally accepted. Soft knowledge is based on practical experience and
application by an individual or an organisation. Unlike hard knowledge, this
knowledge is tacit and lacks codification. Soft knowledge, for whatever reason it remains un-codified, can be of importance and practical use, although
it can not be transferred into a quantitative model.
Systematic error and random errors are very often hard knowledge. In absence of quantification by statistical or other generally accepted methods,
soft knowledge may come into play. Estimates about errors given by experts are considered as such soft knowledge.
The IIASA approach considers such expert estimates as soft knowledge and
concludes that results of carbon accounting are a sophisticated mixture of
hard knowledge and soft knowledge in form of numerical expert estimates.
The approach used by IIASA further assumes that different statistical
sources might be available that are intended to represent data of the same
system using the same or very similar system boundaries but having different mean values2 9 and different Gauss or other forms of distributions of the
29

For example, the statistics of Austrian pulp and paper production by Statistics
Austria, the office reporting official Austrian statistics, and Austropapier, the
lobby ing institution of the Austrian paper industry, provide different results. The
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uncertainty range. In some cases, these different mean values can be out of
range in respect to the standard deviation of the other data sets available.
Assuming that both datasets are based on expert knowledge, an accepted
mean value can be produced with a standard deviation σ representing the
maximum and minimum of an uncertainty band including all available data
sources. IIASA’s uncertainty concept is, therefore, a first order approach for
evaluating an accepted mean value and a standard deviation σ . The uncertainty used can be classified as type B uncertainty according to the
Guidelines for Evaluating and Expressing the Uncertainty of the National
Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) Measurement Results (NIST
1994).
There are different ways of dealing with uncertainties3 0 . In most cases the
uncertainties reported by experts, those who have co llected the data, or are
familiar with it due to their working experience, is used. It is also possible
that the statistical source already reports the uncertainties involved.
Data for carbon accounting as any other data are based on observations,
measurements or modelling. Uncertainties in these data are combinations of
random and systematic errors. Apart from these errors other than systematic biases may exist in the process and their measurement relevant for
carbon accounting (see Figure 10).
Carbon accounting often is based on estimates, both of values and the related uncertainties. As soon as downstream and upstream statistics are
involved, we might face the problem of different accepted values for the
same variable at the interface3 1 , where data are available from different statistical sources. One reason might be that statistics were originally designed
for other purposes without the need to check the interface. Political reasons
or slightly different definitions used might lead to biases in the data that
have to be considered as uncertainties, if consistency of data has to be
achieved. No classical statistical analysis can be optimally applied to handle
such interface problems. For uncertainty calculations as a consequence,
problems arise in applying traditional error propagation theory that assumes
standard Gaussian distributions, independent variables and uncertainties
smaller than 60% (Oliver et al. 2000).

differences may be caused by different interests or by legal restrictions in reporting.
30

If knowledge of data allows, the mean uncertainty of the mean is used.
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To give an example, in forestry statistics in Austria two reporting systems are
uses that include output of wood from forests. Austria's Forest Inventory (AFI)
(Österr. Forst-/Waldinventur) is related to the representation of the stock of forests reporting the annual exploitation (Nutzung). Austria's Wood Balance (AWB)
(Holzbilanz) is related to the actual supply of domestic fuelwood and industrial
roundwood (from forest floor) to the economy. A consistent carbon balance has
to draw on the results of both statistics. The annual exploitation on the one side
and the supply of domestic fuelwood and industrial roundwood on the other side
would have to report the same value.
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Figure 10: A hypothetical uncertainty range for two sets of measurements of the
same phenomenon (individual variable). Source: Jonas and Nilsson (2001)

To take these problems into account the approach assumes a quasi Gaussian distribution to quantify soft knowledge on uncertainties in the form of
standard deviation, if hard knowledge is not available or has to be combined
with soft knowledge.
Unlike in IPCC the IIASA concepts accounts for equally valid estimates of
two experts or two statistical sources. In this case the uncertainty is calculated from the mean value of the lower estimate g min minus σ min to the
mean value of the higher estimate g max plus σ max .
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2*σmin

σmin

mean

g

σmax 2*σmax

uncertainty range
of IIASA approach
Figure 11: Example of uncertainty range as applied by IIASA with two equally valid
estimates for one value

BOX 3: Law of Propagation of Uncertainties (LPU)
To quantify uncertainties in a relatively simple way, the classical arithmetic
method of combined uncertainties using the Law of Propagation of Uncertainties (LPU) is applied (NIST 1994), which is also recommended by the
IPCC (2000)3 2 .
Typically uncertainties for combined variables are calculated in two ways:
addition and multiplication. The LPU applied to addition, for example, will be
used to add the statistically independent material flows. The LPU applied to
multiplication, for example, will be used to calculate the uncertainties for
carbon flows. The standard deviation is the measure for uncertainty.
The value g is derived from the two values x and y for which the standard
deviations σMX and σMY are known.

g = f ( x, y ,..., n )
The LPU, based on a first-order Taylor series approximation, is as follows:

σ MG = (

∂f 2 2
∂f
∂f
2
2
) ⋅ σ MX + ( ) 2 ⋅ σ MY
+ ... + ( ) 2 ⋅ σ MN
∂x
∂y
∂n

(1)

In this formula σ MG is the standard deviation of the mean value of g.
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Other methods using more sophisticated methods with more calculation effort
involved as .g. the “Monte Carlo”- method are not applied here.
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In the case of addition or subtraction g = x ± y , the terms (

∂f
∂f
) and ( )
∂x
∂y

become one.
2
2
2
σ MG = σ MX
+ σ MY
+ ... + σ MN

(Addition/subtraction)

In the case of multiplication g = x ⋅ y , the term (

(2)

∂f
∂f
) become y and ( ) be∂x
∂y

comes x respectively.

σ MG =

2
2
y 2 ⋅ σ MX
+ x 2 ⋅ σ MY

(Multiplication)

(3)

For practical use in this study, the equally valid relative standard deviation
(i.e., standard deviation divided by the respective mean value) is also used.

σ MG
σ  σ
=  MX  +  MY
g
 x   y
2





2

(Multiplication)

(4)

The consequences for uncertainty calculations depend on the arithmetic
process. Adding up mean values results in an increase of the standard deviation and a reduction in the relative standard deviation. Subtractin g mean
values results in an increase in the standard deviation and, unlike in the
case of addition, an increase in the relative standard deviation. Here, uncertainties add up due to squaring the single standard deviations while the
result of subtraction of mean values that form the basis of the relative standard deviation becomes lower (see equation 2). In multiplications the total
relative uncertainty is primarily influenced by the larger value.

III.2.3 Pros and Cons of both Approaches
The quality of data in carbon accounting will be one of the main criteria for
the success of the Kyoto Protocol and specifically for market based instruments and of climate policy in general. Data quality is a prerequisite to
allow the inventories to be used as a basis for economic transactions between Annex 1 countries (emission trading, joint implementation) and
Annex 1 countries and developing countries (clean development mechanism).
The IPCC carbon accounting concentrates on consistency and verifiability of
emissions in specific source categories (PCA) without taking into account
the inter-modular consistency. Consistency therefore means that “per
source category for all years the emissions are calculated with the same
emission calculation methodology and for all years the same source defin ition (allocation) is used” (Oliver et al. 2000). The advantage of this
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approach lies in the reduced complexity of PCA. Source categories are independently analysed. Consequently, consistency checks in the sense of
consistency of interrelated flow accounts and stocks are not necessary as
under FCA. With formally independent source categories uncertainties are
therefore expected to be nominally lower than under FCA. Nevertheless,
also IPCC suggests in a Background Papers to the Good Practice Guidance
to check inconsistencies by way of material and energy balances (Olivier at
al. 2000).
As mentioned above, IPCC assumes that reported results will be “reasonably accurate” (IPCC 2000). Therefore the issue of verification and
uncertainty calculations are dealt with separately by IPCC. Verification shall
provide information in how far the greenhouse-gas-inventory system of a
country is in accordance with other reporting systems that might be available. Uncertainty calculations shall be used to further improve the accuracy
of data. However, this might be too optimistic. Uncertainty reports that
have already been performed by some countries so far make clear that a
link exists between verifiability of data and uncertainty of data. The reported uncertainties in some of the IPCC emission categories are often so
high that they are in the same range as the reduction goals of countries. As
an example, investigations on trend uncertainties for Austria show that even
in the case of real reductions that reach the agreed reduction targets (Austria has a greenhouse-gas-emission goal of 13%), uncertainties are still
higher than reductions3 3 . Therefore, it is not clear whether the reduction
reported by a country represents the true value or the emission right offered to other countries are only based on systematic errors or unknown
biases. This means that the data is not as accurate as assumed by IPCC and
the issues of uncertainty and verifiability can not be dealt with separately 3 4 .
To verify reported data, it can be expected that partners to the Convention
who are involved in carbon trading will ask for detailed investigation inclu ding uncertainty estimates even with other methods than recommended by
IPCC when having the impression that emission rights sold by another
country are granted based on biases in the underlying reporting system.
Still, as long as data can not be sufficiently verified to be trustworthy to
base monetary market transaction on this data, it must be questioned how
market based mechanisms should be maintained leading to real reductions
in emissions.
Nilsson et al. (2000) argue that FCA has the advantage of including the
possibility of identifying biases in the national reporting. At the same time,
they recognize the disadvantage of a FCA because estimated flows, for co nsistency reasons might lead to lower precision. As lower precision means
that more emission reductions have to be made to reach the reduction tar33

The ACBM report calculated a standard deviation of ± 8% (i.e. an 16% wide uncertainty band including the “real” value with a probability of 69% and a 32%
wide uncertainty band including the “real” value with a probability of 90%)
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This would only be possible, if emission trading would be restricted to source
categories with very low uncertainties. At present only energy statistics are accurate enough. This would imply that only emissions related to fossil fuels should
be used for market based mechanisms.
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get in a verifiable way, the consequences of lower precision for carbon trading would possibly be directly transferred into higher costs involved in the
Kyoto Process. Although the various additional biases and errors that might
occur under full-carbon-accounting reduce precision, consistent full-carbonaccounting also leads to results that are below the emission reported using
partial accounts. As an example, the full-carbon-accounting of ACBM (Orthofer et al. 2000) reports 13% less net emissions in terms of CO2
equivalent than Austria officially reports under IPCC guidelines. The lower
results in this case are based on sinks that were accounted for in fullcarbon-accounting that would not have been detected by PCA3 5 . In such a
case lower precision is outweighed by additional knowledge and overall
costs of reductio n measures for countries can be reduced. To prove whether
trade off (higher consistency versus lower precision) or win-win situations
(higher consistency and fewer emissions reported) will follow the implementation of full-carbon-accounting is still an open question until more empirical
research in different countries is available.
Dealing with high uncertainties might have raised the awareness of the
IIASA Team for the link between verifiability and uncertainty calculation.
The approach therefore integrates the existence of different accepted values
(be they expert evaluations and or statistical data) for the same emission
source into its uncertainty concept defining the uncertainty range from the
mean value minus one σ of the lowest reported estimate and the mean
value plus one σ of the highest reported estimate (see Figure 10 and
Figure 11).
In the empirical part the IIASA approach is used as it is considered to bring
more value added in terms of scientific knowledge as the problem of different expert evaluations and or statistical data, will occur more often under
full-carbon-accounting in the present stage of research than under PCA.
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The ACBM report (Orthofer et al. 2000) argues that the difference occurs due to
taking into account the absorption of carbon by agricultural products and sequestration of forest soils, inputs and outputs of goods including carbon and finally
consumption and waste treatment of biogenic carbon.
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IV

Material Flow Analysis - Methodology

Part IV will review the existing material flow accounting approaches that
have different features relevant for the application dealt with in this dissertation. In the following, the features of the methods will shortly be
described, and advantages and disadvantages in respect to the use for fullcarbon-accounting will be analysed. This shall help to outline the role of
MFA in a full-carbon-accounting.
Material flow analysis (MFA) developed out of the discussion on the need for
a representation of physical flows (material and energy) that are related to
the economy of human society (Ayres and Knees 1968, 1969, GeorgescuRoegen 1971, Leontief 1970). Since the 1990ies, efforts have been made to
conceptualise the quantification of the metabolism of physical economies.
Several methodologies based on weights of matter were developed (Daniels
and Moore 2002)3 6 :
a. Total Material Requirement and Output (TMRO),
b. The Bulk Internal Flow Material Flow Analysis (MFA-BIF),
c. Physical Input-output Tables (PIOT) and
d. Substance Flow Analysis (SFA)
These physical economy approaches are designed for different applications
(Daniels and Moore 2002):
• Measuring and assessing the human pressure on the biosphere3 7 .
• Identification of the relation between economic activity and flows of
environmentally sensitive compounds to formulate strategies reducing or redirecting flows.
• Establishing a monitoring system for environmental policies intended
to reduce metabolic flows of some kind.
All methods intend to represent material flows in the interaction between
society and nature and use spatial boundaries. Three of the above mentioned methods or tools of MFA are categorised as bulk–MFAs (TMRO, BIF MFA and PIOT) by Daniels and Moore (2002), i.e. they are based on bulk
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Daniels and Moore (2002) have used additional categories which are in most
cases not based on weights and therefore are not relevant tools for the problem
under discussion here. Examples of other forms of MFA are the Ecological Footprint (Wackernagel and Rees 1996), Sustainable Process Index (Krotscheck and
Narodoslawsky 1996), Enviro nmental Space (Opschoor and Reijnders 1991), Life
Cycle Assessments (e.g. Jönsson et al. 1998) and MIPS (Material Intensity Per
unit Service) (Lehmann and Schmidt-Bleek 1993).
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For this purpose material flow analysis are also used to calculate stocks.
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data of material flows and stocks. The last, substance flow analysis, is
based on data of a specific substance.

IV.1 TMRO - Total Material Requirement and Output
The TMRO-tool (see Figure 12) measures the total material requirement and
output in the form of aggregated material flows like the other bulk-MFAs.
For this MFA tool methodological guidelines are now available from Eurostat
(2001). The probably most extensive application was conducted by the
World Resource Institute (WRI) in cooperation with the leading institutes
involved in MFA in Germany, Netherlands, Japan and Austria, comparing the
total material requirement and total material outputs of selected industria lised countries (Matthews et al. 2000). Orig inally the approach concentrated
on total material requirements of nations only considering environmental
inputs (see Adriaanse et al. 1997). As it lacked the characteristic of a material flow balance, it was extended to include material output. Like the other
bulk-MFAs TMRO considers material flows from domestic extraction, imports
and outputs to the environment and exports. It includes “hidden flows” (the
so called “ecological rucksack”)3 8 that are normally not considered as part of
the economy and are therefore not considered by national economic accounting. (Daniels and Moore 2002)

Figure 12: TMRO material balance scheme (Source: Matthews et al. 2000)
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Hidden flows are defined as ”the total weight of materials moved or mobilized in
the domestic environment in the course of providing commodities for economic
use, which do not themselves enter the economy ” (Matthews et al. 2000). E.g.,
hidden flows can be soil erosions caused by intensive agriculture.
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IV.2 BIF-MFA - Bulk Internal Flow Material Flow Analysis
The material flow balance method of the Vienna School of Social Ecology
(see Hüttler et al. 1997) is categorised as bulk internal Flow MFA (BIF -MFA)
by Daniels and Moore (2002). The method is now applied by Statistics Austria for official reporting purposes. Of elementary importance in this
approach is the consistency of material flows between the economy and nature. Apart from the basic equation of material and energetic inputs being
equal to the outputs and changes in stocks that has to be applied to the
system as a whole another rule is introduced: “The metabolism of the system = the sum of metabolisms of its subsystems or compartments +
internal transfers” (Fischer-Kowalski and Hüttler 1999). This consistency is
achieved, as was already called for by Georgescu-Roegen (1971) in his representation of the economic process3 9 , by taking into account the
accumulation of stock of artefacts, additionally to the inputs and outputs
from and to nature and imports and exports to and from the territorial system under consideration. As this became also a feature of the
methodological guidelines of EUROSTAT (2001), BIF -MFA is widely compatible with these guidelines. Another important feature of the approach is the
systematic consideration of bulk materials by quantitative selection of the
most important flows in terms of matter through the economy. Taking into
account the high effort data collection of small flows would require in respect to the impact on total flows, small flows are assumed to be
neglectable. The tool, which is strictly confined to flows which are also represented in national accounting, roughly distinguishes three “sectors” within
the society (or economy): primary extraction, processing and final demand
(see Figure 13). According to Daniels and Moore (2002) this approach, as it
distinguishes these basic sectors and taking into account internal consistency lies between the TMRO -approach (that considers what is inside the
economy as black box) and the highly disaggregated approach of PIOT.
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Georgescu-Roegen (1971), in his discussion on the impossibility of complete recycling developed a representation of the economic process that apart from
traditionally used flow coordinates also considers funds (see also Mayumi 2001).
Capital in his representation is represented in the IFF-epistemology in the form of
artefacts.
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Figure 13: Structure of material flow balance

IV.3 PIOT - Physical Input-Output Tables
Physical input-output tables (PIOT), unlike conventional input-output methodology developed for national accounting, encompasses two additional
“sectors”, one for environmental resources and another for waste output
(see Figure 14). By this the tool allows to trace physical flows between sectors of the economy and between the economy and the environment. It also
allows (at least in principle) to disaggregate down to the level of chemical
compounds. As the experience with conventional input-output analysis
shows, where data are often available only in intervals of 5 years, the detailed data collection is very time consuming and costly. Examples for PIOT
can be found in Gravgard Pederson (1998), Schandl and Weisz (1997), and
Stahmer et al. (1997).
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Figure 14: Physical input output tables and the material and energy information
system. (Source: Daniels 2002)

IV.4 SFA - Substance Flow Analysis
Substance flow analysis (SFA), in contrast to the above describe MFA approaches, that balance bulk matter focuses on the metabolic flow of a single
substance or a group of substances which are chemically defined through a
system of a defined territory. The concept then considers all relevant economic activities in which the substance is involved. Existing research has
been focussing on nitrogen, phosphorus, chromium, mercury, lead, carbon4 0
or water. Examples can be found in Van der Voet (1996) and Baccini and
Brunner (1991). (Daniels and Moore 2002)

IV.5 Pros and Cons of MFA-Approaches
The reason for choosing the BIF -MFA approach of the IFF for full-carbonaccounting is based on the characteristics of the approach. It is more detailed than the TMRO approach but not so detailed as PIOT. Still, BIF-MFA is
in accordance with the Eurostat guidelines.
The IFF approach concentrates on reporting good data of bulk material on a
high aggregation level without the necessity to investigate data of economic
sectors in detail. As a minimum requirement of disaggregation, it distinguishes 3 “sectors” (primary - processing – final demand). This is detailed
enough for a reporting system on annual basis, and by the achieved consistency on the disaggregated level the uncertainties are expected to be low,
compared to partial carbon accounting.
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Only sectoral analyses are available.
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The advantage of TMRO would be that it has an institutional backing of Eurostat guidelines. But, as it is not as detailed as BIF -MFA, carbon flows can
not be represented as consistent, leading to higher uncertainties.
Using PIOT might be too detailed as this approach includes inter-sectoral
flows on the level of the various economic sectors. Given the experience of
the extremely time consuming work of data collection for economic InputOutput-statistics, pragmatic reasoning is in favour of the chosen approach.
As BIF-MFA is used as an official method for reporting Austrian material
flows it should also be preferred to SFA, for which no practical applications
are available. Actually full-carbon-accounting based on MFA can be considered as a new method of SFA.
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V

Carbon Flow Analysis based on BIF-MFA + Terrestrial Biosphere

Based on the analysis and discussions in Part II, III and IV, a new full carbon accounting approach is suggested here consisting of three main
modules. One for emissions from physical compartments of society, another
for the emissions from the natural env ironment (including anthropogenically
caused emissions) and a third for the pool of natural resources in the lithosphere. As representation of the physical compartments of society the Bulk
Internal Flow Material Flow Analysis of the Team of Social Ecology will be
used. The complementary module for the terrestrial biosphere will only be
described roughly as it is mainly defined by natural science knowledge and
therefore would need an interdisciplinary effort.

V.1

The Structure of Material Flow Accounting – BIF-MFA

The BIF-MFA concept allows the creation of material balances in different
forms: for countries (as used in this study), regions, fields of activities like
“construction”, “energy supply”, “food supply” (Hüttler et al. 1996), or for
economic sectors such as, for example, the chemical sector (Schandl and
Weisz 1997). For the purpose of establishing a national carbon accounting
the National Material Flow Balance for Austria for the year 1990 is used.
Austria is one of the few countries that have official statistics on material
flows. The first material flow balance was established as a feasibility study
in 1996 for the years 1990 and 1992 (Hüttler et al. 1996, see also Annex 2
for accounts) which is consistent in the sense that all accounts are balanced. In the meantime, a material flow balance for the years 1996 and
1997 was produced by Statistics Austria using a revised methodology. As no
revised version exists for 1990, the year of reference for the reduction goals
of countries in the Kyoto process, the calculations conducted here are in
most cases based on the existing data for 1990 from the 1996 publication.
As described in Part IV, material flow accounting is a method to represent
the socio -economic system (society’s metabolism, in MFA terminology) in
terms of matter, measured in tons. It balances those material flows that are
activated by the economy, taking into account all inputs, outputs and accumulated stocks. When establishing a material flow balance the fundamental
rule that must hold at any time for the whole system as well as for its subsystems is that input balances with output plus/minus changes in stock.
The main characteristics of MFA relevant for full-carbon-accounting are:
• Its consistency condition in material flow accounting. The different
carbon related material flows can be aggregated in a bottom-up
process from existing statistics and checked top-down by means of
the law of the conservation of matter;
• its internal structure, that allows for the comparison of material flows
with economic activities; and
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•

Its elaborated system boundaries, which enables a clear distinction
between material flows inside the socio-economic system and material flows activated by human action that originate from the biosphere
or are disposed in the biosphere.
The structural design of the material flow accounting is based on the
aggregation of largest material flows into 5 categories, of which 3 also
correspond to the main carbon emission sources: fossil fuels, mineral
material, biomass, water and air. Data from the first three categories are
relevant for carbon flow accounting. The sub-balances of each of the
categories are divided into three stages of the life cycle: primary
extraction/imports, processing and final demand. All material flows
activated by human economic activity are included in this balance (see
Figure 13).
From the structural design another advantage of using BIF -MFA for fullcarbon-accounting becomes obvious. The IPCC PCA approach uses the
sources of environmental pressure to structure the accounting system, i.e.
structural design is dominated by a end of pipe logic. The IFF material flow
accounting scheme with its input-output logic structured by main material
flow sources in physical terms is a priori open. The structural design hence
allows a much more co nsistent accounting, as it avoids mixing different
source categories4 1 thus avoiding double counting. At the same time the
main categories defined by physical characteristics (fossil fuels, biomass
and minerals) are equally useful to trace the main sources of emissions
(from the Physical Compartment of Society) like the IPCC source categories.
The “Fossil Fuels” category encompasses all flows that enter a national
economy (be it imports of fossil fuels or products containing refined products) or national extraction, the “Biomass” category encompasses all flows
entering the national economy as harvest or imports, and the “Minerals”
category encompasses all flows of minerals containing carbon, as limestone
and dolomite from national extraction (or hypothetically also imports).
The structure of BIF -MFA can be visualised in a flow-stock representation
for the different flow categories. To give an example, Figure 15 shows m aterial flows and stocks related to biomass for Austria in 1992. The figure
allows for a good overview of the main flows. Main input categories are related to harvest of agricultural and forestry products as well as imports from
other territories. The largest output categories is “dung and over-stored
fodder” (33.2 Mt) considered as output to land cover. Emissions from final
demand to the atmosphere consisting of 1.7 Mt of carbon as respiration of
humans and 6.6 Mt of carbon emitted by burning firewood (see biomass
balance in Annex). Put together with waste disposed on land cover or to
water this constitutes the second highest output category (25.4 Mt). Net
additions to stock (4.3 Mt) make up for less than 10% of net inputs.
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The IPCC guidelines do not separate emissions from minerals like limestone with
coal in steel production, or fertilizers based on refined fossil carbon with organic
material in agriculture. This can be avoided in MFA based carbon accounting.
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Figure 15: Biomass material flows and stocks in Austria in 1992 based on BIF-MFA
(Source: Daniels 2002)

The flow chart (Figure 15) gives a good impression of the compatibility of
the MFA approach with the representation of socio-economic activities in
economics. When time series are available, material flow accounting can
link the Physical Compartment of Society with the cultural. As already done
in a WRI-publication (Matthews et al. 2000), output indicators can be related to GDP. Data form 1975 to 1996 show for the first time that, unlike in
all other cases of material output to nature, the output of CO2 from combustion of fossil fuels and industrial processes does not follow the trend of
lower output the higher GDP gets. The Environmental Kuznets-curve formed
by domestic processed output (DPO) to air in form of CO2 emissions and
GDP is N-shaped (see Figure 16). Whereas other DPOs to air (without CO2)
or DPOs to land have a inverse U-shaped Environmental Kuznets-curve.
Full-carbon-accounting could provide such kind of exercise in a more detailed way. It would also help not only to relate GDP or other economic
indicators to climate policy in a way that is well founded in epistemological
concepts. It would also allow relating environmental policy fields to each
other to allow for well founded strategic developm ent of sustainability policy.
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Figure 16: Economic prosperity (GDP) in relation to domestic process output (DPO)
of CO2 emission from combustion of fossil fuels and industrial processes, Austria
1975 – 1996 (source: Matthews et al. 2000)

V.2

The Structure of the Suggested Carbon Flow Balance

For the purpose of full-carbon-accounting society’s metabolism and the terrestrial biosphere are represented using main categories for (a) primary
extraction from the lithosphere (domestic extraction) and the (b) terrestrial
biosphere (domestic harvest), for (c) imports and exports to and from the
national territory, (d) output to nature and the three internal flow and fund
categories of society’s metabolism representing (e) fossil fuels, (f) biomass
and (g) minerals.
The sub-categories for primary extraction deal on the one side with fossil
fuels from the lithosphere {LITHO-FF} and minerals from lithosphere
{LITHO-MIN}. On the other hand, primary extraction of biomass is dealt
with in the sub-categories for land use for agriculture {BIOSPH-AGRO} and
land use for forestry {BIOSPH-FOREST}. Imports and exports are dealt with
separately in 3 sub-categories for fossil fuels {IMPEXP-FF}, biomass
{IMPEXP-BIO} (with sub-balances for agricultural and wood products) and
minerals {IMPEXP-MIN}. The output to nature category consists of waste
disposed {BIOSPH-WASTE}.
The main categories for the production process distinguish society’s metabolism based on fossil fuels, biomass and minerals. Each of these
categories is divided in production process as one sub-category and co nsumption & waste management as the other sub-category. A third subcategory is provided for the stock of consumer and capital goods incorporat-
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ing carbon. The production pro cess for fossil fuel {FF-PROD} consists of
sub-balances for refinery, coking, steel production, electricity & heat supply
and chemical industry. The production process of biomass products {BIO PROD} consists of sub-balances for agricultural for produce and husbandry
as well as timber products. Finally, the production process of minerals
{MIN-PROD} consists of limestone processing. The consumption & waste
management of fossil fuel products {FF-CONSUWASTE} co nsists of subbalances as for the production process. The consumption & waste management of biomass {BIO -CONSUWASTE} can also be split into sub-balances
as for the processing. Unlike in the case of fossil fuel and biomass consum ption there is no practical need for a sub-category for consumption & waste
management of minerals {MIN-CONSUWASTE} for short term carbon accounting as limestone as the only relevant mineral in full-carbon-accounting
does not emit CO2 after processing 4 2 . However, it might be of interest for
modelling scenarios in how far the stock of cement and lime in artefacts
{MIN-STOCK} absorbs CO2 and how important this effect is in relation to
net additions to stock of biomass {BIO -STOCK} and {FF-STOCK}.
The decision to use a sub-category that integrates consumption and waste
management might need some discussion, as it is not conceptualised in
BIF-MFA. The ACBM defines the {PROD} module as a database on material
and carbon flows in the production sector. The internal consumption pool
plays a major role in balancing the inputs and outputs (Orthofer et al.
2000). For instance, the consumption of goods is taken as a buffer between
{PROD} and {WASTE}. From a socioeconomic perspective, bearing in mind
the link between pressure and driving force indicators, the consideration of
the consumption of goods as a sub-category in {PROD} to buffer production
and waste flows, is unsatisfactory. To subsume consumption under {PROD}
would veil the real hierarchy of important categories. Consumption must
rather be seen as final step in society’s metabolism. Flows from the production process that are used in consumption are rather complex. The specific
characteristic of consumption is that most flows are not directly transferred
to other categories of the full-carbon-accounting within the accounting period of one year. Most flows will be used to build up stocks. This raises
problems in uncertainty calculations as upstream flows from production do
not directly correspond with downstream flows in waste management.
Therefore consistency can not be achieved easily by balancing accounts. To
avoid high uncertainties at the boundaries of the different modules, which
occur when endeavouring to draw the system boundaries between co nsumption and waste collection, it is suggested to draw no boundaries
between consum ption and waste management at the same level as primary
extraction and production processes. The uncertainty involved in emissions
to the atmosphere and the output to nature from consumption and waste
management can be reduced to the accuracy of waste management statistics.
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As will be discussed in Part VI, this sub-category is of the theoretical relevance as
limestone products (cement and lime) reabsorb at least part of the CO2 emitted
during the processing over decades.
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Categories

Sub-categories (incl. nomenclature)
FF Production {FF-PROD}

Fossil
Fuels

FF Consumption and Waste Management {FFCONSUWASTE}
FF Stock{FF-STOCK}
BIO Production {BIO-PROD}

Biomass

BIO Consumption and Waste Management {BIO CONSUWASTE}
BIO Stock {BIO -STOCK}
MIN Production {MIN-PROD}.

Minerals

MIN Consumption and Waste Management {MINCONSUWASTE}
MIN Stock {MIN-STOCK}
IMP/EXP – fossil fuels {IMPEXP-FF}

Imports /
Exports

IMP/EXP – biomass {IMPEXP-BIO}
IMP/EXP – minerals { IMPEXP-MIN}
LITHO – fossil fuels {LITHO-FF}

Lithosphere
LITHO – minerals {LITHO-MIN}
LAND USE AGRO {BIOSPH-AGRO}
Terrestrial
Biosphere

LAND USE FOREST {BIOSPH-FOREST}
OUTPUT TO NATURE Waste Management {BIOSPH-WASTE}

Table 2: Overview of sub-categories of the suggested FCA model.

In respect to a full-carbon-accounting-representation that is used for the
ACDb this MFA-Terrestrial Biosphere representation has several advantages.
1. Direct emissions from Biomass use can be distinguished from indirect
emissions from Agriculture and Forestry.
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2. A net balance between the Atmosphere and Terrestrial Biosphere,
disaggregated in Non-colonised Terrestrial Biosphere, Land use for
Agriculture and Forestry can be drawn.
3. Emissions from society’s metabolism can be compared to the indirect
emissions activated by humans.
4. Emissions from production processes and consumption can be distinguished.
5. Flows reported are of high relevance as they can be related to the
driving forces causing these flows.
6. Imports and exports of carbon can be balanced for fossil fuels and
biomass separately. Hence, the relation between net-imports of fossil
fuels and of biomass can be analysed.
7. Uncertainty reports can help to design market oriented instruments in
a more adequate form4 3 .
To fully apply this structure of a full-carbon-accounting is a task for a larger
interdisciplinary project. The next part will therefore concentrate on some
aspects of the “ideal” full-carbon-accounting presented here to show the
feasibility of it in principle.
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As uncertainties of flows often vary significantly in a way that allows setting up
systematic uncertainty classes, instruments might be designed accordingly. E.g.
Reductions reported based on energy statistics might be dealt with in one class
whereas data using still highly uncertain calculations for absorption of carbon in
soils might be in another uncertainty class using other instruments.
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VI

Carbon Flow Balancing Based on Material Flow
Accounting

The following Part VI presents results and the procedure to derive carbon
flows from material flows for parts of anthropologically caused carbon flows
based on the material flow balance for Austria for 1990 and some additional
data sources. This shall demonstrate the feasibility of a full-carbonaccounting-approach that is based on material flow accounting for the
Physical Compartment of Society. Carbon flows for selected parts of industrial processes, consumption and waste management are balanced and
provide a consistent view of the carbon flows and stocks included. For the
calculated production flows uncertainties are calculated based on the IIASA
uncertainty approach to demonstrate the feasibility and the problems that
might arise in uncertainty reporting.
This empirical part is based on the work conducted during a stay at the Forestry (FOR) project at IIASA as a contribution to the ACDb-project
(Kubeczko 2001). The data presented in the following orig inate mainly from
this work with additional calculations and corrections which mainly were
necessary due to consistency checks with the results of other modules in
the final ACDb report (Jonas and Nilsson 2001), that was finalised after the
publication of the modules presented here. Due to the framework that was
given by the project design, it was not possible to completely apply the concept that was suggested in Part V. The main limiting factor was that
system-boundaries of ACDb had been defined prior to including MFA based
carbon accounting. Therefore, prior to presenting the results the differences
arising from the deviation of system boundaries drawn by the approach described in Part V and by ACDb will be explained.
Furthermore, details of the procedures leading to uncertainty calculations
are described.
As a first attempt to quantify the carbon metabolism of a society, the fullcarbon-accounting-structure presented in Part V is applied, using own data
and data from other parts the ACDb.

VI.1 Methodological Specificities
VI.1.1 System Boundaries Drawn
The ACDb structure of full-carbon-accounting, as explained previously,
within the different modules does not take into account the boundaries between flows belonging to the Physical Compartment of Society and flows
belonging to the terrestrial biosphere. The {AGRO} module e.g. not only
includes harvest and livestock production but also carbon sinks in soil. The
same is true for the {FOREST} module; a soil model is included in this
module. This is the main structural difference that makes MFA-based carbon
flows difficult to be integrated into ACDb or ACBM logic. MFA only deals with
those carbon flows that are attributed to be inputs, internal flows between
sub-modules or outputs of the Physical Compartment of Society. For full-
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carbon-accounting to be consistent, a module representing the biospheric
flows, be they anthropogenically induced by colonisation efforts or not, has
to be added.
Figure 17 shows the different modules from ACDb within the MFA structure.
In omitting those parts of {FOREST} and {AGRO} that have to be considered as biospheric (which are not investigated in this thesis), the ACDb
modules fit into the MFA framework, except for the waste management part
of {CONSU/WASTE}. The production module which is investigated in this
thesis is split between all three main categories of material flow accounts,
i.e., fossil fuel, biomass and minerals.
During the course of the study, it became clear that mixing ACBM/ACDb and
MFA lo gic led to a major difficulty in comparability of data. This is basically
caused by drawing different system boundaries with the consequence that
the flows that are reported at the interface between modules might not co rrespond. However, here and in the following paragraphs it is argued that
full-carbon-accounting by the ACDb fully takes into account all carbon flows
that are included in the MFA methodology. Therefore, the reality of the representations is the same as far as flows are concerned that are part of
material flow accounting, although comparability might be restricted.

Fossil Fuels

Biomass

Minerals

{ENERGY}

{AGRO}
harvest+
husbandry

{PROD}
limestone

{PROD}
chemical industry

{FOREST}
harvest

{PROD}
steel

{PROD}
food + feed

{CONSU/
WASTE}
chemical industry
steel

{PROD}
wood + paper
{CONSU/
WASTE}
food + feed
wood + paper

Figure 17: ACDb and MFA categories compared.

As mentioned above, the structure and system boundaries of the ACDb
were available from the beginning, as comparability with the ACBM should
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be given. However, the internal structure of {PROD} and {WASTE} were
changed during the course of the study. The consumption of goods was part
of {PROD}. In the ACDb model structure, the boundaries were drawn between {PROD} and consumption combined with waste, which was called
{CONSU/WASTE}. Arguments for this are given in the following paragraphs.
The ACBM defines the {PROD} module as a database on material and carbon flows in the production sector. The internal consumption pool plays a
major role in balancing the inputs and outputs (Orthofer et al. 2000). For
instance, the consumption of goods 4 4 is taken as a buffer between {PROD}
and {WASTE}. As already discussed in Part V, this drawing of boundaries is
unsatisfactory. Knowing the rate of emissions from consumption is at least
as important as the knowledge about the rate of emissions from waste
treatment. To subsume consumption under {PROD} would therefore veil the
real hierarchy of important categories (as already mentioned above).
Another problem is the inconsistency of using the structures of different
modules. The {ENERGY} module is the only one that includes consumption
categories (mechanical work, process heat, space heat, transport, etc.).
Flows to the {WASTE} module do not occur. This might be due to the traditional view that CO2 emissions are not considered part of waste
management, i.e., direct outputs to air from the anthropogenic system are
treated differently, in contrast to output to water or land4 5 . When interpreting data from the {CONSU/WASTE} module, it must be borne in mind that
they do not include energetic consumption, like space heating or individual
transport, that are included in {ENERGY} 4 6 .
To avoid high uncertainties at the boundaries of the different modules,
which occur when endeavouring to draw the system boundaries between
consumption and waste collection, the boundaries are drawn differently to
the ACBM.
The {PROD} module (see Figure 18) only represents carbon flows relating
to the production process of goods, excluding process energy. The {PROD}
module is divided into four sub-balances: food processing, wood processing,
chemical production, and mineral processing. Details on the sub-system
boundaries are explained below in the documentation of the sub-balances of
the {PROD} module.
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Note that this does not include the more carbon relevant categories of final consumption, i.e., heating, transport, and other service related consumption.
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See, output categories in the WRI report (Matthews et al. 2000).
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As the {ENERGY} module is designed according to ACBM, which is based on the
IPCC source categories, the consistent interpretation of carbon emissions from
consumption is not possible so far.
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ATMO

OUTPUT

INPUT
AGRO

AGRO

Food + Feed
Processing

FOREST

FOREST
Wood
Processing

ENERGY

ENERGY
Chemical
Production

CONSU/
WASTE

CONSU/
WASTE
Mineral
Processing
IMP/EXP

IMP/EXP

LITHO
Figure 18: Structure of the ACDb {PROD} module represented in input/output logic.

The module, {CONSU/WASTE} (see Figure 19), receives inputs from
{PROD} in two forms: flows of products for final consumption of goods, and
waste from industrial processes. Both flows are by far better to estimate
than flows between consumption and waste. Using MFA, a methodology is
available that allows a more accurate calculation of final consumption. However, MFA does not provide information about waste management. It only
gives rough categories of domestic output to water, air, and land. It can
therefore be foreseen that this module has the highest uncertainty in terms
of carbon flows.
What might be seen to be a weakness in this drawing of system boundaries
is of advantage for the overall view, as the uncertainties can be reduced for
flows relating to the production of goods. High uncertainties, which we co nsider uncertainties above the level that is recommended by IPCC (1997) for
Tier1 uncertainty calculations, are systematically restricted to the
{CONSU/WASTE} module.
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ATMO
C - Final
Demand

C_Food

Consumption
Pool

C_Wood
C_
Chemical

ENERGY

PROD
W_Food

AGRO
W_Wood
W_
Chemical

PROD

W - Waste
Treatment

LITHO
Figure 19: Structure of the ACDb {CONSU/WASTE} module represented in input/output logic.

After having defined the internal structure of the ACDb, the procedure to
calculate carbon flows is described in the next section.
VI.1.2 Procedures to Derive Carbon Flows from Material Flows
Two steps are necessary for the calculation of carbon flows from MFA. In
the first step the relevant material flows must be selected and aggregated.
In the second step, material flows must be multiplied by carbon conversion
factors (CCF) to calculate the relevant carbon flows. Depending on the aggregation level of the material flows different CCFs have to be found. 4 7
It is important to note that material and carbon flows, as far as data is
available, are balanced at the same time. That means that data sheets used
for balancing carbon flows include also balanced accounts for matter. This
assures the consistency of the flows in the system with utmost accuracy
possible.
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The selection of the individual CCFs is discussed in the documentation of the subbalances.
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VI.1.2.1

Step 1: Selection and Aggregation of Material Flows

As full-carbon-accounting provides a full and consistent picture of all relevant carbon flows, accounting in this study includes those carbon flows
which can lead to emissions (such as CO, CO2 or CH4 , et C.) during extraction, production process or consumption within a certain range of time.
The complexity and variety of carbon flows in the social metabolism has to
be managed in some way to reach a practical form of representation of the
carbon metabolism of society. In terms of environmental impact, those material flows are of relevance that go together with high carbon flows. To
select these flows, the method of ABC analysis (or Pareto analysis) was
used4 8 :
Three types of flows were categorized in the ACDb production, consumption
and waste modules (see Table 3). The range that was used is based on the
carbon flows and related uncertainties of the major emission sectors.
ABC Categories
A: > 0.5 Mt C
B: < 0.5 Mt C , > 0.1 Mt C
C: < 0.1 Mt C
Table 3: ABC Categories (1 Mt C = 106 t C yr -1)

Category A flows are expected to be greater than 0.5 Mt C4 9 . These flows
are investigated in detail to get as many information as possible on the size
of the flows, their carbon conversion factors and the related uncertainties.
Category B flows, between 0.1 and 0.5 Mt C, are investigated in detail only
if there is a potential for increases in these flows and time resources are
available. Category C flows, below 0.1 Mt C, are only considered in an accumulated way.
The categorisation follows from the relation of flows within the modules investigated to the greatest anthropogenic flow to the atmosphere, i.e. the
total carbon emission in {ENERGY}. Annual carbon flows from fossil energy
are, depending on the data source, in the range of 16 – 20 Mt C. As a
pragmatic approach, category A flows in production, consumption and waste
were therefore selected to be greater than the expected uncertainty of the
most significant flow in terms of human impact in the atmosphere. Under an
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The ABC analysis or Pareto analysis (sometimes referred to as the 80/20 rule) is
a method of classifying items, events, or activities according to their relative importance. ABC analysis is a commonly used management tool to arrive at a
prioritisation. The method of ABC analysis was used by Hüttler et al. (1996) to select the relevant material flow categories used in the material flow balance for
1990.
49

Estimates were based on preliminary results that were available from the ACBM
project.
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optimistic assumption, the related uncertainty is expected to be 2.5% or
around 0.5 Mt C. This guarantees to limit the considered flows to an amount
that was reasonable to be investigated in detail.
VI.1.2.2

Step 2: Calculating Carbon Flows Using Carbon Conversion
Factors

Calculations of sub-balance are based on different CCFs. Finding the specific
carbon conversion factors and multiplying them to the relevant material
flows cannot be described in a general way. CCFs are based on the carbon
content of material flows. Depending upon the aggregation level of material
flows, a CCF has to be calculated individually and independently.
The ideal procedure to come up with consistent carbon accounting would be
to base the carbon accounts on the consistent material accounts provided
by material flow accounting. Material flows from the consistent material accounts could be used to calculate the related carbon flows. As a second
consistency check, carbon accounts have to be balanced. Based on this
procedure, high quality estimates can be accomplished. Due to the different
structure of MFA-based material accounts and the structure of the ACDb as
described earlier, additional efforts were necessary to balance material flow
accounts for this empirical work.
For the {PROD} module, material and carbon flow accounts are based on a
consistent data set for 1990. For {CONSU/WASTE} material flow consistency was not achieved due to a lack of data. Consistency for this module
was achieved on the level of carbon flows. However, the price for consistency is higher uncertainty.

VI.1.3 Uncertainty Calculations
In both steps to get from MFA to C FA, the aggregation of material flows and
the definition of CCF uncertainties are involved.
The IIASA uncertainty concept as described in Part 2 will be used for
calculating the uncertainties of carbon flows in the {PROD} and
{CONSU/WASTE} modules.
Using MFA as a basis for carbon accounting, there are three typical steps
that are necessary for calculating carbon flow related uncertainties:
•

Evaluation of uncertainties of the relevant aggregated material flows.

•

Evaluation of uncertainties of the CCF.

•

Calculation of the uncertainty of carbon flows by means of the Law of
Propagation of Uncertainties (LPU)5 0 .
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To do this, the statistical independence of data is assumed, i.e., all specific data
used must be based on different assumptions, stem from different series of measurements, etc.
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However, as calculation procedures applied in some cases deviate from the
standard procedure they are documented in the details on the sub-balances
below.
Relative uncertainties are reported as the range between – s and + s, the
values of one standard deviation. By this, the values reported include the
true value reported with a probability of 67% according to a normal distribution.
For all accumulated flows in the {PROD} module relative uncertainties are
reported in the form of five different classes (see table below). Reporting
relative uncertainties in percentage terms would indicate an accuracy of the
uncertainty calculation that cannot be achieved at the present time.
Class

% of relative uncertainty

1

0-5

2

5 - 10

3

10 - 20

4

20 - 40

5

>40

Table 4: Classes of relative uncertainties used

The limits between the classes are drawn arbitrarily and attempt to satisfy
simple practical considerations. Relative uncertainties are classified as unreliable beyond class 3. This is in agreement with the IPCC (1997), which
advises against the application of the law of uncertainty propagation, if the
relative uncertainties that are combined under this law are greater than
60%, with a 95% confidence level (as recommended by the IPCC) or 30%
with a confidence interval of 67% (±1s) that is used here (Jonas and Nilsson 2001).

VI.2 Carbon Flows in the Production Process (excluding energy related flows)
Figure 20 and Table 6 provide an overview of aggregated flows between
{PROD} and the other modules and their related uncertainty classes. The
dotted rectangle in the centre represents the module. The arrows pointing
towards the rectangle represent inputs; arrows pointing to other modules or
to the atmosphere represent output flows. Carbon flows are given in Mt
(106 t C yr-1 ), with the third decimal rounded. 5 1
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Accounts are balanced at the two decimal level.
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The interpretation of carbon flows can be done within a consistent picture of
the whole carbon system. This is overall view is provided by the ACDb project report (Jonas and Nilsson 2001) and is summarised in Table 5.
To

AGRO

ATMO

From
AGRO
ATMO
CONSU/
WASTE

CONSU/
WASTE

19.5

ENERGY

FOREST

0.02

LITHO

Net:
0.01

22.3
0.1

IMP/EXP

PROD

Total

2.8

22.3

13.9
1.0

ENERGY

17.7

FOREST

7.5

36.2

0.3

1.7

IMP/EXP

~ 14.8

LITHO

0.2

3.3

~ 0.4

1.1

19.2

0.24

4

13.5

3

19

0.8

3.3

1.7

1.1

~ 2.5

PROD

1.3

1

5.1

Total

23.7

46.7

5.1

19.3

1

3.5

15.9

4.1

3)

12
1.7

11.9

ê 128.6
è128.4

Table 5: Synopsis of all ACDb modules in terms of their (rounded) 1990 carbon
fluxes (including results presented here) Source: Jonas and Nilsson 2001 (slightly
modified)

As mentioned earlier in the discussion on the different carbon accounting
methods, the representation used is not designed to give easily available
information on the relation between socio -economic indicators and this
pressure indicator system. It is designed for the only purpose to report carbon emissions to the atmosphere in a consistent way. Basically, what can
be interpreted from the matrix in Table 5, apart from the flows from the
modules to the atmosphere is the interrelation between the modules. Interesting, in the sense of understanding the interrelations between these
models, for socio -economic policy analysis is only what goes into the
{PROD} and {CONSU/WASTE} modules. Here economic processes are represented. {AGRO} and {FOREST} widely remain black-boxes with high
flows involved. As both modules encompass economic activities and ecosystem flows, the information to be derived from the outputs to other modules
remain unclear and are not directly related to intentional human activity.
The interesting parts of energy flows between sectors of the economy are
also hidden in a black-box and to analyse the internal flows would require
taking a look into the inside of this box.
Nevertheless a few conclusions can be drawn from the above matrix. Carbon emissions from agriculture (19.5 Mt) and the energetic use of fossil
fuels (17.7 Mt) are highest. They represent 80% of carbon emissions. Emis-
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sions from forestry contribute 16% to the total emissions. The carbon flows
passing through the production process (excluding all energy related flows)
have a small relative impact on the whole of greenhouse-gas-emissions in
relation to the energetic flows. In terms of carbon, emissions equal to the
absorption of carbon from the atmosphere5 2 . Forestry that emits 7.5 Mt of
carbon absorbs 13.9 Mt of carbon and therefore constitutes a sink (although
this does not mean to be attributed to what can be deducted under the
Kyoto Protocol5 3 ). Net carbon import of 14.8 Mt is mainly a result of imports
of fossil fuels. Of minor importance is the net balance of imports and exports from Production.
For the analysis of the flows in and out of the {PROD} module it seems to
be most appropriate to use the dominant net emission from - and total use
of fossil fuels as reference points for analysis. For instance, carbon emissions from {PROD}, making up for 0.99 Mt C or 6% of emissions from
{ENERGY}. Net carbon in agricultural and forestry products used in the production process together make up for 4.5 Mt (6.8 Mt of inputs balanced by
2,3 Mt of outputs from {PROD} to {AGRO} and {WASTE}) which is 25% of
carbon consumed in form of fossil fuels.
Aggregated Carbon Flows to and from {PROD}
Input
Output
s +/- s +(%)
s +/- s + (Mt)
or - (%)
or - (Mt)
MtC
MtC
XP_TOTAL
2,99
7%
0,21
FP_TOTAL
4,02
10%
0,40
AP_TOTAL
2,80
5%
0,14
EP_TOTAL
1,08
12%
12%
0,13
0,13
LP_TOTAL
0,82
12%
13%
0,10
0,11
WP_TOTAL
0,22
13%
0,03
PC_TOTAL
4,21
11%
15%
0,47
0,63
PW_TOTAL
0,90
7%
0,06
PF_TOTAL
0,96
10%
16%
0,10
0,16
PA_TOTAL
1,34
6%
0,08
PX_TOTAL
3,49
10%
0,36
PT_TOTAL
0,99
10%
11%
0,10
0,11
Total
11,93
11,89
Table 6: Aggregated flows for the {PROD} module
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Taking into account the higher impact of CH4 on global warming, this means that
the flows in this module do have a net effect on global warming.

53

With respect to the rate of change, that s of relevance for the Kyoto Protocol,
Jonas and Nilsson (2001) report 2.7 MtC per year.
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ATMO
INPUT

OUTPUT

AGRO

AP_TOTAL 2.80
Class 2

FOREST

ENERGY

PT_TOTAL 0.99
Class 3

PA_TOTAL 1.34
Class 4

AGRO

FP_TOTAL 4.02
Class 3

PF_TOTAL 0.96
Class 3

FOREST

EP_TOTAL 1.08
Class 3

PE_TOTAL 0.0

ENERGY

PC_TOTAL 4.21
Class 3
PW_TOTAL 0.90
Class 3

CONSU/
WASTE

PX_TOTAL 3.49
Class 3

IMP/EXP

CONSU/
WASTE

WP_TOTAL 0.22
Class 3

IMP/EXP

XP_TOTAL 2.99
Class 2

LP_TOTAL 0.82
Class 3

LITHO
Figure 20: {PROD} module - aggregated flows (Mt C) and uncertainties (Classes 1–
5) for 1990.

Table 7 comprises the carbon flows (in Mt C) and related relative and absolute uncertainties. It shows the four sub-balances used to represent the
production of goods. For 1990, carbon flows and the related relative uncertainties are indicated. To report uncertainties, a minimal value of carbon
flow is represented by a relative uncertainty value in -% and a maximum
value of carbon flow is represented by a relative uncertainty value in +%.
Relative uncertainties are rounded to the second decimal. Apart from aggregated flows from {AGRO} and {IMP/EXP} carbon flows have class 3
uncertainties. Further research to reduce uncertainties should concentrate
on flows with uncertainties of class 3 or higher, as well as when absolute
uncertainties are in the range of other flows reported. To give an example,
the sub-balance “Food and Feed Processing” comprises the carbon flow of
products harvest (AP_harvest). This flow has class 2 uncertainty. In absolute terms, the uncertainty is ±0.13 Mt C, which is almost as much as the
carbon in recycled paper (0.18 Mt C).
The disaggregated view reveiles that the carbon emissions in {PROD} orig inate from limestone processing (cement and lime production) and from
steel production. CO2 emissions from limestone processing comprise about
95% of all carbon emissions in this module.
Different to the aggregated view of the whole ACDb module which described
Austria as a net importing country of carbon, the disaggregated view shows
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a net export of carbon contained in semi-final or final products for 1990.
However, this is mainly due to exports product from chemical production
which is also based on fossil fuel imports (see Table 7).
Table 7: Carbon flows and related uncertainties in {PROD}.

I. Wood Processing
XP_Pulp and Paper
XP_wood products
FP_roundwood
FP_residual wood
WP_recycling paper
PF_residual wood
PC_wood products and paper
PW_residues from paper industry
PX_wood products
PX_pulp and paper
Total
II. Food and Feed Processing
AP_harvest
AP_husbandry
XP_food and other products of biomass
XP_feed
PC_food and other biomass
PA_feed
PA_cereals for husbandry traded
PX_feed
PX_food
PW_waste from Prod
PX_other products
Total
III. Chemical Production
XP_plastic and plastic products
EP_fossil raw material
XP_organic chemicals
WP_reuse
PX_plastic
and
plastic
products
and
other chemicals
PC_plastic and other chemical products
PW_waste from chemical industry
Total
IV. Steel Production
EP_C in pig iron
PT_pig iron to steel
Total
V. Cement and Lime Production
LP_limestone for cement production
LP_limestone for lime production and chem icals
PT_CO2 from cement production
PT_CO2 from lime production
Total

Input

Output

CF

CF

Mt C

Mt C

0.498
0.054
3.062
0.958
0.180

4.75

0.961
2.106
0.399
0.465
0.819
4.75

2.387
0.413
0.516
0.149

3.46

1.505
0.421
0.918
0.025
0.410
0.099
0.085
3.46

1.201
0.910
0.532
0.034
1.686

2.68

0.593
0.403
2.68

0.172
0.17

0.172
0.17

0.623
0.199

0.82
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0.623
0.199
0.82

Uncertainties
s +/or - (%)
16%
10%
13%
10%
15%
10%
21%
15%
10%
10%

s +(%)

17%
17%
17%
29%

s +/s + (Mt)
or - (Mt)
0.08
0.005
0.39
0.097
0,027
0.099
0.437
0.059
0.046
0.082

6%
10%
11%
20%
10%
20%
10%
20%
10%
20%
295%

0.131
0.041
0.057
0.030
0.151
0.084
0.092
0.005
0.041
0.020
0.252

14%
14%
14%
14%
15%

0.169
0.128
0.075

14%
14%

0.084
0.057

0.551
0.158
0.159
0.611

0.247

6%
6%

6%
6%

0.011
0.011

0.010
0.010

15%
10%
15%
10%

17%

0.094
0.020
0.094
0.020

0.103

17%

0.103

The following detailed information on the sub-balances of the Productionmodule reflects the results using the MFA approach. Detailed information is
provided on material and carbon flows and the related uncertainties in the
sub-accounts on the single flow levels between modules.
VI.2.1 Sub-balance: Food and Feed Processing
System Boundaries
The system boundaries between {AGRO} and {PROD} are specifically difficult to draw, if using material flow data. Flows considered in {AGRO} are
considered under the main group of “Biomass” in “Primary Extraction/Imports” of the material flow account (see Annex 2). In {PROD}, those
flows are considered that are part of the “Second Production Phase” of material flow accounts (Hüttler et al. 1996). Differently from Hüttler et al.
(1996), imports and exports are dealt with in {PROD}. What is co nsidered
as harvest and husbandry is dealt with in {AGRO}.
Carbon Conversion Factor (CCF)
Three different conversion factors are used in this module, two for produce
and one for products from animals. The conversion factor for harvest is a
weighted average of two different conversion factors, basically defined by
the difference in the water content of produce.
Conversion factors consist of the conversion factor from produce or meat to
dry material multiplied by the carbon content of dry matter.
Produce: The carbon content of produce is in the range of 40–45%. The water content of produce is in the range of 9–15% for corn, dry fodder and oil
seeds and 87–77% for other produce.
For cereal harvest the average value carbon conversion factor CCFproduce_1 =
0.385 was used, which is a weighted average derived from Schidler et al.
(1998). The standard deviation is 2%, which is determined by the difference
in MFA data and data from Schidler et al. (1998). For all other produce the
CCFproduce_2 = 0.092 was used, which is the carbon content of potatoes and
sugar beet.54 The standard deviation of 12.5% is determined by the variation of carbon content from 0.115 to 0.068 t C/t produce. Not taking the
uncertainty in the material flows into consideration, the weighted CCFproduce_1
and CCFproduce_2 to CFF produce = 0.253 t C / t produce are added with a related
s = 2.4%.55

54

The CCF is roughly estimated from accumulated material flows for 1990 by
means of accumulated carbon flows in the ACBM. The CCF for different flows between {AGRO} and {PROD} within the ACBM are in the range of 0.152 to 0.388.

55

The calculation is as follows:

σproduce_1= CCFproduce_1⋅ 5.3t ⋅ 0.02 = 0.004 σ produce_2= CCF produce_2 ⋅ 4.3t ⋅ 0.005 = 0.005
σproduce = 0.004 + 0.005 = 0.006 =ˆ 2.4%.
2

2
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CCF produce_1 = 0.385 t C/t c ereals harvest

s = ±2%

CCF produce_2 = 0.092 t C/t non-cereal produce

s = ±12.5%

CCF produce = 0.253 t C/t produce

s = ±2.4%

Animal products: The carbon content for meat is 0.162 t C/t meat. This is
calculated the same way as for produce, by multiplying the 30% of dry substance with a carbon content of 54%. The carbon content of milk is 0.069 t
C/t milk.
The carbon conversion factor for animal products is a weighted average for
1990 of milk and meat (including eggs). The s of 8.3% takes into account
the different carbon contents of meat, eggs and milk between 0.115 and
0.068 t C/t animal products calculated by Schidler et al. (1998), which
represents a range of ±25%.56 It was assumed that the change in the relation between meat and milk production does not increase the uncertainty
above that which is determined by the different material flows reported.
CCF animal- products = 0.088 t C/t animal products

s = ±8.3%

Food and other Biomass: For the import/export of food and other biomass
only one aggregated value is given in the material flow balance. Therefore,
a carbon conversion factor was needed based on the carbon contents of all
products imported or exported. The weighted CCF is 0.179 based on domestic agricultural production (excluding feed used in {AGRO}). This factor
neither reflects the different composition of imports and exports nor the
consumption pattern. As external expert knowledge was not available, a
standard deviation of 10% was assumed.

CCF food and other biomass = 0.179 t C/t animal products

56

s = ±10%

25% is interpreted as 3s. The material flow value of 4.7 Mt in MFA is overestimated, as it is 15% higher than the value for 1992. Using material flows to
weigh the CCF creates some problems with statistical dependencies; nevertheless the higher variance of the carbon contents determines the outcome of the
multiplication of uncertainties in the law of error propagation.
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OUPUT
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MF
CF
MF
CF
Mt Material Flow Mt C
Mt Material Flow Mt C
9,626
2,387
4,700
0,413
2,640
0,516
0,600
0,149
8,398
1,505
1,700
0,421
2,382
0,918
0,100
0,025
2,100
0,410
0,400
0,099
2,486
0,085
17,57
3,46
17,57
3,46

Table 8: Results for Sub-category: Food and Feed Processing

AP_harvest
AP_husbandry
XP_food and other products of biomass
XP_feed
PC_food and other biomass
PA_feed
PA_cereals for husbandry traded
PX_feed
PX_food
PW_waste from Prod
PX_other products
Total

II. Food and Feed Processing
Carbon flow
based on
Material flow
Material flow
Material flow
Material flow
Material flow
Material flow
Material flow
Material flow
Material flow
Material flow
Carbon flow
Source:
Schandl (1998)
Hüttler et al. (1996)
Hüttler et al. (1996)
Hüttler et al. (1996)
Hüttler et al. (1996)
Hüttler et al. (1996)
Schandl (1998)
Hüttler et al. (1996)
Hüttler et al. (1996)
Hüttler et al. (1996)
own calculation
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AP_harvest
Carbon Flow (Mt)
Uncertainty
Material Flow (Mt)

2.387
±5.5%; ±0.131 Mt
2.387

Based on material flow. Source: Schandl (1998).
The material flow that was used for the biomass flows from harvest in the
MFA of Hüttler et al. (1996), which was a feasibility study, was corrected in
the latest time series in Schandl (1998). This value is 5% higher than the
one reported by Schidler et al. (1998). The difference between these values
is taken as s. Due to multiplication with the carbon conversion factor CCF =
0.253 and the related s = 2.4%, the total carbon flow is 2.44 Mt C with a
standard deviation of s = 5.5% or 0.135 Mt C.
AP_husbandry
Carbon Flow (Mt)

0.413

Uncertainty

±10%; ±0.041 Mt

Material Flow (Mt)

4.700

Based on material flow. Source: Hüttler et al. (1996).
The material flow, behind AP_husbandry is an accumulation of meat, milk
and eggs. The sources differ from 4.7 Mt (Hüttler et al., 1996) to 4.25 Mt
(Schidler et al., 1998). The related standard deviation is 5.6%, taking 4.7
Mt as the mean value and 4.25 Mt as the absolute value at -s. Due to multiplication with the carbon conversion factor CCF = 0.088 and the related s
= 8.3%, the total is s = 10%.
XP_food and other products of biomass
Carbon Flow (Mt)

0.516

Uncertainty

±11%; ±0.057 Mt

Material Flow (Mt)

2.640

Based on material flow. Source: Hüttler et al. (1996).
This flow is derived from material flow data for biomass imports. Material
flow “Sonstige Produkte” (other products) in the material flow accounting
sub-balance for biomass, includes paper. Reducing the paper imports from
this flow and adding up the “food and other products of biomass” a value of
2.640 Mt material flow is derived.
For the calculation of the carbon flows the division between husbandry and
agricultural products was made according to the relation of AP_harvest and
AP_husbandry.
For import/export data a relatively low standard deviation was assumed of
5% for material imports/exports. Until Austria joined the European Union
the importing and exporting of trucks were weighted at the borders to Germany and Italy. Imports and exports to these countries account for a great
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portion of the total imports and exports of agricultural products. It was assumed that the trucks were always fully loaded.5 7
The uncertainty of carbon flows is mainly determined by the carbon co nversion factor, which is 10%.
XP_feed
Carbon Flow (Mt)

0.149

Uncertainty

±20%; ±0.030 Mt

Material Flow (Mt)

0.600

Based on material flow. Source: Hüttler et al. (1996).
Uncertainty is dominated by the deviation of the carbon conversion factor.
For calculating the carbon flow the CCF for produce was used, although the
composition of feed is not the same as the composition of harvest. As a first
rough estimate a standard deviation of 20% was assumed.
PC_food and other biomass
Carbon Flow (Mt)

1.505

Uncertainty

±10%; ±0.151 Mt

Material Flow (Mt)

8.398

Based on material flow. Source: Hüttler et al. (1996).
The unrealistic value in the material flow balance for 1990 of 12 Mt is replaced by a value of 8.398 Mt derived from the 1992 value for “Lebensmittel
und sonstige Produkte” (food and other products) and “Eigenverbrauch, Direktvermarktung” (consumption in the primary sector and direct marketed
products) and weighed with the difference of sums of the sub-balance “final
consumption” (see Annex 2) (Hüttler et al. 1996).
Uncertainty is dominated by the deviation of the carbon conversion factor.
PA_feed
Carbon Flow (Mt)

0.421

Uncertainty

±20%; ±0.086 Mt

Material Flow (Mt)

1.700

Based on material flow. Source: Hüttler et al. (1996).
See the arguments for XP_feed.
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The uncertainty might be higher for data after of the free transportation of goods
within the European Union is implemented, as controls are less feasible, with a
tendency towards underreporting.
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PA_cereals for husbandry traded
Carbon Flow (Mt)

0.918

Uncertainty

±10%; ±0.092 Mt

Material Flow (Mt)

2.382

Based on material flow. Source: Schandl (1998).
This flow represents flows related to the trading of cereals used as feed in
{AGRO}. Cereals for feed make up for 45% of the total harvest (Hüttler et
al. 1996).
PX_feed
Carbon Flow (Mt)

0.025

Uncertainty

±20%; ±0.005 Mt

Material Flow (Mt)

0.100

Based on material flow. Source: Hüttler et al. (1996).
See the arguments for XP_feed.
PX_food
Carbon Flow (Mt)

0.410

Uncertainty

±10%; ±0.041 Mt

Material Flow (Mt)

2.100

Based on material flow. Source: Hüttler et al. (1996).
Uncertainty is dominated by the deviation of the carbon conversion factor.
PW_waste from production
Carbon Flow (Mt)

0.099

Uncertainty

±20%; ±0.020 Mt

Material Flow (Mt)

0.400

Based on material flow. Source: Hüttler et al. (1996).
The material flow value from the 1992 balance is used, as no value for 1990
was available. Uncertainty is dominated by the deviation of the carbon co nversion factor. For calculating the carbon flow the CCF for food and other
biomass was used, although the composition of waste from production is
not the same as the composition of harvest. As a first rough estimate a
standard deviation of 20% was assumed.
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PX_other products
Carbon Flow (Mt)

0.085

Uncertainty

±295%; ±0.252 Mt

Material Flow (Mt)

2.486

Based on the author’s own calculations.
This flow is used to balance the accounts. From material flow accounts (Hüttler et al., 1996) it is not clear which portion of the account “other products”
is coming from the agricultural sector and how much from the forest sector.
To balance the material flows 2.486 Mt are calculated. The value for exports
of other products in Hüttler et al. (1996) is 3.1 Mt.
The relative standard deviation of 295% of this flow is calculated by adding
up, according to the law of error propagation5 8 , all s necessary to balance
the account (see Table 7). This calculation can only be considered as a
rough estimate, as the law of propagation of uncertainties can not be exactly applied to standard deviations with more than 30%. As Class 5 for
accumulated uncertainties excludes all uncertainties above 50%, the exactness of the standard deviation is of minor importance.

VI.2.2 Sub-balance: Wood Processing
Detailed data capturing on the harvesting of forests has been done for the
ACDb’s {FOREST} module. Data from the {FOREST} module are available
for FP_roundwood, FP_residual wood, and PF_residual wood.
System boundaries
Fuel wood is considered to go directly from {FOREST} into {ENERGY}. The
imports and exports of roundwood and residual wood are accounted for in
the {FOREST} module. The imports/exports of pulp and paper are considered in this balance together with wood and wood products, as they are
closely related to wood production.
Carbon conversion factor (CCF)
Making a combined material and carbon flow balance for wood and paper
makes it necessary to use at least two different conversion factors; one for
paper and pulp and another for wood and wood products.
Paper: According to Holzforschung Austria (Lee-Mueller 2000) the carbon
content of cellulose is 0.44 t C/t cellulose. The content of cellulose in paper
ranges from 48% to 90%.
Chemical wood pulp (Zellstoff) consists mainly of cellulose; the lignin part
from wood has been withdrawn in a chemical process. Mechanical wood
pulp (Holzstoff) still includes lignin. The import/export data are assumed to
have 10% water content.
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The relative uncertainty is based on the square root of square of the standard
deviation of all flows that are used to calculate PX_other products.
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The carbon content of paper and pulp is therefore between 0.2159 and
0.3960 t C/t pulp or paper. It was not possible to go into the details of the
composition of different types of paper in imports, exports and consum ption, nor was it possible to consider the differences in the different relations
between pulp and paper in imports and exports. For pragmatic reasons, an
unweighted average carbon content of 0.3 t C/t pulp and paper was assumed.61 Considering the deviation of the minimum and maximum carbon
content as 2s, the standard deviation is s = 0.045 or 15%.
CCF pulp+paper = 0.3 t C/t pulp and paper

s = ±0.045 or ±15%

Wood: A single carbon conversion factor was assumed for all wood and
wood products. The average value is based on the composition of Austrian
harvests, assuming that imported and exported materials and products
have the same composition of timber.
Material flows of wood and wood products are those of dry matter, i.e., 12%
less water content than for harvested wood (like in {FOREST}).
CCF = 0.44 t C/t wood after harvest
CCFwood = 0.5 t C/t wood dry

59

Lowest wood content in paper.

60

The carbon content of pulp with 10% water content (0.44*0.9).

61

This conversion factor is the same as the unweighted average between conversion factors (from 0.253 to 0.349) used by the ACBM.
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MF
CF
MF
CF
Mt Material Flow Mt C
Mt Material Flow Mt C
1,66
0,498
0,26
0,054
6,124
3,062
1,686
0,958
0,600
0,180
1,691
0,961
4,872
2,108
1,330
0,399
0,930
0,465
2,730
0,819
1,223
0,000
11,55
4,75
11,55
4,75

Table 9: Results for Sub-category: Wood Processing

XP_Pulp and Paper
XP_wood products
FP_ round wood
FP_residual wood
WP_recycling paper
PF_residual wood
PC_wood products and paper
PW_residues from paper industry
PX_wood products
PX_pulp and paper
other material
Total

I. Wood Processing
[Material Flows calculated with dry wood
I.e. reduced by 12% water]
Carbon flow
based on
Material flow
Material flow
Carbon flow
Carbon flow
Material flow
Carbon flow
Carbon flow
Material flow
Material flow
Material flow
Material flow
Source:
Statistics Austria (2000)
Statistics Austria (2000)
{FOREST}
{FOREST}
Hüttler et al. (1996)
{FOREST}
own calculation
Krammer et al. (1995)
Statistics Austria (2000)
Statistics Austria (2000)
own calculation
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XP_pulp and paper
Carbon Flow (Mt)

0.498

Uncertainty

±16%; ±0.08 Mt

Material Flow (Mt)

0.1.660

Based on material flow. Source: Statistics Austria (2000).
Material flows for imports of pulp and paper are taken from the ISIS database of Statistics Austria. Carbon flows are calculated by using CCFpaper. The
imports consist of 60% pulp and waste paper (0.99 Mt) and 40% paper,
paperboard and articles thereof (0.67 Mt). Assuming the carbon content is
the same, the uncertainties of this carbon flow are high as there is no information available about the water content of pulp imported. The related
carbon flow is 0.5 Mt.
The uncertainties s = ±0.08 Mt ±16% arise due to statistical uncertainties
in the ISIS import/export database and due to the differences in carbon
conversion factors for paper and pulp as well as for different paper qualities.
XP_wood products
Carbon Flow (Mt)

0.054

Uncertainty

±10%; ±0.005 Mt

Material Flow (Mt)

0.260

Based on material flow. Source: Statistics Austria (2000).6 2
Uncertainties for imported wood products have to consider the weight that
includes non-wood materials.
WP_recycling paper
Carbon Flow (Mt)

0.180

Uncertainty

-12% +17%; -0.39 +0.551 Mt

Material Flow (Mt)

0.600

Based on carbon flow. Source: Hüttler et al. (1996).
Uncertainty estimates for the material flow were not available but assumed
to be less than the uncertainty of the CCFpulp+paper. As a prudent estimate, the s of the the CCFpulp+paper was assumed to be the maximum
uncertainty.
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Due to the common market within the European Union, the uncertainties in material flows reported are increasing for Austria after 1992.
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FP_roundwood
Carbon Flow (Mt)

3.062

Uncertainty

-12% +17%; -0.39 +0.551 Mt

Material Flow (Mt)

6.124

Based on carbon flow. Source: Jonas (2000).
Carbon flows are taken from the {FOREST} module. The imports and exports of roundwood are also accounted for in the {FOREST} module.
FP_residual wood
Carbon Flow (Mt)

0.958

Uncertainty

-10 +17%; -0.097 +0.158 Mt

Material Flow (Mt)

1.686

Based on carbon flow. Source: Jonas (2000).
As for the flow, FP_roundwood, carbon flows are taken from the {FOREST}
module. The imports and exports of roundwood are also accounted for in
the {FOREST} module.
PF_residual wood
Carbon Flow (Mt)

0.961

Uncertainty

-10 +17%; -0.099 +0.159Mt

Material Flow (Mt)

1.691

Based on carbon flow. Source: Jonas (2000).
PC_wood products and paper
Carbon Flow (Mt)

2.106

Uncertainty

-21 +29%; -0.437 +0.611 Mt

Material Flow (Mt)

4.464

Based on carbon flow. Source: Author’s own calculations.
This flow is derived by balancing the carbon flows. To countercheck the results, the material flow from the carbon flow was calculated. This value can
be compared to the flow calculated for the material flow balance for 1990
(Hüttler et al., 1996), which is 5.00 Mt. It was assumed that consumption
consists of 65% dry wood and 35% paper. This relation is derived from the
relation in the ACBM.
The standard deviation of this flow is calculated by adding up, according to
the law of error propagation, all s necessary to balance the account.
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PW_residues from paper industry
Carbon Flow (Mt)

0.399

Uncertainty

±15%; ±0.059 Mt

Material Flow (Mt)

1.330

Based on material flow. Source: Krammer et al. (1995).
Here the same procedure for uncertainty estimation is applied as in the case
of WP_recycling paper.
PX_wood products
Carbon Flow (Mt)

0.465

Uncertainty

±10%; ±0.046 Mt

Material Flow (Mt)

0.930

Based on material flow. Source: Statistics Austria (2000).
PX_pulp and paper
Carbon Flow (Mt)

0.819

Uncertainty

±10%; ±0.082 Mt

Material Flow (Mt)

2.730

Based on material flow. Source: Statistics Austria (2000).
The imports consist of 12% pulp and waste paper (0.32 Mt) and 88% paper, paperboard and articles thereof (2.41 Mt). Assuming that the carbon
content is the same as used for imports, the related carbon flow is 0.82 Mt,
with the uncertainties mainly due to the different composition of imports
and exports.
Other material
This flow is only used to balance the material flow due to the fact that paper
production needs additional material to wood.
Carbon Flow (Mt)

0.0

Uncertainty

-; -

Material Flow (Mt)

1.415

Based on material flow. Source: Author’s own calculations.
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VI.2.3 Sub-balance: Chemical Production
The main relevant carbon flow in the chemical industry is caused by plastic
production. Further flows are related to the production of paints, solvents,
bitumen and other chemicals. One balance was established for all chemical
products based on the material flow balance account on fossil fuels (Hüttler
et al. 1996).6 3
System boundaries
In the material flow balance chemical production is part of the fossil fuel
accounts. Most raw materials for chemical products are joint products in the
refinery process; therefore it would be appropriate to include it in the
{ENERGY} module. To remain comparable to the ACBM, it is dealt with in
the {PROD} module. The flow to the {PROD} module from the {ENERGY}
module consists of the flows of raw material (crude oil derivatives, coal and
gas). Imports consist of plastic, plastic products and organic chemicals
(semi-finished products). Plastic recycling, which makes up only 0.049 Mt of
plastic (Fehringer et al. 1997) and 0.036 Mt of carbon respectively, is not
considered due to the relatively small flow, which is less than the uncertainties involved.
Carbon conversion factor (CCF)
The carbon content of plastic is 760g carbon/kg plastic, i.e., 76% with a
variation from 81–72% (Fehringer et al. 1997:152, A10).
CCplastic = 0.76 t C/t plastic

s = +7/-5% (+0.05/-0.04 t C/t plastic)

Here the mean value of the CCplastic as CCFchemicals is used for all material
flows in the chemical industry balance except for EP_fossil raw material. The
same CCF is also use for plastic products with less then 100% plastic co ntent and semi-finished products consisting of more than the average
CC plastic . As a consequence, the standard deviation must be higher than that
for CC plastic . A standard deviation of ±10% was assumed.
CCFchemicals = 0.76 t C/t plastic
and other chemicals

s = ±10%
(±0.076 t C/t)

For fossil raw material from the {ENERGY} module (crude oil derivatives,
coal and gas) a CCF of 0.85 t C/t fossil raw material was assumed. This low
CCF is necessary due to the inclusion of process energy in the balance,
which is missing in the output as carbon emission to the atmosphere.6 4 At
the time of writing this paper the ACDb {ENERGY} module was not co mpleted and detailed information was not available. Therefore, the standard
deviation was assumed to be about ±10%.
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Under the current aggregation of the accounts, solvents are not reported separately as requested by the IPCC guidelines.
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Here, more accuracy would be required in material flow accounts.
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CCFfossil raw material = 0.85 t C/t fossil
raw material

s = ±10% (±0.085 t C/t)

Uncertainties of the material flows
All material flows used in this balance are taken or calculated from the MFA
fossil fuel account of Hüttler et al. (1996) except for imports and exports of
products with low plastic content.
The total output of carbon to the atmosphere in the account for 1990 is reported with 14.46 Mt,6 5 which is 24% less than the 19 Mt reported by the
ACBM.6 6 As uncertainty in the carbon emission affects all input and output
values reported, including those used for presenting accounting, a s=±10%
was assumed.
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The latest data for carbon flows to the atmosphere based on MFA are reported by
the World Resources Institute Report on material flows. For 1990, the WRI reports 17.62 Mt of carbon emitted as CO and CO2 from combustion of fossils and
industrial processes (Matthews et al. 2000). Reduced by the emissions from industrial processes, calculated in this report, 16.62 Mt would be emitted from
fossils.
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The compatibility of the material flow balance of the fossil fuel account and the
{ENERGY} module has not been investigated in detail. It was not possible to
identify the cause of the different carbon emission values in the present report.
One reason for the different values might lie in the drawing of system boundaries. Further research would be necessary to get a detailed view on the
compatibility.
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INPUT

OUPUT
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MF
CF
MF
CF
Mt Material Flow Mt C
Mt Material Flow Mt C
1,580
1,201
1,070
0,910
0,700
0,532
0,130
0,000
0,049
0,037
2,219
1,686
0,780
0,593
0,530
0,403
3,53
2,68
3,53
2,68

Table 10: Results for Sub-category: Chemical Production

XP_plastic and plastic products
EP_fossil raw material
XP_organic chemicals
XP other organic chemical inputs
WP_plastic reuse
PX_plastic and plastic products and other chemical
PC_plastic and other chemical products
PW_waste from chemical industry
Total

III. Chemical Production
Carbon flow
based on
Material flow
Material flow
Material flow
Material flow
Carbon flow
Carbon flow
Material flow
Material flow

Source:
Hüttler et al. (1996), Fehringer et al. (1997)
Hüttler et al. (1996)
Hüttler et al. (1996)
Hüttler et al. (1996)
{CONSU/WASTE}
own calculation
Hüttler et al. (1996), Fehringer et al. (1997)
Hüttler et al. (1996)

Overview of Material and Carbon Flows in the Sub-category: Chemical Production

XP_plastic and plastic products
Carbon Flow (Mt)

1.201

Uncertainty

±14%; ±0.169 Mt

Material Flow (Mt)

1.580

Based on material flow.
(1997).

Source: Hüttler et al. (1996); Fehringer et al.

The material flow balance reports 1.19 Mt of plastic and plastic products
imported. This does not include products imported that only partly consist
of plastic, like cars, machinery, et C. An average content of 17% of plastic
in products imported (only products that partially consist of plastic 67) is estimated by Fehringer et al. (1997:44) for 1994. Adding the plastic used for
wrapping (29,400 t68) of all imported products 444,200 t of plastic was imported. Taking into account the increase in imports by 11% (Statistics
Austria, 2000) from 1990 to 1994 (it was assumed that this increase over
all products is the same as for those containing plastics) 392,000 t were
imported in 1990.

EP_fossil raw material
Carbon Flow (Mt)

0.910

Uncertainty

±14%; ±0.128 Mt

Material Flow (Mt)
1.070
Based on material flow. Source: Hüttler et al. (1996).
The material flow consists of 0.70 Mt crude oil derivatives, 0.06 Mt coal and
0.31 Mt of gas.
XP_organic chemicals
Carbon Flow (Mt)

0.532

Uncertainty

±14%; ±0.075 Mt

Material Flow (Mt)
0.700
Based on material flow. Source: Hüttler et al. (1996).
According to MFA, all organic chemicals used for the chemical industry are
imported.
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Fehringer et al. (1997) use only part of the products listed in the import/export
statistics of Statistics Austria.
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Estimation of undeclared wrapping s = ±10%.
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XP_other non fossil inputs
Carbon Flow (Mt)

0.00

Uncertainty

-; -

Material Flow (Mt)
0.130
Based on material flow. Source: Hüttler et al. (1996).
This flow is used to balance the account in terms of material.

WP_plastic reuse
Carbon Flow (Mt)

0.034

Uncertainty

±14%; ±0.005 Mt

Material Flow (Mt)
0.049
Based on material flow. Source: Fehringer et al. (1997)

PX_plastic, plastic products and other chemicals
Carbon Flow (Mt)

1.649

Uncertainty

±15%; ±0.247 Mt

Material Flow (Mt)
2.170
Based on carbon flow. Source: Author’s own calculations.
This flow is used to balance the carbon account. Apart from material flows
considered in MFA, it also includes products exported that only partly co nsist of plastic, like cars, machinery et C. An average content of 20% of
plastic in products exported (only products that partially consist of plastic 6 9 )
is estimated by Fehringer et al. (1997:42) for 1994. Adding the plastic used
for wrapping (14,300 t) of all exported products 0.417 Mt of plastic was imported. Taking into account the increase in imports by 12% (Statistics
Austria, 2000) from 1990 to 19947 0 0.367 Mt were exported in 1990, making up for 0.28 Mt of carbon exported.
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Fehringer et al. (1997) use only part of the products listed in the import/export
statistics of Statistics Austria.
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It was assumed that this increase over all products is the same as those containing plastics.
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PC_plastic and other chemical products
Carbon Flow (Mt)

0.593

Uncertainty

±14%; ±0.083 Mt

Material Flow (Mt)
0.780
Based on material flow. Source: Hüttler et al. (1996).
The carbon flow of 0.593 Mt7 1 is calculated from the material flow from the
chemical industry to final demand (0.76Mt) and the difference between imports and exports of products with low plastic content (0.39–0.37 Mt)
reported by Fehringer et al. (1997).

PW_waste from chemical industry
Carbon Flow (Mt)

0.403

Uncertainty

±14%; ±0.057 Mt

Material Flow (Mt)
0.530
Based on material flow. Source: Hüttler et al. (1996).
The same CCF as for plastic was assumed.
VI.2.4 Sub-balance: Cement and Lime Production
1. Cement Production
Basic process: Limestone or dolomite is reduced to lime and CO2 by high
temperatures in a calcining process.
Limestone: CaCO3 ? CaO + CO2
Dolomite: CaCO3*MgO3 ? CaO*MgO
About two-thirds of CO2 emissions from cement production are due to the
chemical process. One-third of the emissions are a result of fuel use for
process heat in the production of cement clinker (Reiter and Stroh, 1995).
The raw material for the production of cement clinker consists of 78% of
CaCO3 and CaCO3*MgO3 (a maximum of 5%) of which 34.6% of the mass
are CO2 . The limestone used must be at least 75% pure (Reiter and Stroh,
1995). The IPCC guidelines indicate that the purity of limestone might range
between 85–95%.
2. Lime Production
The same calcining process is used as in cement production (but only lim estone is used).
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For comparison, the ACBM modellers report a carbon flow of 0.535 Mt for plastic.
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3. Pig Iron Production
In pig iron production limestone is used to liquefy the blast-furnace slag.
Approximately 100kg (±10%) of limestone are used to produce one ton of
pig iron. The statistics of pig iron have an accuracy of ±10% due to the reporting only up to the level of 10*E5 t (Schützenhöfer 2000).
4. Soil Fertilization
In soil fertilization, limestone and lime is used in different forms. The CO2
emissions from lime produced for fertilizers are considered in “Chemical
Production” (see below). The limestone portion of fertilizers is converted to
CaO and CO2 by chemical processes in the soil. This emission should be
considered in {AGRO}. As the related carbon content is only about 10000t,
the flow is neglected and added to “Chemical Production”.
5. Chemical Production
In the chemical industry limestone is used for the production of soda ash
and fertilizers.
System boundaries
Emissions, as a result of fuel use for process heat,7 2 are dealt with in the
{ENERGY} module. Only those emissions related to the chemical process
are considered for the {PROD} module. All carbon flows considered are
flows from {ENERGY} or the lithosphere to the atmosphere. No flows to the
{WASTE} module occur. Carbon activated by economic activity, like gravel
from limestone, which is processed without emitting carbon to the environment, is not considered in carbon flow balance.7 3
Carbon conversion factor (CCF)
Two conversion calculations are considered.
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In 1990, the emissions of CO2 were 1.05Mt (Reiter and Stroh 1995).
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Consequently, for material flow accounting it is necessary to distinguish between
limestone used for cement and lime production (as well as for soil improvement)
and limestone used for other purposes.
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1.

Calcualtion based on the stoichiometric relation7 4

Chemical
formula

Process

Limestone
CaCO3a

CaCO3? CaO + CO2

Dolomite
CaCO3*MgO3b
a

Emission Factor (EF)

Carbon
Content

kg CO2/t high
calcium lime

kg C/t
CaCO3

439.7

120

kg CO2/t dolomite lime
CaCO3*MgO3 ? CaO*MgO

477.3

130

CaCO3 consists of 44.01 g/mole CO2 /56,08 g/mole CaO (IPCC, 1996).

b

CaCO3 .MgCO3 consists of 2*44.01 g/mole CO2 /96.39 g/mole CaO*MgO (IPCC,
1996).

For cement production, less than 5% of raw material can be dolomite
(Reiter and Stroh, 1995). This leads to a weighted carbon content of
CC weighted = 120.5 kg C / t CaCO3 .75 The related uncertainty band of ±2.5%
(3s) is reflected in a standard deviation for the dolomite portion in cement
raw material of s = 0.83%.
This assumes pure limestone. As noted above, the IPCC guidelines indicate
that purity might range between 85–95% and Reiter and Stroh (1995) give
a minimum of 75%. This uncertainty band if ±10% (3s) is reflected in a
standard deviation for the purity of lim estone of s = 3.3%.
The total uncertainty s = ±3.4% (±0.0035) is derived by means of the law
of propagation of uncertainty.7 6
CCF stoich = 0.1205 t C/t CaCO3 * 0.85 = 0.1024

2.

s = ±3.4 % (±0.0035)

Calculation from CO2 content of raw dust for clinker

Raw material for clinker consists of 78% of limestone and dolomite (43.1%
CaO, 0.5% MgO and 34.6% CO2) (Reiter and Stroh, 1995:7). It was assumed that 100% of CO2 is emitted during the production process. The
standard deviation is determined by the composition of raw material, which
was estimated to be in the range of 3%.
CCF clinker = 0.346 * 12 (g/mole)/44 (g/mole) =
0.0944 t C/t clinker raw dust
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s = ±3%
(±0.003)

The stoichometric relation is the fixed numerical relationship between the relative
quantities of substances in compounds or reactions. The carbon content is calc ulated using the molecular weight of the substances (g/mole)

75

CCweighed = 120⋅ 0.95 +130⋅ 0.05 = 120.5.

76

σ = 0.0332 + 0.00832 = 0.034.
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INPUT

OUPUT

89

MF
CF
CO2-Flow
CF
Mt Material Flow Mt C
Mt CO2 Flow
Mt C
6,086
0,623
1,949
0,199
1,790
0,623
0,729
0,199
8,04
0,82
3,01
0,82

Table 11: Results for Sub-category: Cement and Lime Production

LP_limestone for cement-production
LP_limestone for lime-production and chemical
PT_CO2 from cement production
PT_CO2 from limestone production
Total

V. Cement and Lime Production
Carbon flow
based on
Material flow
Material flow
Input value
Input value
Source:
own calculation
Schandl (1998)

Overview of Material and Carbon Flows in the Sub-category: Cement and Lime Production

LP_/PT_limestone for cement production
Carbon Flow (Mt)

0.623

Uncertainty

-15% +17%; -0.094 +0.104Mt

Material Flow (Mt)

6.086

Based on material flow. Source: Schandl (1998); Reiter and Stroh (1995).
The carbon flow calculated is based on two different methods of calculation:
(A) on the available material flow for limestone extraction, and (B) on the
data for cement clinker raw material.
The carbon flow based on the first method defines the upper limit of the
uncertainty band. The carbon flow based on the second method defines the
lower limit. A combination of both was used to define the mean value and
the total uncertainty band of the carbon flow related to cement production.
Method (A). The only available material flow for limestone extraction for
cement is taken from a material flow time series in Schandl (1998). This
flow amounts to 6.86 Mt. Using the CCFstoich a carbon flow was calculated of
0.703 Mt C, based on the stoichiometric relation. It was assumed that all
limestone is converted into CaO and all CO2 is emitted.
Method (B). Raw material for the production of cement clinker is reported
by the Austrian Environmental Agency (UBA) (Reiter and Stroh, 1995:105,
108). Using linearly interpolated data from 1991 to 1993 provides a raw
material consumption of 5.78 Mt and emissions of 2.005 Mt CO2 , i.e., 0.546
Mt C in 1990.
Combining Methods (A) and (B). The difference between the carbon flow
calculations is based on different values for pure CaCO3 used for cement
production in the range of 5.83–4.51 Mt. Taking an unweighted average
between these values the CaCO3 flow is 5.17 Mt. The related carbon content, based on the stoichiometric calculation, is 0.623 Mt C.
The standard deviation s is determined by the higher value plus the related
s of +3.4% and the lower value minus the related s of -3.4%. The new
standard deviation for the mean value 0.623 is -28.1% +16.6%.
A factor that was expected to influence the uncertainty calculation was the
re-carbonisation of limestone. This is considered to be in the range of
11.3% of all CO2 emitted during the production of cement (Harmuth
2000).7 7 As the potential absorption capacity of cement is within the present
uncertainty band, this uncertainty factor was not be considered any further.
The Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) Internet database reports an
emission of 0.666 Mt C in 1990 (Marland et al. 2000). The data is taken
77

A layer of about 2 cm on the surface of concrete can partly carbonise. Harmuth
(2000) estimates that this layer can be carbonised, absorbing 43% of CO2 emitted in cement clinker production. This process of carbonisation is a slow process
lasting for decades, i.e., that after hydration of concrete, 43% of the concrete in
a layer of 2 cm at the surface of concrete-components, consists of CaCO3 after a
decade long diffusion process.
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from the US Bureau of Mines. This is within the band of uncertainty calculated by using the methods above.
LP_/PA_limestone for mineral fertilizers (not considered separately)
Originally LP_/PA_limestone for mineral fertilizers was considered as a
separate flow. Due to the negligible size of this flow, which should go from
lithosphere directly to {AGRO}, it is included in {PROD}, as if the emission
would take place during production.
Part of the limestone used for soil fertilization is used without being processed to lime. This limestone portion of fertilizers is co nverted to CaO and
CO2 by the bicarbonate equilibrium reaction processes in the soil (IPCC
1996). Limestone, amounting to 0.187 Mt (Hintermeier 2000), is used for
soil fertilization of which 0.081 Mt are directly used as limestone. Only this
portion would have to be considered in {AGRO}.7 8
For a consistent carbon balance it was assumed that CO2 emissions by the
bicarbonate equilibrium reaction processes in the soil are included in
LP_/PT_limestone for lime production and chemical production flow (making
up 0.01 Mt) below.
LP_/PT_limestone for lime-production and chemical production
Carbon Flow (Mt)

0.199

Uncertainty

±10%; ±0.02 Mt

Material Flow (Mt)

1.949

Based on material flow. Source: Schandl (1998).
The data for limestone extraction, 1.949 Mt, is the sum of extraction for
lime production (1.666 Mt7 9 ) and chemical production (0.282 Mt).8 0 Assuming that the limestone used consists of 85% CaCO3 , the carbon flow equals
to 0.199 Mt, based on the stoichiometric relation.
Lime used for construction, in contrast to cement,8 1 is 100% re-carbonated
(Harmuth 2000), i.e., Ca(OH)2 reacts with air to CaCO3 in the long run. After
an unspecifiable time, talking in dimensions of decades, all CO2 emitted during production is reabsorbed by the construction material. It was assumed
78

Data for soil fertilization by lime in Austria (Dachler and Kernmayer 1997) are
based on estimates of traders (this data is not publicly available (Dachler 2000)).
Traditionally, the liming of soils is reported in terms of CaO to emphasize the
portion of fertilizers, which is a base. The actual liming is mainly done with a
mixture of both, CaCO3 and CaOH. Apart from these, other mineral fertilizers also
include some limestone and dolomite respectively. For emissions from the
{AGRO} module all parts, except CaOH, would have to be considered (Dachler
2000).
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This figure contains limestone and dolomite used in iron melting.
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The figures are taken from a time series in (Schandl 1998).
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Cement, in contrast to lime, hardens in a hydraulic process resulting in stable
chemical structures, e.g., with aluminium.
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that the absorption of CO2 by re-carbonisation could be neglected, as the
annual growth rates of lime production of +5% since the 1960s (Schandl
1998) cannot be outweighed by far.
Taking into account the low value of carbon flow involved only a rough estimate was made of the standard deviation. Based on uncertainties in the
purity of limestone re-carbonisation the s was estimated to be in the range
of ±10%.

VI.2.5 Sub-balance: Steel Production
In the production process of pig iron, coke is used to reduce the ore from
FeO3 by coke oxidation. In this process some carbon is absorbed by pig iron
(from 4.2–4.8% of pig iron). The carbon content is reduced during the steel
production from 0.08 to 0.8%, i.e., carbon is emitted as CO2 during this
process.
In 1990, Austria produced 3.45 Mt of pig iron and 4.29 Mt of Steel (Verein
Deutscher Eisenhüttenleute 1996). In the ACDb, it was assumed that all pig
iron produced in Austria is used for steel production. For steel production a
fairly high amount of scrap metal is used, making up the difference between
iron and steel production. It was assumed that the scrap metal used is
mainly steel.
System boundaries
Generally pig iron production is considered in the {ENERGY} module due to
the high percentage of energetic use of the process heat after the production process.
The {PROD} module only considers the flow of carbon incorporated in pig
iron. Only those CO2 emissions caused in the steel processing were considered.
Carbon conversion factor (CCF)
Carbon in pig iron and steel:
The carbon content of pig iron is approximately 0.45 t C/t pig iron, in the
range of 0.42 and 0.48.8 2
CCpig iron = 0.45 t C/t of pig iron

s = ±2% (±0.01 t C/t of pig iron)

An average carbon content of 0.05 t C t of steel, based on the great spread
of carbon content of steel was assumed. Steel is produced with 0.008 t C/t
of steel up to 0.08 t C/t of steel (Schützenhöfer 2000).8 3 Others give a
range between 0.1% and 1% (Gara and Schrimpf 1998:17).
CCsteel = 0.05 t C/t of steel

s = +20% -28% (+0.01/-0.014 t C/t of steel)
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Represented as 3s = ±0.03 tC t of pig iron.
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Represented as 3s = +0.03/-0.043 tC/t of pig iron.
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CCF steel -production :
For the carbon conversion factor, a difference of the average values was
used for carbon contents in pig iron and steel of 0.04 t C/t of pig iron produced.
CCF steel-production = 0.04 t C/t of pig iron

s = +3% -4%
(+0.014/-0.017 t C/t of pig iron)
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0,17

0,17
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0,629
0,63

OUPUT

MF
CF
CO2-Flow
Mt Material Flow Mt C
Mt CO2
0,172
0,172

INPUT

Table 12: Results for Sub-category: Steel Production

EP_C in pig-iron
PT_pig-iron to steel
Total

IV. Steel Production
Carbon flow
based on
Material flow
0,172 Input value
0,17

CF
Mt C

Source:
Verein Deutscher Eisenhüttenleute [1996]

Overview of Material and Carbon Flows in the Sub-category: Steel Production

EP_pig iron
Carbon Flow (Mt)

0.172

Uncertainty

±6%; ±0.010 Mt

Material Flow (Mt)

0.172

Based on material flow. Source: Verein Deutscher Eisenhüttenleute (1996).
The carbon incorporated in pig iron is considered as carbon flow from
{ENERGY}. In Austria, 4.29 Mt of steel was produced from 3.452 Mt of pig
iron produced domestically and the rest imported. A standard deviation of
the reported value for pig iron of ±5% was assumed. For the uncertainty of
the carbon flow the law of propagation of uncertainties was used for mult iplying the CCFs teel- production with the material flow.8 4
WP_scrap metal
The carbon incorporated in scrap metal used in steel production is considered to have the average carbon content of steel. Therefore, it is not
considered, as there will be no additional significant carbon flow from its
use.
PT_pig iron to steel
Carbon Flow (Mt)

0.172

Uncertainty

±6%; ±0.010 Mt

Material Flow (Mt)

0.172

Based on material flow. Source: Verein Deutscher Eisenhüttenleute (1996).
The carbon released in steel production is emitted as CO2 to the atmosphere. The carbon remaining in steel is neglected.
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The calculation is as follows:

+

= 0.035 2 + 0.05 2 = 0.061

−

= 0.043 2 + 0.05 2 = 0.066
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VI.3 Carbon Flows in Consumption and Waste Management
Due to the major changes in waste management (outputs to land and water
plus recycling and re-use) since 1990, it is hard to model the relatio n between production and consumption on the one hand and waste on the
other. Large uncertainties are involved in the balances. The high uncertainty
in the outputs is a result of the complexity of consumption process and the
big differences in the estimatio n of respiration (from 0.6 –1.7 Mt C8 5 ) on the
one hand, and on the other hand the different definitions of waste in industrial production and waste management, which leads to double counting.
Reliable estimates are difficult to obtain for flows from consumption to
waste collection. This is mainly due to the characteristics of stock, which is
highly complex. It is hard to produce reliable projections of the time delay
when a product will be out of use. No consistency checks are possible from
material balance and therefore consistency was only accomplished for the
carbon balance. Due to the lack of information on waste management, the
sub-balances of the {CONSU/WASTE} module are only a first attempt to
use material flow balance data for the calculation of consistent carbon flows.
For detailed uncertainty calculations, material flow consistency would have
to be achieved. Therefore, at the present stage, uncertainties for output
flows are in classes 3 and 4.
The results for the {CONSU/WASTE} module are summarized in Figure 21
and Table 13, a detailed view is given in Table 14.8 6
Aggregated Carbon Flows to and from {CONSU/WASTE}
s +/s +(%)
s +/s + (Mt)
Input
Output
or
(%)
or
(Mt)
MtC
MtC

PC_TOTAL
PW_TOTAL
CS_TOTAL
CT_TOTAL
WP_TOTAL
WL_TOTAL
WE_TOTAL
WA_TOTAL
Total

4,21
0,90

5,11

1,84
1,00
0,22
1,66
0,29
0,10
5,11

11%
7%

15%

0,46
0,06

0,63

18%

37%

0,18

0,37

Table 13: Aggregated Flows for Consumption and Waste Management
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MFA (Hüttler et al. 1996) uses a value of 1.7 MtC (million tons of carbon) for
1992 with no data available for 1990. Using demographic data from 1992 and
1990 would result in 1.744 MtC. For the WRI report, the IFF used 0.63 MtC
(2.328 Mt CO2 ) (Matthews et al. 2000). The ACBM (Orthofer et al. 2000) uses a
value of 1 MtC and Jonas (1997) uses 0.827 MtC. The related uncertainty was
calculated using the highest and lowest flows reported.
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Outputs of waste treatment to water are not considered, as they only make up
for 0.08 MtC according to the WRI report (Matthews et al. 2000).
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ATMO
CT_TOTAL 1.0
Class 4

PC_TOTAL 4.21
Class 3

C - Final Demand
CONSU / WASTE
Sink Strenght: 1.84

PROD

WE_TOTAL 0.29
Class 3

PW_TOTAL 0.9
Class 3

ENERGY

WA_TOTAL 0.1
Class 4

AGRO

WP_TOTAL 0. 22
Class 5

PROD

W - Waste Treatment
WL_TOTAL 1.66
Class 5

LITHO
Figure 21: {CONSU/WASTE} module - aggregated flows (Mt C) including uncertainty class and sink strength (Mt C).

The accumulated flow of carbon from production processes (without energetic use) is 5.7 Mt which is 30% of the carbon flows of consumption
compared to fossil fuel use by society. The highest outputs of the module
are from consumption to the atmosphere due to human respiration (1 Mt C)
and to the lithosphere as flows to landfill (1.76 Mt C). To balance the accounts it was assumed that flows no t recorded by waste management
statistics remain in consumption building the consumption stock of artefacts
in use. On the aggregated level, flows to these stocks of carbon in artefacts
(2.04 Mt C) make up for more than 40% of the total input. Only 3.35 Mt C
of 5.41 Mt C coming from {PROD} leaves the system in the same accounting period of one year. Further research seems necessary to investigate this
high amount of carbon remaining within society.
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Table 14: Carbon flows in {CONS U/WASTE}.
Input
CF
Mt C
I. Wood Utilization (non-energetic)
Consumption
PC_wood products and paper
CW_from pool
CW_waste paper
CW_re-used waste wood
CS_to consumption pool
Total
Waste Management

Output
CF
Mt C

2.108

2.108
Input
CF
Mt C
0.315
0.180
0.239
0.399

CW_from pool
CW_waste paper
CW_re-used waste wood
PW residues from paper industry
WP_recycling paper
WE_wood re-use
WL_landfill and stat. diff.
Total

1.133

II. Food Supply
Consumption
PC_food and other biomass
CT_respiration
CW_food residues
CW_human excrement
Total
Waste Management
CW_food residues
CW_human excrement
PW_waste from food prod.
WA_recycling re-use
WL_to landfill and stat. diff.
Total

Input

III. Plastic and Chemicals
Consumption
PC_consumption
CS_pool
CW
Total
Waste Management
CW
PW_chemical production
WP_re-use
WE_incineration
WL_landfill
Total

Input

0.315
0.180
0.239
1.374
2.108
Output
CF
Mt C

0.180
0.239
0.714
1.133
Output

1.505

1.505
Input
0.340
0.165
0.099

0.604

1.000
0.308
0.165
1.505
Output

0.100
0.504
0.604
Output

0.593

0.593
Input
0.129
0.403

0.532
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0.464
0.129
0.593
Output

0.037
0.053
0.442
0.532

System boundaries
The system boundaries between {PROD} and {CONSU/WASTE} are drawn
acco rding to the sub-balances “Final consumption” of the material flow balance (see Annex 2). Only three sub-balances of the {PROD} module include
carbon flows to consumption, as “Steel Production” and “Cement and Lime
Production” do not cause significant carbon emissions in consumption or
waste treatment. Therefore, three categories for consumption and waste
management were distinguished: “Wood Utilization (non-energetic)”, “Food
Supply” and “Plastic and Chemicals Use”. Each category co nsists of two subbalances, one for consumption and one for waste management.
Inputs originate from {PROD} in the form of carbon flows to consumption or
as flows from production to waste management. The outputs of carbon
flows considered are to the atmosphere {ATMO}, lithosphere {LITHO}8 7 ,
{ENERGY}, {AGRO}, and {PROD}. Outputs to water are not considered, as
they only make up for 0.08 Mt C according to the WRI report (Matthews et
al. 2000).
Carbon conversion factor
Carbon conversion factors are mainly based on factors used in the {PROD}
module.
Sub-Balances
The Tables below list the material and carbon flows to and from the module,
including information on the source and the origin of the data.
Uncertainty Calculations
Uncertainties are only calculated for external flows from Cons umption to the
Atmosphere (Class 4). Uncertainties regarding flows from wastemanagement to {AGRO}, {FOREST} and {ENERGY} are taken from calculations from this other modules.
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Landfills are considered as Lithosphere.
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a

1.133

0.714

0.239

0.180

2.108

1.374

0.239

0.180

0.315

Mt C

CF
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own calculation

Hüttler et al. (1996)

Carbon Flow

Input value

Input value

Material flow

own calculation

Krammer et al.
(1995)

Output from consumption
{FOREST}

Source

Hüttler et al. (1996)

Output from consumption

Carbon Flow

{FOREST}

Material flow

Material flow

{PROD}

Based on

This flow is based on the material flow for construction wood from deconstructed houses.

3.051

1.133

Total

3.051

2.030

WL_landfill and stat. diff.

0.399

0.421

1.330

PW_residues from paper industry

0.239

0.600

0.421

CW_re -used waste wood

0.180

WE_wood re -use

0.600

CW_waste paper

WP_recycling paper

0.700a

CW_from pool

0.315

5.378

Total

2.108

3.657

CS_to consumption pool
5.378

0.421

CW_re -used waste wood

WASTE MANAGEMENT

0.600

CW_waste paper

2.108
0.700

5.378

CW_from pool

PC_wood products and paper

CONSUMPTION

I. Wood Utilization (nonenergetic)

Mt Material Flow

Mt C

Mt Material Flow

OUPUT
MF

CF

MF

INPUT

Sub-balance: Wood Utilization (non-energetic)

Total

0.604

0.504

0.100

1.505

Carbon flow

Material flow

{PROD}

Material flow

Material flow

Carbon flow

Material flow

Material flow

Material flow

{PROD}

Based on

own calculation

Kramme r et al. (1995)

Hüttler et al. (1996)

Hüttler et al. (1996)

own calculation

Hüttler et al. (1996)

own calculation

Matthews et al. (2000)

Source
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MFA (Hüttler et al. 1996) uses a value of 1.7 Mt C (million tons of carbon) for 1992 with no data available for 1990. Using demographic data from 1992 and 1990
would result in 1.744 Mt C. For the WRI report, the IFF used 0.63 Mt C (2.328 Mt CO2) (Matthews et al. 2000). The ACBM (Orthofer et al. 2000) uses a value of 1 Mt
C. Jonas (1997) uses 0.827 Mt C.
b
1.9 Mt of dry matter are reported for 1992, with no value for 1990 available. ACBM reports 0.199 Mt C.
c
The same carbon conversion factor is used as for PC_food and other biomass. The value is in the range of values calculated for 1993 from Krammer et al. (1995).

0.604

2.700

2.700

Total

a

2.375

0.099

WL_to landfill and stat. diff.

0.400

PW_waste from food prod.

0.052
0.325

0.400

CW_human excrement

WA_recycling re-use

1.900

CW_food residues

0.308

8.398

CW_human excrement

WASTE MANAGEMENT

0.400

CW_food residues
1.505

0.340c

1.900b

water from food and human respiration

8.398

0.000

0.165

1.000

a

5.098

1.505

Mt C

1.000

8.398

Mt Material Flow

Mt C

Mt Material Flow

CF

CT_human respiration

PC_food and other biomass

CONSUMPTION

II. Food Supply

MF

OUPUT
CF

INPUT
MF

VI.3.1 Sub-balance: Food Supply

a

CF

0.532

0.442

0.053

0.037

0.593

0.129

0.464

Mt C
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Material flow values reported for 1994 from Fehringer et al. (1997) were used.

0.709

Total

0.532

0.589

WL_landfill
0.702

0.071

a

0.049

0.403

WE_incineration

0.530

PW_chemical production

0.129

WP_ plastic re-use

0.172

CW_plastic and chemicals

WASTE MANAGEMENT

0.780

Total

0.593

0.172
0.780

0.608

0.593

CW_plastic and chemicals

0.780

Mt Material Flow

Mt Material Flow

CS_pool

PC_consumption

CONSUMPTION

MF

CF
Mt C

OUPUT

MF

INPUT

Sub-balance: Plastic and Chemicals Use

III. Plastic and Chemicals Use

VI.3.2

Material flow

Material flow

Material flow

{PROD}

Carbon flow

Carbon flow

Carbon flow

{PROD}

Based on

Krammer et al. (1995)

Fehringer et al. (1997)

Fehringer et al. (1997)

own calculation

own calculation

own calculation

Source

VI.4 Carbon Flow Balance of Physical Metabolism of Austria
for 1990
VI.4.1 A Rough Estimate Using Data from FCA-ACDb
To sum up and to show the possibilities of the new full-carbon-accountingapproach developed, carbon flows and changing stocks will be represented
in the form suggested in Part V.
Due to the different structures of ACDb and the suggested approach that
uses the concept of society’s metabolism, supplemented by a Terrestrial
Biosphere module and a Lithosphere module (see Figure 22), it is not yet
possible to fully describe the society-nature relation. This would only be
possible, if all data representing society’s metabolism were collected using a
material flow balance approach.

Atmosphere

Import/
Export

Society’s
Metabolism

Output
to nature

Terrestrial
Biosphere
Domestic
harvest
Domestic
extraction

national territory

Lithosphere

Figure 22: FCA based on BIF-MFA and a Terrestrial Biosphere Model

An analysis is therefore only possible to some extent8 8 , as data were collected using other systems boundaries. Still, the possibilities of the new
approach can be demonstrated with the data at hand using an input-output
representation that also includes changes in stocks (see Table 15 and Table
16).
The following matrix (Table 15) shows the carbon flows in a detailed representation, which allows comparing carbon flows between categories. In the
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See the difference of 2.3 Mt in the balance of inputs and outputs of society’s carbon metabolism in Table 16
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?
15,3

LAND USE FOREST

7,5

LITHO - Minerals

5,3

0,4
husbandry
4,2

3,3

∆ Stock of Wood Products =1,4 +
∆ Stock in husbadry = ?

0,8

∆ 1,4
+?

0,5

+ bioenergetic fuel = 0,4
+ fuelwood = 1,6
<0.1

very small flow
limestone for
fertilization

Imports /
Exports

Import of fossil fuels = 14,8
+ plastic and chemical products = 1,2

IMP/EXP MIN

IMP/EXP BIO

Export of fossil fuels = 0,4
+ plastic and chemical products = 1,7

2,5

Waste to landfils

Export of agricultural products = 0,5
+ wood = 0,2
+ wood products, pulp and paper = 1,3

Black-Box
Society´s Carbon Metabolism
and changes in PCS
of Austria 1990

MIN Stock
IMP/EXP FF

IMP/EXP FF
2,1

∆ Energy Stock=0,2 +
∆ Plastic Stock =0,46

∆ 0.2 +
0.5

MIN Consumption andequals to input
Waste Management

Minerals

MIN Stock

Plastic on landfil

BIO Consumption and
3
Waste Managementhuman respiration = 1

MIN Production

MIN Consumption and
Waste Management

0,8

manure from husbadry

BIO Stock

MIN Production

own calculation for limestone and
dolomite used for cement and lime

2,5

15,6

FF Consumption and
Waste Management

Biomass

use-wood from {FOREST}=3,7
fuel-wood from {FOREST}=1,6

from {ENERGY}

FF Production

BIO Production

BIO Stock

9,3

from {FOREST}

Total Emission from {ENERGY}
= 17,7
minus 1.6 carbon neutral part
considered in BIO
?
?

LITHO - Fossil Fuels

BIO Consumption and
Waste Management

BIO Production

FF Stock

from {AGRO} corrected by
husbadry

?

Lithosphere

food and feefd from {AGRO}=2,3 (=2,70,4 husbandry)
bioenergy from {AGRO}=0,4
fodder for husbandry = 6,6

from {AGRO}

LAND USE AGRO

FF Stock

-?
from {FOREST}

OUTPUT TO NATURE
Waste Management

Fossil
Fuels

FF Consumption and
Waste Management

13,9

FF Production

22,3

OUTPUT TO NATURE
Waste Management

LAND USE FOREST

?

ATMO
Non-colonised Terrestrial
Biosphere

Terrestrial
Biosphere

LAND USE AGRO

Atmosphere

Non-colonised Terrestrial
Biosphere

ATMO

matrix, flows within the society are not shown8 9 except for net additions to
stocks, due to the lack of data in a consistent representation.

0

Export of limestone and dolomite used for
cement and lime

Import of agricultural products = 0,5
+ wood products = 0,6
+ wood = 1,2

16

IMP/EXP BIO

2,9

IMP/EXP MIN

0

Import of limestone and dolomite used
for cement and lime

Table 15: Matrix of a FCA based on a MFA-Terrestrial Biosphere representation
(values represent carbon flows in Mt; “?” stands for unknown flows)

Table 16 below gives an overview of the aggregated carbon input and outputs to and from the Physical Compartment of Society.
Column I: INPUTS to Society´s Metabolism:
Two input categories, Domestic Carbon Extraction and Carbon Imports, can
be distinguished to report the input to society’s carbon metabolism9 0 . Adding up these categories represents all Direct Carbon Inputs to Society’s
Metabolism.
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See the white square in Table 15 representing the “black box” of internal flows
within society and the changes in the Physical Compartment of Society.

90

Both, inputs and outputs can be split up into sub-categories for fossil fuels, biomass and minerals.
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Column II: OUTPUTS of Society’s Metabolism and STOCK CHANGES in the
Physical Compartment of Society:
The Direct Carbon Output is split up into two main categories. Processes
Carbon Output comprises Domestic Processed Carbon Output to Air (atmosphere), Domestic Processed Carbon Output to Land (agricultural land, forest
land and lithosphere) and Carbon Exports. Net Additions to Stocks (of artefacts and livestock) are used to calculate the changes in carbon stocks of
the Physical Compartment of Society. Also the uncertainties in this balance
and still unknown stock changes have to be taken into account. By this column I and II can be balanced.

INPUTS to Society’s Metabolism [Mt Carbon]

OUTPUTS of Society’s Metabolism and STOCK
CHANGES in the Physical
Compartment of Society [Mt
Carbon]

Domestic CExtraction

3.3

Domestic Processed COutput to Air

23.6

14.6

Domestic Processed COutput to Land

4.2

18.9

C-Exports

4.6

36.8

Total Processed Carbon
Output (TPCO)

32.4

Change in stock in the
Physical Compartment
of Society

Net Addition to Stock of
Artefacts

2,1

Uncertainty

unbalanced

Inputs / Outputs from
and to the Natural Environment

Domestic C-Harvest
Inputs / Outputs from
C-Imports
and to other territories
Total Inputs / Outputs

Balance

Direct Carbon Input
(DCI)

Net Addition to Livestock
36.8

?
2.3
36.8

Table 16: Overview of Carbon Inputs and Outputs to and from Society’s Metabolism
and Changes in the Physical Compartment of Society of Austria in 1990

Domestic Extraction comprises all flows that are absorbed by society’s metabolism stemming from the lithosphere9 1 . Domestic Harvest comprises all
flows that are absorbed by society’s metabolism stemming from the terrestrial biosphere. Adding up Domestic Extraction, Domestic Harvest and the
Carbon Imports9 2 results in the Direct Carbon Input (DCI), as the main input-indicator. In 1990, the DCI of Austria was 36.8 Mt.
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See flows indicated above the black box in Table 15.

92

See flows indicated below the black box in Table 15.
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The Total Process Carbon Output (TPCO) was 32.4 Mt of which 15.6 Mt were
emissions to the atmosphere from fossil fuels 9 3 , 4.2 Mt of carbon emissions
from biomass production (husbandry), 3 Mt originate from biomass co nsumption and waste management9 4 and 0.8 Mt carbon emissions from
cement and lime processing. Apart from this, Domestic Processed Output to
Air of 23.6 Mt, 4.2 Mt of outputs are dumped in the terrestrial biosphere9 5 .
All these outputs to the natural environment9 6 together with exports to
other territories9 7 are defined as the Total Processed Carbon Output (TPCO).
In a consistently balanced full-carbon-accounting the difference between
DCI and TPCO must equal to the Net Additions to Stocks of artefacts and
livestock.
To be used for IPCC greenhouse-gas-inventory, a disaggregated version of
the matrix would be necessary including flows relevant for reporting, but
also those flows not relevant for reporting which still provide valuable information for climate policy.

VI.4.2 Applications and Consequences for Climate Policy
VI.4.2.1
Indicators
Productivity in respect to Direct Carbon Input:
Using the consistent representation, provided by the full-carbon-accountingview, several indicators can be derived that might be of use for climatepolicy as well as for sustainability-policy.
In 1990, Austria had a carbon productivity of 0.0 164 kg C / ATS (35.5 Mt
Direct Carbon Input / 2159 billion ATS9 8 of GDP), i.e. that Austria’s economy
used 16.4 kg of carbon to produce 1000 ATS of GDP. Austria used 4.6 t of
carbon per capita of which 52% came from fossil fuels. In 1990, 272 kg of
carbon per capita were added to the stock of artefacts (capital good and
durable consumer goods), excluding those artefacts that were dumped, recycled or incinerated after use.

93

This share of the TPCO is of relevance for reporting under IPCC guidelines (IPCC
emission categories - Energy and Industrial Processes) as are some flows from
activities in husbandry (that are not quantifiable without a detailed calculation of
the terrestrial biosphere module).

94

This includes 1Mt emitted by human respiration, 0.4 Mt emissions from using
biogenic fuels and 1.6 Mt emissions from burning fuelwood.

95

This includes 0.5 Mt of biogenic waste, 0.4 Mt of plastic and other fossil fuel
products as well as of 3.3 Mt of manure from husbandry that are disposed of in
the natural environment.
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See flows indicated at left hand side of the black box in Table 15.

97

See flows indicated at right hand side of the black box in Table 15.
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Constant 1996 billion Austrian Schillings.
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Share of Biomass in the Trade Balance
Another relevant indicator is the share of biomass and non renewable resources in the trade balance. This share gives an indication of the
competitive advantage of a country in terms of its sustainable carbon resource basis.
In 1990, Austria’s trade balance in terms of carbon was unbalanced by 14.3
Mt, due to the large dependence of fossil fuel imports for industrial production and for consumption. The balance was negative in both, the balance of
fossil fuels (incl. plastic and chemical products) with 13.9 Mt and the balance of biomass with 0.4 Mt.
Austria, benefits signif icantly from large percentage of forest area in the
trade balance. In 1990, 54% carbon-exports stemmed from renewable resource in the form of wood o r wood products.
VI.4.2.2
Consequences for the Evaluation of Climate Policy
One goal of the Climate Convention is to support the sustainable use of renewable resources, as it is considered to be a way to substitute the use of
fossil fuel. This is done by treating biomass as carbon neutral resources.
However, using the full carbon approach unveils one shortcoming of the
IPCC inventory system in respect to its role to support the goals of the Convention. As already mentioned in III.1, IPCC does not take into account
imports and exports of carbon in its partial approach. A full carbon representation as shown in Table 15 can help to understand the consequences
for carbon trading by giving a consistent view of the carbon cycle. In the
case of the fossil fuel category, net imports are of minor relevance for the
greenhouse-gas-inventory as all emissions from the territory are accounted
for, no matter where they come from. However, biomass related imports
and exports can be of importance, as emissions are treated differently, i.e.
they are carbon neutral.
As a major regulatory effect, the IPCC reporting system rewards countries
with net additions to stocks with the intention to increase carbon stocks in
the terrestrial biosphere. To achieve this effect, such countries can report
net additions as removals. The problem arising is that accounts of removals
are calculated independently of the cause of the net addition, which leads to
equal treatment of sustainable and unsustainable use of biomass-resources.
Due to the design of the IPCC partial carbon accounting, net importing
countries of wood and wood products are rewarded for not using their forest
resources. They can report more removals (net additions to sto cks) or fewer
emissions (net reductions of stock) as they could be reporting in the case of
using up the country’s own forest resources. To use an example; in 1990,
Austria was a net importing country of 0.3 Mt of carbon in wood and wood
products and it reported a net addition to forest stocks of 2.7 Mt. The net
imports are not deducted from the removals although, without imports, the
net additions to stocks would have been less. This means, that Austria reported 0.3 Mt of removals as it would have been able in the case of an
outbalanced import-export carbon-trade-balance. As Austria became a net
exporter of wood and wood products in the last decade, the impact on Austria’s reporting of removals has changed. Now high, but still sustainably
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produced, exports of wood and wood products, reduce the amount of removals that can be reported.
While net importers of wood and wood products benefit from the IPCC accounting system, net exporters9 9 are “punished” for providing climateneutral resources to other countries1 0 0 . Estimates for the costs involved
show that this can be of importance for countries exporting wood or wood
products. The permit price for carbon sinks is estimated to be, on average,
between 4.5 and 9.5 €/t CO2-equivalent (Matthes et al. 2003)1 0 1 . This
means that exports of 0.2 MtC in the form of wood would, as was the case
in Austria in 1990, reduce the turnover of emission-certificates worth 3.3 to
6.9 Mio. €1 0 2 . Under a full-carbon-accounting-regime, the consequence for a
net importing country would be that the net imports would have to be deducted from the removal to forest stocks as in the case of Austria in 1990. A
net exporting country, however, would be able to add these exports to the
removals to forest stock. This would give equal rights to wood exporting
countries that do not over-use forests vis á vis net importing countries with
net growing forest stocks.
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I.e., those who have forest resources which they use economically.
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In some sense, this is a form of taxation of exports of renewable resources via
the exclusion from carbon trading.
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Estimates on the price in carbon trading differ significantly. The mean estimates
in the report of Matthes et al. (2003) are based on estimates in various studies
of certificate prices without participation of USA taking into account the sinks.
The prices range from 1.5 to 45 €/t of CO2-equivalent. Another source, “The EU
Green Report on Emission Trading” estimates the price from 2005 onwards to be
in the range of 15 to 75€/t CO2-equivalent. Deutsche Bank estimates a price between 5 and 15€/t CO2 (Der Standard, 24.10.2003)
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Exports of 0.2 MtC of wood account for 0.72 Mt CO2 -equivalent. Using the range
of mean prices indicated by Matthes et al. (2003) a carbon sink of the same size
is worth between 3.3 and 6.9 Mio. €. Using the estimates from the EU Green Report, the price to be achieved would be between 11 Mio. and 55 Mio. €.
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VII Conclusions
VII.1 Comparison of Existing Greenhouse-Gas-Inventory Approaches
To evaluate their value for climate policy, three greenhouse-gas-inventory
approaches have been compared in Part III. The first inventory approach
was developed by IPCC as the legally binding inventory system to monitor
the reduction targets of the Kyoto Protocol. The second approach, the Austrian Carbon Balance Model (ACBM ) is a Full Carbon Accounting tool
developed to model ecological and economic carbon cycles. The third approach, the Austrian Carbon Database (ACDb) is another Full Carbon
Accounting approach developed to evaluate uncertainties of carbon flows.
VII.1.1 Greenhouse-Gas-Monitoring and Market Based Mechanisms
Following the first line of arguments formulated in I.2, the success of market based mechanisms depends on the quality of the monitoring system.
Verifiability and low uncertainty of data are the two main criteria for the
evaluation of the greenhouse-gas-inventory approach in respect to their
quality as basis for market based mechanisms. The IPCC approach has often been criticized for the problems in verifiability that might occur, for the
shortcomings in reporting uncertainties and for the lack of concepts to deal
with large differences in the uncertainties of data between countries and
between source categories. All these criticisms might cause problems in the
implementation of climate policy instruments in the next years. Using full
carbon accounting as a concept for reporting CO2 and CH4 emissions, however, would cause fewer problems in verification and reporting of
uncertainties.
In IPCC PCA all important greenhouse-gases are being considered in the
emission categories. It is a pragmatic approach that allows basing greenhouse-gas-reporting on countries’ statistical data at hand. However, well
founded critique has been raised by several authors in respect to the appropriateness of the IPCC-greenhouse-gas-inventory accounting approach.
Scientist have been warning that problems might occur in the implementation of market based mechanisms due to the lack of knowledge about the
quality of partial carbon accounting data and the consequences fo r verifiability of reaching the reduction targets. The problems are related to double
counting and inconsistencies1 0 3 which can not be detected by a PCA approach. The reason for possible double counting and inconsistencies is that
the bottom-up partial approach of IPCC can not be linked to the top-down
data concerning emissions from the terrestrial biosphere. Here a trade off
exists between quality of data and getting data at all.
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As shown by the ACBM report inconsistencies in the official reporting of Austria
result in a higher net emission in terms of CO2 equivalent due to the lack of FCA
for agricultural and forest land (Orthofer et al. 2000).
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A second issue raised by scientists refers to the shortcoming in reporting of
uncertainties. On the one hand, reporting is not obligatory. This might not
be of relevance, as participating countries to the Kyoto convention will
hardly accept carbon trading without documentation of uncertainties from
the side of other trade partners. On the other hand, voluntary IPCC guidelines for uncertainty calculations are based on one data source that is
selected, although others might exist. This keeps uncertainties nominally
lower than in the case when all expert judgements are taken to calculate an
uncertainty range as suggested by IIASA. Therefore, the uncertainty reported must be questioned as an indicator for the quality of data.
A third issue raised refers to the large difference in uncertainties between
different emission-categories. Data on fossil fuel are in most countries co nsidered to be of good quality (low uncertainty range) compared to other
source categories. Data regarding emissions from agriculture, forestry or
waste management have considerably higher uncertainties. The wide range
of quality in data will have to be taken into account in the design of market
based mechanisms, otherwise confidence in this policy instruments will suffer.
VII.1.2 Greenhouse-Gas-Monitoring as Indicator System for Climate Policy
Following the second line of arguments in I.2, monitoring systems are necessary to provide indicators for climate policy.
Criticism raised in this thesis, does not only refer to the IPCC-PCA but also
to ACBM and ACDb. These approaches, it is argued, lack compatibility with
socio -economic driving forces. Based on the DPSIR-indicator concept used
by the EU, the indicator systems should allow to link from the driving force
indicators, relevant for climate change, to the pressure indicators (greenhouse-gas-inventory). Neither IPCC-PCA nor ACBM or ACDb fulfil the
prerequisite for linking the indicator system. In all three approaches the
structure of the inventory (emission categories or modules) does not follow
the logic of economic indicator systems nor any other socio-economic indicator system. Three arguments have been discussed: Firstly, IPCC-PCA
requires listing emissions not according to an epistemological concept but
according to categories that respond to available emission reporting systems in most of the participating countries. Secondly, in terms of
aggregated output to the atmosphere, no distinction is made between production and consumption. For instance, CO2 emissions from {PROD} which
should be consider separately from consumption to be able to link GDP and
production outputs in terms of carbon, also include emissions from co nsumption of wood products and agricultural products. Thirdly, the output
categories (consumption, exports) of ACBM and ACDb are not used consistently in respect to inter-modular comparability. In the structure of the
{ENERGY} module consum ption categories are included, whereas all other
flows to consumption are collected in a separate production module
({PROD}) in the case of ACBM or in a separated consumption module 1 0 4
({CONSUWASTE}) in the case of ACDb. Exports that are part of outputs of
104

Together with waste management.
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the production process in a consistent logic that can be linked to economic
driving forces, are part of different modules in both ACBM and ACDb and
can therefore not be used for consistent analysis.

VII.2 Comparison of Material Flow Accounting as Methods to
Monitor Greenhouse Gas Emissions
The idea to use material flow accounting for climate policy has been raised
by different institutions. Research on carbon-inventory by IIASA concludes
that material flow accounting should be used as a basis for full carbon accounting. Another promoter of material flow analysis in this context is
EUROSTAT. Apart from the applications in other policy fields related to issues of sustainability, EUROSTAT suggest to use material flow accounting
for climate policy (Eurostat 1999). At the EU level, EUROSTAT is trying to
establish material flow accounting as a monitoring tool for member countries.
VII.2.1 MFA-Approaches and Market Based Mechanisms
Material flow analysis is a concept that draws much attention on consistency
of data. This is seen as a prerequisite for the success of a monitoring system that builds the basis of market based mechanisms.
Double counting of carbon flows can be avoided as far as it has already
been avoided in MFA methodology, which helps to achieve verifiability and
reduction of uncertainty of data.
The BIF-MFA is considered to be the best approach compared to the TMRO
approach and to PIOT, as it is based on consistency checks at the highest
level of aggregation as well as at sub-balance level.
VII.2.2 MFA-Approaches as Indicator System for Climate Policy
The BIF-MFA approach chosen for full-carbon-accounting is a representation
of the directly human induced activities of the anthropogenic system in
terms of matter, measured in tons. It balances those material flows that are
activated by the economy, taking into account all inputs, outputs and accumulated stocks. Furthermore, it makes a clear distinction between the
Physical Compartments of Society (that includes directly human induced
anthropogenic flows) on the one hand. On the other hand, all other relevant
flows are attributed to the natural environment (with its biospheric flows
which also include indirect consequences of human activity 1 0 5 ). The approach was designed to link socio -economic driving forces to the pressure
they caused for the environment. It is especially enlightening to use BIF MFA when comparing time series data from national accounting with the
underlying material reality of economic activity in terms of bulk material or
substances.
The well defined system boundaries and the level of accumulation of material flows in respect to monetary flows, all together, allows the use of MFA105

For example, the BIF-MFA does not consider methane emissions from rice fields,
which is seen as part of the emissions from the natural environment.
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based carbon accounting to directly relate greenhouse-gas-reduction to
socio -economic driving forces. The method also allows using time series for
the building of scenarios and projections. Even the comparison with monetary input-output tables, that will be available bi-annually for EU countries
in the future, could be of interest to the climate policy makers.
BIF-MFA is based on a society-nature-interaction concept that draws systems boundaries in a way that allows linking economic national accounting
and material flow accounting. Other existing MFA approaches are either too
highly aggregated or too disaggregated. High aggregation as in the case of
TMRO reduces consistency and increases uncertainty. A highly disaggregated MFA approach like PIOT is considered a too work intensive approach
to be elaborated for every year.

VII.3 Evaluation of the Chosen Approach:
The main goal of the thesis was to show the feasibility, the value added in
respect to existing models and the limits of using MFA for full-carbonaccounting. The first two questions relate to the first line of arguments described in I.2, regarding the successful implementation of market based
mechanisms:
• Can consistency1 0 6 of a carbon balance based on material flow accounts
be achieved?
• To what extent can uncertainties be quantified and what is the related
quality of carbon flow data?
The third question relates to the second line of arguments regarding an indicator system to support other climate-policy-measures.
• Is it possible to link driving forces of global climate change with carbon
flows on the level of models and indicator systems to be able to develop
relevant reduction strategies and evaluate them?
VII.3.1 Feasibility and Consistency
From the experience made in the empirical work1 0 7 in Part VI, it can be co ncluded that BIF -MFA-based carbon accounting is feasible from the
methodological point of view. It was possible to derive a carbon consistent
accounting for society’s metabolism of Austria for 1990. Accounts were balanced for bulk material as well as in terms of carbon for the sub-balances
concerning agricultural products, wood products, plastic and products from
limestone. High consistency was achieved as the problem of double counting is already handled in material flow accounting before the carbon flows
are specified in full-carbon-accounting. The most important source for bal106

The consistent approach used here investigates the full carbon system and applies a full systems approach as well as a detailed, module-by-module approach,
in consideration of inter- module consistency as a boundary condition.
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The data presented in Part VI are based on my own research (Kubeczko 2001)
in the course of the ACDb project. For this thesis, I have revised the data by including additional information that was not available at the time of finalising the
project report.
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ancing the accounts was the material flow balance for Austria for 1990 and
1992 (Hüttler et al. 1996). However, some additional data sources had to
be taken into account 1 0 8 due to three reasons: (a) Data were not available
in all cases due to the selection process for bulk materials. (b) The level of
aggregation was not always as detailed as required to calculate the carbon
flows in the form specified by the IPCC guidelines. (c) Additional statistical
sources were used for waste management, as the design of BIF -MFA does
not include sub-balances for waste management and the existing material
flow balance only gives rough categories of domestic output to water, air
and land on the highest level of aggregation.
To include the flows required by IPCC guidelines, BIF -MFA can be used as a
basis for the anthropogenic part of full-carbon-accounting, provided some
modification are made. For the application in reporting as required by IPCC,
this would mean that Annex 1 countries would have to establish national
material flow balances before establishing full-carbon-accounting.
VII.3.2

Verification and Uncertainty as a Basis for Market Based Mechanisms in Climate Policy
As can be seen from the results presented in Part VI, verification of carbon
flows can be fully achieved for production processes. This has been proven
by calculating uncertainties for production processes of wood products, agricultural products, plastic and lim estone products (cement and lime).
Although the most influential anthropogenic emissions from fossil fuels were
not investigated, it can be concluded that verification of the related carbon
flows can also be achieved easily, as data in the material flow balance are
based on the same statistics that were used by ACBM and the officially reported data according to IPCC guidelines.
It was possible to calculate uncertainties for a wide range of flows related to
industrial production processes and the flows that are consumed by society.
For some flows estimates are based on my own judgement (see documentation of sub-balances in Part VI), as easily available expert estimates were
not at hand.
For production processes uncertainties are in Class 2 to 3. This means that,
with a probability of 67%, the real value of the reported Class 2 flows is in a
range of plus-minus 10% of the value reported in the accounts. The real
values of the reported Class 3 flows are in a range of plus minus 20% of the
values reported in the accounts.
For flows within the module comprising consumption and waste management the uncertainty range is considerably higher than for production
related flows. Here uncertainties range from Class 3 to 5, i.e. from 10 to
more than 40%. The reason for this is twofold. First, the system boundaries
have been drawn between consumption and production. This allows keeping
the uncertainty range for the production module lower than 20%. Higher
uncertainties in consumption and waste management are consequently
caused, to some extent, by the structure of the full-carbon-accounting108

From the documentation of the sub balances provided in Part VI it can be seen
where the material flow balance for 1990 was taken as main source and where
other sources were used.
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approach, as the main carbon stock are part of the consumption module
and the stock still represent a black box in carbon research. Second, carbon
flows in waste management can not be easily monitored (bottom up) due to
the complex chemical structure of waste components. At the same time it is
still impossibility to check carbon-flows top down (from the output of the
carbon stock) with reasonable high precision.
From the point of view of the available methodology to calculate uncertainties it must be concluded that the applied IIASA method as well as the Tier
1 approach suggested by IPCC only allow for rough calculations of uncertainties. Both methods apply the law of error propagation. As a basic rule
the law of error propagation only provides exact results when data are independent of each other. To use independent data however is impossible in
the case of data that are calculated by balancing accounts. This can not be
avoided by the methods suggested and is taken into account by IPCC experts. However, it has to be kept in mind when interpreting uncertainties.
VII.3.3 FCA as a Basis for a Climate Policy Indicator System
By the suggested approach, improvement can be achieved in respect to the
compatibility of full-carbon-accounting with the most important socioeconomic driving force indicator systems. The clear distinction between
MFA-based carbon accounting and a terrestrial biosphere module allows for
a clear distinction between emissions due to society’s metabolism and emissions from the biosphere. The chosen representation of society’s
metabolism also allows analysing and reporting emissions from production
separate from those of co nsumption. Therefore the internal and external
system boundaries used are compatible with those used in economic analysis. The chosen full-carbon-accounting approach based on BIF -MFA can be
used to link carbon flows to economic national accounting as one of the
most important driving force indicator system. Based on existing and consistent methodology in material flow analysis, the carbon flows represent
the material flows that correspond to monetary flows reported in the gross
domestic product (GDP). For more detailed analysis, MFA-based carbon
flows can also be linked to economic input-output analysis. This helps to
derive policy conclusions more readily 1 0 9 .

VII.4 Consequences for BIF-MFA and Carbon Accounting
Material flows in the national material flow balance should, where possible,
be aggregated in a way that further reduces uncertainties of carbon flows.
As BIF-MFA aggregation is based on material flow and not on carbon flow
quantities, a compromise should be found in the selection process of material flows to take into account the needs of full-carbon-accounting1 1 0 . And,
109

Policy makers might e.g. use derived productivity indicators for benchmarking
between sectors and countries.
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However this might cause a problem for purists that do not want to mix the bulk
material logic with toxicity logic. Indeed, uncertainties of small flows would n
icrease, that might be avoided when using separate statistics for small but
relevant flows (e.g. in the case of solvents).
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where necessary, disaggregation must be investigated that also takes into
account specific features of full-carbon-accounting.
As uncertainty calculations are based on the material flows, it would be of
importance to establish a reporting of uncertainties on the level of material
flow accounting1 1 1 . This would help to perform uncertainty calculations for
full-carbon-accounting more efficiently, as carbon accounting for the part of
society’s metabo lism would allow using the uncertainties calculated for material flow balances in combination with the uncertainties (standard
deviations) of carbon conversion factors.
However, waste management is not considered in detail by BIF -MFA. Carbon flows in waste management are considered to be of importance for
IPCC inventory. Therefore, full-carbon-accounting that can provide all flow
data necessary under IPCC has to include a sufficiently detailed representation of waste management. Consequently, the output categories of national
material flow balance must be discussed and specified. For this purpose it
might be of use to establish a sub-balance that similar to the physical inputoutput (PIOT) approach deals with waste management.

VII.5 Further Research
Additional research is still necessary to discuss system boundaries of (and
within) full-carbon-accounting. MFA-based full-carbon-accounting that fully
takes into account the MFA logic can use the results presented. Nevertheless, improvements to the material flow accounts accomplished in recent
years have to be taken into account when time series are set up. Additional
work will also be required to find a more appropriate aggregation of flows,
based on the necessities of carbon accounting.
From the results presented for 1990, it becomes clear that uncertainties are
still very high and still have to be reduced by improving data quality. For
accumulated flows, no data with Class 1 uncertainties are available. Only
data for flows from {AGRO} have Class 2 quality, all others have Class 3.
Further improvements can be expected when material flow accounts for
1990 are available from Statistics Austria in a revised version. Research on
appropriate aggregation, as well as improvements in carbon conversion factors, can further improve data quality.

VII.6 Policy Conclusions
Articles 5, 7 and 8 of the Kyoto Protocol require industrialized countries to
provide a verifiable national system for estimating emissions and sinks by
2007 in the form of an annual inventory of emissions and sinks. Basing carbon reporting for carbon flows activated by the societies’ on the consistent
methodology of BIF -MFA would allow the Annex-1-countries to repo rt verif iable anthropogenic carbon flows. The example of the WRI report on
material flows (Matthews et al. 2000) shows how far the national comparison of material flows has developed. Carbon accounting based on bulk MFA
111

For a complete uncertainty concept for BIF-MFA, expert judgment still has to be
collected and documented.
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would be a step further helping to improve the acceptance of international
climate policy. However, this would require Annex-1-countries that have
ratified the Protocol to establish a material flow accounting system as soon
as possible. Under realistic assumptions it will take longer than to 2007, for
countries to establish this reporting. Full-carbon-accounting using MFA
methodo logy should therefore be considered as prerequisite for the next
step of climate policy beyond the Kyoto Protocol.
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ANNEX I: Common Reporting Framework for National
Greenhouse Gas Inventories1 1 2

Source: Revised 1996 IPCC Guidelines for National Greenhouse Gas
Inventories (IPCC 1997)
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ANNEX II: Material Flow Balance for Austria 1990 to 1992
Materialflußrechnung Österreich 1990 und 1992
Source: Worksheet from appendix in Hüttler et al. (1996)

Kohle, Erdöl, Erdgas
1990

1992

1990

1992

Import
INPUT

[Mio. t] [Mio. t]

OUTPUT
Erdöl roh
Erdölprodukte
Kunststoffe und -waren
Org. chem. Erzeugnisse
Kohlen
Gase

Summe

[Mio. t] [Mio. t]
6,80
7,55
3,21
2,86
1,19
1,32
0,70
0,56
4,71
4,74
3,97
3,90
20,58
20,93

Bergbau, Erdöl- und Erdgasförderung
INPUT
produktive Entnahme

Summe

[Mio. t] [Mio. t]
4,56
4,27 Erdöl roh
Kohlen
Gase
4,56
4,27

OUTPUT

[Mio. t] [Mio. t]
1,15
1,18
2,45
2,03
0,95
1,07
4,56
4,27

[Mio. t] [Mio. t]
7,95
8,73 Erdölprodukte
1,00
0,84 Gase
0,04
0,01 C in Abluft
S in Abluft
N in Abluft
O in Abluft
Abfälle
8,99
9,58

OUTPUT

[Mio. t] [Mio. t]
7,31
7,63
0,62
0,64
0,66
0,89
0,14
0,15
0,03
0,03
0,11
0,12
0,13
0,13
8,99
9,58

[Mio. t] [Mio. t]
2,34
1,99 Koks
0,54
0,46 Gase
C in Abluft
H in Abluft
S in Abluft
Abfall
2,88
2,46

OUTPUT

[Mio. t] [Mio. t]
1,72
1,49
0,83
0,71
0,17
0,13
0,10
0,08
0,01
0,01
0,05
0,05
2,88
2,46

[Mio. t] [Mio. t]
1,69
1,43
0,07
0,07
0,01
0,01
5,52
4,86

OUTPUT

[Mio. t] [Mio. t]
6,68
5,89
0,19
0,10
0,02
0,01
0,02
0,02
0,15
0,13
0,22
0,22
7,28
6,37

Raffinerie
INPUT
Erdöl roh
Erdölprodukte
Luft (N, O)

Summe
Kokerei
INPUT
Kohlen
Luft (N, O)

Summe
Hochofen
INPUT
Kohlen
Erdölprodukte
Gase
Luft (N,O)

Summe

7,28

6,37

Gase
C in Abluft
H in Abluft
S in Abluft
Asche
Abfall

Elektrizitäts- und Wärmeversorgung
INPUT
Kohlen
Erdölprodukte
Gase

Summe

[Mio. t] [Mio. t]
1,94
2,24 C in Abluft
0,66
0,35 H in Abluft
3,86
4,08 S in Abluft
Asche
N in Abluft
O in Abluft
Abfall
6,47
6,66

OUTPUT

[Mio. t] [Mio. t]
2,92
2,60
0,70
0,70
0,03
0,03
0,10
0,11
1,29
1,42
1,03
1,41
0,39
0,39
6,47
6,67

[Mio. t] [Mio. t]
0,70
0,50
0,06
0,06
0,31
0,22
0,70
0,56
0,13
0,52

OUTPUT

[Mio. t] [Mio. t]

Chemische Industrie
INPUT
Erdölprodukte
Kohlen
Gase
org. chem. Erzeugnisse
sonst. Input (nicht fossil)
Kunststoffe u. -waren
Abfälle
Summe

1,90

1,37
0,53
1,90

1,86

1,33
0,53
1,86

Endverbrauch
INPUT
Erdölprodukte
Kohlen
Gase
Kunststoffe u. -waren

[Mio. t] [Mio. t]
7,62
8,01
2,91
2,52
6,78
6,10
0,76
0,86

OUTPUT

[Mio. t] [Mio. t]
10,52
10,66
1,91
2,04
0,06
0,06
1,69
1,33
2,49
1,93
0,22
0,19
0,76
0,86
0,42
0,42
18,07
17,49

Summe

18,07 17,49

[Mio. t] [Mio. t]
0,15
0,20
0,73
0,20
0,88

OUTPUT

[Mio. t] [Mio. t]

[Mio. t] [Mio. t]
2,27
2,37
0,03
0,03
1,80
2,30
2,40

OUTPUT

[Mio. t] [Mio. t]

C in Abluft
H in Abluft
Schwefel in Abluft
O in Abluft
N in Abluft
Asche
Bestandszuwachs
Abfälle

Lager
INPUT
Erdölprodukte
Kohlen
Gase
Summe
Export
INPUT
Erdölprodukte
Kohlen
Kunststoffe und -produkte
Summe

ANNEX II: Material Flow Balance for Austria 1990 to 1992
Materialflußrechnung Österreich 1990 und 1992
Source: Worksheet from appendix in Hüttler et al. (1996)

Biomasse
1990

1992

1990

1992

Import
INPUT

[Mio. t] [Mio. t]

OUTPUT
Holz, Holzwaren
Nahrungs- und Genußmittel
Futtermittel
Sonst. Produkte

Summe

[Mio. t] [Mio. t]
4,8
5,8
2,1
2,3
0,6
0,6
2,2
2,5
9,7 11,2

Forstliche Produktion
INPUT
Ernte (Holzentnahme)
Summe

[Mio. t] [Mio. t]
OUTPUT
16,7
14,2 Holz
Lagerveränderung
16,7
14,2

[Mio. t] [Mio. t]
16,1
14,3
0,6
-0,1
16,7 14,2

[Mio. t] [Mio. t]
200
200 Bewässerung

[Mio. t] [Mio. t]
200
200

Pflanzliche Produktion
INPUT
Wasserentnahme
Ernte

Summe

36,7

36,7

OUTPUT

32,8 Pflanzl. Erz. f. Lebensmittelversorgung
Pflanzl. Erz. f. sonst. Versorgung
davon Trocknung, Schwund
Eigenverbrauch, Direktvermarktung
Futtermittel (inkl. Einstreu)
32,8

8,4

8,5
0,3
0,9

18,0
8,4

0,3
23,7
32,8

Tierische Produktion
INPUT
Wasserentnahme (Tränke,
Verdünnung von Gülle)
Wild, Fische
Futtermittel (pflanzl. Prod.)
Futtermittel (ind.-gew.. Prod.)
Milchverfütterung
Futtermittelimporte

Summe

[Mio. t] [Mio. t]
OUTPUT
57,0
59,0 Verdunstung (inkl. statist. Differenz)
0,01
18,0
1,7
0,7
0,6

78,0

Fleisch, Milch, Eier (exkl. Eigenverbrauch)
23,7 dav. lebende Tiere direkt für den Export
2,2 Eigenverbrauch, Direktvermarktung
0,7 Milchverfütterung
Wirtschaftsdünger (inkl. Einstreu)
davon: Anteil aus Wasserentnahme
davon: restlicher Anteil
überlag. Futtermittel, Silogärsäfte
Emissionen
85,6

[Mio. t] [Mio. t]
40,0
46,9
4,7
0,04
0,5
0,7
27,6

4,1
0,1
0,4
0,7
32,8
12,1
20,7
0,4
4,5
0,2
78,0 85,6

2. Verarbeitungsstufe
INPUT
Holz, Holzprodukte
Holz (wiederverwertet)
Altpapier
Fleisch, Milch, Eier
Pflanzliche Erzeugnisse
Wasser f. Getränkeerz.
Importe (sonstige)
Importe insg.
Summe

[Mio. t] [Mio. t]
13,9
7,7
0,8
0,9
0,6
0,6
4,7
4,1
8,4
7,9
2,5
4,3
11,2
32,7

34,9

OUTPUT
Holz- und Papierwaren
Holz (wiederverwertet)
Altpapier
Lebensmittel und sonstige Produkte
Futtermittel
verwertete Reststoffe
Exporte (Holz-, Papierw.)
Exporte (Lebensmittel u. sonstige)
Abfälle

[Mio. t] [Mio. t]
12,7
13,0
0,9
0,4
14,0
8,8
1,0
1,0
1,2
6,7
2,9
4,6
0,4
32,7 34,9

Endnachfrage
INPUT
[Mio. t] [Mio. t]
Holz (energet. Nutzung)
7,0
6,6
Holz- und Papierprodukte
5,0
11,5
Lebensmittel und sonstige Produkte 12,4
8,8
Eigenverbrauch, Direktvermarktung
0,7

Summe

24,4

OUTPUT
[Mio. t]
Altpapier
0,2
Küchen- und Kantinenabfälle
Fäkalien
Urin
transpiriertes Wasser
Summe Fäkalien, Urin, transp. Wasser
davon: Wasseranteil in Getränken
davon: restlicher Anteil
stoffwechselbed. C-Ausstoß
C-Ausstoß durch Holzverbrennung
Saldo
24,2
Annahme: dav. 25% Bestandszuwachs
Annahme: dav. 75% Abfälle
27,6
24,2

[Mio. t]
0,6
1,9
0,4
4,3
1,1
5,8
2,5
3,3
1,7
6,6
11,0
2,8
8,2
27,6

Bestand
INPUT
Bauholz
sonstiger Zuwachs
Summe

[Mio. t] [Mio. t]
OUTPUT
1,2
1,5 Bauholz aus Abbruch
2,8 Bestandsveränderung
1,2
4,3

[Mio. t] [Mio. t]
0,7
0,4
0,5
3,9
1,2
4,3

[Mio. t] [Mio. t]
4,8
4,0
2,1
2,1
0,1
0,1
3,1
3,5
10,1
9,7

[Mio. t] [Mio. t]

Export
INPUT
Holz, Holzwaren
Nahrungs- und Genußmittel
Futtermittel
Sonst. Produkte
Summe

OUTPUT
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Mineralische Materialien
1990

1992

1990

1992

Inländische Primärentnahme
INPUT
nicht verwertete Entnahme
Bodenaushub
verwertete Entnahme

Summe verw. Entnahme

[Mio. t] [Mio. t]
n.b.
15,0
124,1

OUTPUT

n.b. Abraum
15,4 Bodenaushub
123,4 Erze
Tone
Quarz, Quarzsand
Magnesit
Dolomit
Basaltische Gesteine
Kalkstein und Mamor
Mergel
Sonstige
Steinsalz
Natursteine (sonst.) mind.
Sand, Kies (sonst.) mind.

124,1 123,4

[Mio. t] [Mio. t]
n.b.
15,0

n.b.
15,4

2,9
4,1
6,4
1,2
5,9
4,1
19,3
2,6
0,9
0,4
21,3
55,0

2,2
4,1
6,4
1,0
5,9
4,1
19,3
2,6
1,0
0,5
21,3
55,0

124,1 123,4

Import
INPUT

[Mio. t] [Mio. t]

OUTPUT
Rohstoffe, Produkte

[Mio. t] [Mio. t]
13,2
14,5
13,2
14,5

[Mio. t] [Mio. t]
13,2
14,5
2,9
2,2
4,1
4,1
6,4
6,4
1,2
1,0
5,9
5,9
4,1
4,1
19,3
19,3
2,6
2,6
0,9
1,0
0,4
0,5
21,3
21,3
55,0
55,0
0,15
0,18
2,5 2,0
1,0
1,1
141,0 139,1

OUTPUT
Infrastruktur, inkl. stat. Diff.
Produkte, inkl. Baumaterial
Export (Rohstoffe u. Produkte)
Mineral. Dünger, Auftaumittel
Abfälle
Emissionen

[Mio. t] [Mio. t]
103,8 102,7
20,0
20,0
9,9
10,1
1,2
1,0
6,1
5,2
0,01
0,04

Summe

Verarbeitung
INPUT
Import (Rohstoffe u. Produkte)
Erze
Tone
Quarz, Quarzsand
Magnesit
Dolomit
Basaltische Gesteine
Kalkstein und Mamor
Mergel
Sonstige
Steinsalz
Brecherprodukte mind.
Sand, Kies mind.
Recycling Glas
Recycl. Baurestmassen
Schrott
Summe

141,0 139,1

Endnachfrage Haushalte
INPUT
Produkte, Bauinfrastruktur
geschätzt
Summe

[Mio. t] [Mio. t]
20,0
20,0

OUTPUT
Bestand
20,0 Recycling Glas
Abfälle
20,0

[Mio. t] [Mio. t]
19,4
19,5
0,15
0,18
0,5
0,4
20,0
20,0

Bestand
INPUT
Investgüter, öff. Infrastruktur

Wohnbau, priv. Infrastruktur
Summe

[Mio. t] [Mio. t]
OUTPUT
[Mio. t]
103,8 102,7 Baurestmassen
7,9
davon Recycling 2,5
davon Abfall 5,4
Eisenschrott
1,0
19,4
19,5 Dissipative Verl. (Straßenabr.)
3,0
123,2 122,2
11,9
Bestandszuwachs
111,3

[Mio. t]
6,9
2,0
4,9
1,1
3,0
11,0
111,2

Export
INPUT
Rohstoffe, Produkte
Summe

[Mio. t] [Mio. t]
9,9
10,1
9,9
10,1 Summe

OUTPUT

[Mio. t] [Mio. t]
9,9

10,1

